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ABSTRACT 
Role of Periodic Markets in the Transaction of Agricultural Commodities in 
Shahjahanpur District 
Agriculture is a way of life, a tradition, which, for centuries, has shaped the 
thought, the outlook, the culture and the economic life of the people of India. Agriculture, 
therefore, is continued to be central to all strategies for planned socio-economic 
development of the country. Rapid growth of agriculture is essential not only to achieve 
self-reliance at national level but also for household food security and to bring about equity 
in distribution of income and wealth resulting in rapid reduction in poverty levels. Indian 
agriculture has made rapid strides and the annual food grains production which has 
increased from 51 million tonnes in early fifties to 206 million tonnes at the turn of the 
century. It has contributed significantly in achieving self-sufficiency in food. Despite 
reaching new horizons of development in several spheres, agriculture sector is still far 
behind as compared to the country's other sectors so far as improving the condition of 
farmers is concerned. Various strategies have been formulated from time to time to 
improve the lot of farmers, but the economic condition of small and marginal farmers is 
still very bad, despite a higher economic growth rate. It is because of fact that the serious 
efforts could not made to ensure a remunerative return to farmers at grass roots level for 
their produce. As a result, the lot of general farmers continues to deteriorate day by day 
and they have been forced to commit suicide. 
Since, the farmers are unable to get a higher remunerative return of their produce, it 
has become necessary that a proper arrangement of marketing network of their produce is 
made, in order to enable to the farmers to improve their condition. 
Periodic markets are an integral part of the marketing network, and free from the 
complexities of various rules and laws such as in regulated markets. Here, the farmers are 
able to get a higher remunerative return of their produce. It stimulates production and 
consumption, thereby accelerating the pace of economic development in agricultural 
sector. 
Periodic markets are important features of economic space in the world, especially 
in the countries of developing economy. As far as the term periodic market is concerned, it 
is a type of market based on temporal character. The term periodic reveals the happening 
of any event at regular intervals. Hence, periodic markets may be defined as the place 
where traders and consumers meet at particular interval of time on a specific day or days of 
the week, fortnight, in a month, and so on. 
The review of the past works attempted in marketing geography both at national 
and international level were mostly concerned with the analysis and discussion of market 
structure, factors morphology and market participants, both in the rural and urban market 
centres. The mechanism and system of agricultural products at grass roots level in periodic 
markets were studied casually. Such themes deserve a proper attention for the development 
of an integrated agricultural marketing system which is well knitted from villages to 
international markets. A number of useful studies have been made to analyse and evaluate 
the different aspects of market centres, especially of rural markets but little attention has 
been paid to examine the relation between periodic markets and agricultural transaction, 
which affects the socio-economic life of the population at the bottom level. 
In the view of importance of periodic markets in agricultural sector at grass roots 
level in the semi-subsistence type of economy, a micro geographical unit Shahjahanpur 
district has been selected as a study area. It is situated in the tract between the Ganga and 
foothills of the Himalayas in Uttar Pradesh, has five natural divisions, i.e., the Tarai forest 
belt, the Gomati basin, the Central banger land, the Ramganga khadar and the Bankati. The 
major section of population of the district is engaged in agricultural activities. The rural 
population is more or less dependent on periodic markets for selling and purchasing of 
agricultural and non-agricultural commodities, especially perishable goods and livestock. 
These markets also provide employment to workers of unorganized sector and source of 
livelihood for itinerant traders, who purchase the agricultural commodities from different 
places to sell in periodic markets. 
The district of Shahjahanpur covers an area of 4575 sq. km and a population of 
25.49 lakh. There are four tahsils (subdivisions), 14 community development blocks, 11 
urban centres, 2425 revenue villages, and 170 periodic markets. The per capita land 
availability is 0.18 hectare and average agricultural productivity is 27.65 quintals per 
hectare. 
Objectives of the Study 
Taking into consideration the significance of periodic markets in socio-economic 
life of the people in Shahjahanpur district, the work has been imdertaken with the 
following objectives-
1. To understand spatio-temporal distribution of periodic markets 
2. To analyse and classify periodic markets 
3. To examine transaction of different commodities in periodic markets 
4. To assess the role of periodic markets in the transaction of crops and livestock 
5. To evaluate marketwise socio-economic condition of the participants 
Hypotheses 
In the present study following hypotheses have been tested, 
(i) Periodic markets are unevenly distributed on the space, 
(ii) Periodic markets are the main centres for vegetable transaction, 
(iii) The proportion of transacted food grains is low in periodic markets 
(iv) Periodic markets are the major source for the transaction of livestock, 
(v) Periodic markets are the meeting places for marginal and small farmers as well as 
workers of imorganized sector to transact agricultural commodities. 
Data and Methodology 
The study is based on the primary as well as secondary sources of data. The 
secondary data were collected fi-om District Statistical Magazine, District Development 
Magazine, Census Office, New Delhi, Zila Panchayat Office, Shahjahanpur, District Food 
& Marketing Office, Shahjahanpur, District Agricultural Marketing Office, Shahjahanpur 
and District Agricultural Authorities, Shahjahanpur. 
The primary data were collected from three comprehensive field surveys through 
direct questiomiaire method in the months of July-August, November-December, and 
April-May, 2005-06. Out of 170 periodic markets, 34 were selected by using stratified 
random sampling technique for detailed information regarding the transaction of crops 
while 14 markets, one from each block for the transaction of livestock. On the basis of 
stratified random sampling, 50 per cent commodity wise traders of each periodic market 
were interviewed for detailed information regarding physical and socio-economic 
conditions that affect the transaction, marketing channels, and prices of agricultural 
commodities. 
The collected data were processed in tabular form and to derive specific 
conclusion. The different statistical techniques used in the analysis include the nearest 
neighbour analysis, Doi's crop combination, rank, composite functional index, simple 
mean and simple percentage methods. 
Various statistical and geographical techniques, using GIS technique, have been 
used to analyse and represent the data through choropleth and isopleth maps, ogive and 
frequency curves as well as bar and pie diagrams. 
Chapter Scheme 
The present study has been divided into five chapters 
Chapter I introduces the meaning, significance and scope of periodic markets, 
includes a review of literature, statement of the problem, objectives of the study, 
hypotheses, data and methodology, and chapter plan. Chapter II examines the geographical 
background of the area and gives a detailed description of physical and socio-economic 
environments of the district. Chapter III deals with the distribution and analysis of periodic 
markets in Shahjahanpur district with their origin and development, spatio-temporal 
distribution and the classification, consumers, and traders' behaviour, hierarchy and trade 
area. Chapter IV describes role of periodic markets in the transaction of crops that includes 
analysis of the transaction of agricultural commodities through different agencies. It gives 
detailed marketwise description of marketable crops and information about sellers engaged 
in their transaction. The price structure, marketing channels and some methods of 
transaction in the periodic markets has also been discussed. Chapter V deals with the 
description of livestock transaction through the periodic markets. The detailed marketwise 
analysis regarding transaction of various species of livestock and use wise livestock have 
been undertaken. It also examines about the traders engaged in trading of livestock, the 
price structure, and marketing channels. In the last, the conclusion summarizes the main 
findings of the study gives suggestions for improvement of agricultural marketing system 
in periodic markets in Shahjahanpur district. 
Findings 
The present study analyses the geographical conditions of study area as well as the 
distribution of periodic markets and their role in the transaction of agricultural 
commodities. It has been found that the study region is diversified in physio-socio-cultural 
and economic attributes. The study reveals that the periodic markets have been unevenly 
distributed in time and space due to physio-cultural diversity of the study area. The 
analysis highlights the evolution and hierarchy of the market depending on a cumulative 
effect of physical and cultural environments. The origin and development of periodic 
markets are based on the orthodox and alternative theories of market origin. The old 
markets generally situated in the interior areas of the district, originated on account of local 
needs and specific importance of particular place or settlement while the other periodic 
markets at nodal points emerged as a result of increasing length of metalled roads. 
The distribution of periodic markets is not homogeneous. The Nearest 
Neighbour Analysis method has proved that the periodic markets in almost every block 
are randomly distributed on the space. The ratio of periodic markets with population, 
net sown area, inhabited villages, and served area per periodic market also vary in 
different blocks of the district. 
Similarly, periodic markets are not uniform in temporal distribution. Their 
temporally uneven distribution reflects the economic status of the area, nature, and size of 
demand as well as traditional, religious and cultural aspects. 
The total number of market frequency is 301, which is spread all over the seven 
days of week. The frequency varies on different days in different blocks of the study area 
where the majority of periodic markets are bi-weekly. Wednesday and Saturday are the 
most preferred days because the duration of the two days has sufficient time, and economic 
compulsion forces for meeting the markets on these days. However, in the study area the 
religious and cultural influenced days are Friday and Tuesday that have least effects on the 
meeting days of the periodic markets. 
The different types of periodic markets have been classified on the basis of 
location, size, transacted commodities, estimated attendance and tributary area. On the 
basis of Doi's crop combination method nine specialized categories of periodic 
markets, i.e., (1) livestock markets (2) livestock-vegetables markets (3) livestock-food 
grains markets (4) livestock-vegetables-food grains markets (5) vegetables markets (6) 
vegetables-food grains markets (7) vegetables-food grains-grocery markets (8) 
vegetables-food grains-other miscellaneous goods markets (9) vegetables-food grains-
other miscellaneous goods-grocery markets, have been recognized. 
The hierarchy of periodic markets is rather a grading of markets unlike the 
urban centres (service centres). The urban centres have vertical integration while the 
periodic markets have horizontal integration. The periodic markets have similar 
functions but vary in size and volume. Thus, four grades of hierarchy, i.e., regional, 
sub-regional, block-level and local periodic markets have been identified on the basis 
of Composite Functional Index (CFI). 
The behaviour of consumers and traders in periodic markets are controlled by 
various factors like topography, climate, purchasing power, demand, and supply, 
centrality of markets, accessibility, cultural, religion, and psychology. Moreover, 
nature of goods transacted in the periodic markets is also an important determinant of 
consumers and traders' behaviour. 
The distance travelled by consumers for visiting periodic markets, varies for 
different markets in the district. Long distance journey is made for high order market 
centres with different objectives. A considerable variation in travelled distance by 
traders is recognized. The fidl-time traders and producer-cum-traders travel longer 
distance in comparison to producer sellers and artisan because their trade is a fully 
fledge occupation. It is fact that their travelling pattern and travelling distance are 
affected by economic factors. That is why full time traders travel maximum distance in 
a week to get maximum profit and visit different markets in a week unless the 
cumulative sale exceeds their threshold level. Buying traders, in regard of low order 
goods, travel rather small distance and move to relatively lesser number of periodic 
markets for collecting commodities from the villages, urban centres, and regulated 
markets to sell in these markets. However, in case of high order goods such as 
livestock, buying traders travel comparatively long distance to collect livestock from 
villages and other periodic markets to trade them. 
The study reveals that tributary area of the periodic markets is rather circular 
form than hexagonal in the study area because the tributary area of a periodic market is 
served by another periodic market on the other day. Thus the concept of unserved area 
or overlapping area, which emerges from the circular trade area of market centres, does 
not apply in this regard. 
The importance of periodic markets in transaction of agricultural surplus may be 
understood keeping in the view the extent to which they are involved in direct 
marketing of different commodities. This system provides maximum profit for both 
consumers and producers by reducing intermediaries share to consumer price at grass 
roots level. 
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It has been found through the analysis of the data that a wide range of 
commodities is transacted in the periodic markets. It includes agricultural and non-
agricultural commodities such as vegetables, food grains, pulses, oilseeds, livestock, 
salt, spices, kerosene oil, soap, cosmetic, mill made cloth, readymade garments, 
insecticides, pesticides, and fertilizers. It is quite obvious from the field survey that 
periodic markets in Shahjahanpur district are of agricultural nature. 
However, the volume of agricultural marketable surplus transacted is not much 
important in these markets. It is lesser when compared to other marketing agencies, i.e., 
regulated markets, and private agencies. The field data reveals that estimated armual 
transaction of vegetables in the periodic markets is 41640 tonnes. It is followed by wheat 
9655 tonnes, paddy 6915 tonnes, pulses 1460 tormes, oilseeds 3510 tonnes and fruits 3370 
tormes. The transaction of food grains in these markets is lower in comparison to 
perishable commodities such as vegetables. It is due to fact that small food grain 
marketable surplus is carried by the marginal and small farmers to dispose off, when they 
are in immediate need of money. Indebtedness of these farmers generally compels them 
to sell their surplus to the traders who loaned money during pre-harvest period. 
However, the big surplus is carried by big and medium farmers to sell their surplus in 
regulated markets and other agencies. On an average the proportion of market surplus as 
food grains is 14.51 per cent for wheat, 10.27 per cent for paddy, and 2.01 per cent for 
pulses to the total crop transaction. 
The transaction of vegetables is on the top rank with 62.19 per cent to total crop 
transaction in the selected periodic markets. It proves that periodic markets are the main 
trading centres for vegetables. It is because of the perishable nature of the commodities and 
the backward nature of study area in context of storing, freezing, and transportation 
facilities at grass roots level. Hence, the periodic markets are the only options for marginal 
and small holders to dispose off their vegetables at remunerative prices. That is why in 
more than 50 per cent of the selected markets, the transaction of vegetables is above the 
average (62.57 per cent). However, lack of truck farming in rural areas, vegetables are 
supplied for periodic markets from the city side. 
Wheat is on second position in total crop transaction of selected periodic markets 
wdth average 14.51 per cent. During glut season, small share of wheat marketable surplus 
is transacted in periodic markets for getting inmiediate cash while the big surplus of same 
crop is carried to sell in regulated markets. However, the proportion of transacted wheat, 
owing to market location, physical, social, and agro-economic factors, varies from 0.47 per 
cent to 27.67 per cent in the different periodic markets. 
Paddy occupies third place to total crop transaction (10.57 per cent) in the selected 
periodic markets. It is transacted higher than that of average in sub-regional, block level 
and small periodic markets. It is because rice is the main diet of population and raw 
material for cottage industries in the study region. However, due to small net sown area 
and low production, the average share of transacted pulses is 2.01 per cent, which varies 
from 0.6 per cent to 4.95 per cent in different periodic markets. The transaction of oilseeds 
accounts for average 5.27 per cent. It is higher than average among the 15 markets. It is 
because that they are produced by mainly marginal and small farmers. These markets are 
easily accessible for disposing off their oilseeds. 
The sellers involved in transaction of different crops, are vegetable sellers (29.94 
per cent), followed by wheat sellers (21.72 per cent), paddy sellers (16.12 per cent), oilseed 
sellers (15.75 per cent), pulses sellers (6.32 per cent) and fruit sellers (9.64 per cent). 
Lucrative price and quick payment, accessibility, hospitality, satisfaction for the sellers, as 
well as availability of other commodities of general and agricultural uses, pull a bulk of 
sellers in these markets. 
Periodic markets serve at local level where the average highest share of vegetable 
sellers is 29.94 per cent. These periodic markets are held mainly for the marketing of fresh 
vegetables. The proportion of different kinds of vegetable sellers such as producer sellers, 
village sellers and urban sellers is 26.78 per cent, 32.99 per cent, and 40.99 per cent. 
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The vegetable sellers belonging to urban area are in majority (40.99 per cent) in the 
periodic markets. It is because that mostly vegetables are cultivated in the nearest 
concentric zone of town/city; sellers carry vegetables from there as well as different parts 
of the district and adjacent regions to sell in these markets. Unemployment and 
underemployment are main push factors in the urban areas that force urban residents to 
trade vegetables for earning the livelihood as well as supplement to their meagre income. 
The average share of wheat sellers is 21.72 per cent to total crop sellers in periodic 
markets. It is the second higher frequency among the crop sellers, is largely due to the 
presence of considerable number of producer sellers, who fulfil their immediate need by 
selling their products. Their share is 50.43 per cent for producer sellers, 34.96 per cent for 
village sellers, and 14.61 per cent for urban sellers of the total wheat sellers exists in the 
periodic markets. The highest share of producer sellers reflects the higher participation of 
small, marginal, and landless farmers who are dominance in the study area. 
The paddy sellers are accoxmted for 16.12 per cent in the periodic markets. Due to 
uneven production and demand in their hinterland, the share of paddy sellers varies 
between 4.65 per cent and 26.19 per cent in different markets. The proportion of different 
type of paddy sellers is 55.27 per cent for producer sellers, 42.55 per cent for village 
traders, and 1.59 per cent for urban traders. 
The average participation of oilseed sellers is 15.75 per cent in the periodic 
markets. It varies from 3.59 per cent to 34.35 per cent in different periodic markets. Out of 
34 periodic markets, 14 markets have been recorded proportionally above the average 
(15.75 per cent). Moreover, the share of fruits and pulses sellers is 9.64 per cent and 6.82 
per cent respectively. Proportion of different fruit sellers is such as 15.93 per cent for 
producer sellers, 46.38 per cent for village traders, and 37.69 per cent for urban traders. 
The average participation of non-producer sellers is found 80.53 per cent in 
selected periodic markets. It is higher due to prevailing unemployment and under 
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employment in the study area. They trade crops in the periodic markets for their livelihood 
or supplementary income to sustain their lives. 
Size of holding and participation of producer sellers in the periodic markets has 
inverse relationship. Higher share of producer sellers refer to lower the size of land 
holdings. More than 95 per cent producers belong to marginal, small and semi-medium 
categories of farmers who have holding less than 4 hectares while only less than 5 per cent 
belong to medium and high categories who have above the 4 hectares land holding. 
The average prices of agro-crops in periodic markets are comparatively lower than 
that of the tovra markets. The prices vary with location of the market, characteristics of the 
hinterland, nature of demand and supply, durability of the commodities, accessibility and 
transportation. 
Different market channels have been identified for different commodities in the 
district. The length of channels decides the complexities and price at consuming stage. 
Reduction in length of marketing channels is a strategy of effective marketing and it 
assures remunerative price for different commodities to the farmers. 
The livestock marketing is in rudimentary and unorganized form in the study area. 
The animal transaction appears to be spatio-temporal and socio-economic oriented. 
Moreover, seasonal variation and festival (such as Eid-ul-Azha) are also responsible for 
spatial as well as temporal variation in transaction of livestock in the periodic markets. 
The study reveals that total aimual average number of livestock 336908 heads 
(buffalo, cattle, and goat) is transacted in the periodic markets. It has variation from 8164 
heads to 38428 heads in different markets. It is due to their location, size, nature of 
catchment area, connectivity, fair prices, protection of traders inside of markets from bogus 
intermediaries as well as outside from robbers. 
Buffalo, scores the largest number (144820 heads) of livestock transaction is 
followed by goats (139958 heads) and cattle (52130). The large number of buffalo and 
goats is transacted livestock in these markets due to the increasing demand of meat both 
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mutton and beef within as well as outside of the study area. Therefore, the animals for meat 
have top ranking place with 76.20 per cent of total transaction of goats and 48.46 per cent 
of total buffalo. However, transaction of milch livestock takes second position in which the 
share of cattle, buffalo, and goats is 45.14 per cent, 28.04 per cent and 23.80 per cent. The 
milch livestock are demanded for milk and milk products {khoa, ghee) and for nutritional 
security particularly in rural masses. Proportion of livestock transaction for draught 
purposes occupies third place (18.59 per cent). It is due to increasing of mechanization in 
agriculture, in which the demand of draught animals has been sharply reduced. Cattle have 
been recorded comparatively higher proportion (54.86 per cent) than buffalo (23.5 per 
cent) in use wise transaction of livestock. 
The share of sellers, who deal with transaction of livestock is 62.57 per cent for 
buffalo, 21.23 per cent for cattle, and 16.20 per cent for goats. The higher proportion of 
buffalo sellers reflects immense rearing pattern and uses of buffalo as well as cattle in the 
catchment areas of markets. Different buffalo sellers, i.e., producer sellers, village traders, 
urban traders have their share 93.31 per cent, 4.10 per cent and 1.99 per cent, which varies 
market to market. Similarly, in cattle transaction the share of producer sellers is 96.63 per 
cent. However, the share of village traders and urban traders is 2.79 per cent and 0.59 per 
cent respectively. The lion's share of producer sellers is because of generally buffalo are 
reared and transacted for purposes of milk, and he buffalo for ploughing and sowing the 
field as well as pulling carts by marginal and small farmers, whose concentration is high in 
the study area. 
Among the goat sellers the proportion of producer sellers is 86.26 per cent which is 
followed by village traders (8.17 per cent), and urban traders (5.57 per cent). It is due to 
the dominance of small size landholders and agricultural labourers in study area. Goats are 
quick cash for these workers, so they prefer to rear and sell them. 
Landholder and landless livestock sellers have their share 46.94 per cent and 53.06 
per cent respectively. The landless traders consist of agricultural labourers, leaseholders, 
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and casual workers, who are usually under employed in the study area. The livestock 
rearing and trading is the lucrative business among them to supplement their income and 
livelihood in rural as well as urban masses. 
Holding wise, the marginal farmers are leading traders (63.63 per cent) in periodic 
markets followed by small farmers (22.65 per cent), semi-medium farmers (9.48 per cent), 
medium and large farmers (4.24 per cent). Higher proportion of low size of landholders in 
the livestock trading is due to the absence of alternative employment opportunity, under 
employment, fragmentation in the size of the fields in the study area. 
The average price of various livestock is from R5.632 per head to Rs.9525 for 
different type of buffalo, from Rs.3886 per head to Rs.5607 per head for different kinds of 
cattle, and from Rs. 1818 per head to Rs.2414 per head for different goats in the periodic 
markets. The price of livestock fluctuates in these markets with the quality and size of 
livestock, nature of demand and supply pattern, season of agricultural operations, weather 
conditions, and distance of markets from the cities/towns as well as arrival of outside 
traders. 
Like other commodities, the livestock follow a number of flow systems from 
producers (rearers) to ultimate consumers (rearers/butchers). Channels may be short or 
long, depending upon the length of distribution of concerned livestock. The various kinds 
of livestock have their distinct flow channels. 
It is quite clear from the above discription that periodic markets have been 
playing an important role in the transaction of agricultural commodities and still 
increasing their influence. 
Moreover, it has been found that agricultural marketing, especially in periodic 
markets, faces a number of difficulties. Organizational as well as infrastructural 
deficiencies are not uncommon. Some of the major deficiencies are lack of space for 
auction, lack of standards weight and measures, lack of grading facilities, lack of 
management, lack of communication and accessibility, and lack of storage facilities. There 
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is an urgent need to reduce these problems, which will help the fanners and thereby 
helping in agricultural development of the district. 
Taking into consideration the prevailing marketing system in the district, a number 
of steps should be taken for betterment of the periodic markets in order to make efficient 
agricultural marketing. They are as follows: 
1) An elected Periodic Market Committee (PMC) should be constituted for each 
periodic market to supervise the transaction. 
2) A price list should be released every week for different commodities in different 
periodic markets and also in town markets in the study area. 
3) These markets should be connected to regulated markets and main road by link 
road to promote the trading. 
4) Regulation of traders, arahatias, brokers, weighmen, and so on is needed. All 
malpractices like dharamshala, goshala charges, bathaki charges should be 
defined and also should be under control of PMC. 
5) Storage facilities and warehouses and multi-purpose cold storage should be 
established near the periodic markets. 
6) Agricultural inputs like fertilizers, pesticides, insecticides, seeds, and implement 
should be distributed properly through periodic markets. This system will save 
the farmers' time from visiting other service centres. 
7) The agro-based industries should be established near the periodic market centres 
for the best utilization of available raw material and to provide good return to the 
farmers. 
8) Private entrepreneurs should be allowed to establish market yards and other-
related facilities in the periodic markets to accelerate marketing of agricultural 
commodities. 
9) A scientific approach for the structural analysis of agricultural commodities 
should be made, that must be considered as standard approach to balance in the 
seasonal prices received by farmers and prices paid by the consumers. 
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10) Micro credit facilities should be provided to enhance trade and the income level 
of the traders and sellers of unorganized sectors. 
11) Government and private purchase centres (formal agencies) should be set up in 
the periodic markets. Cooperative marketing system should also be started in 
these markets. 
12) Periodic markets should have telephone, fax and internet facilities, for the quick 
information of price and demand as well as allowing electronic trade. 
Moreover, the above mentioned facilities if provided and developed at grass 
roots level would enable to the producer, trader as well as consumers to get maximum 
benefit. An efficient periodic marketing system, well equipped with adequate modem 
facilities with good socio-economic security is urgently needed for getting the benefit of 
crops and livestock revolution taking place at global level after increasing influence of 
WTO in agricultural sector. The study would be helpful for rather high development of 
agriculture and allied processing at grass roots level linking to the regional, national, and 
international markets that would increase the income of marginal, small farmers, non 
producer sellers to add new dimensions in the development of the district and in Indian 
agriculture. 
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Chapter-I 
INTRODUCTION 
Agriculture is a way of life, a tradition, which, for centuries, has shaped the 
thought, the outlook, the culture and the economic life of the people of India. Agriculture, 
therefore, is continued to be central to all strategies for planned socio-economic 
development of the country. Re^id growth of agriculture is essential not only to achieve 
self-reliance at national level but also for household food security and to bring about 
equity in distribution of income and wealth, resulting in rapid reduction in poverty levels. 
Indian agriculture has made rapid strides and the annual food grains production which 
has increased from 51 million tonnes in early fifties to 206 million tonnes at the turn of 
the century. It has contributed significantly in achieving self-sufficiency in food. Despite 
reaching new horizons of development in several spheres, agricultural sector is still far 
behind as compared to the country's other sectors, so far as improving the condition of 
fanners is concerned. Various strategies have been formulated from time to time to 
improve the lot of farmers, but the economic condition of small and marginal farmers is 
still very bad, despite a higher economic growth rate. It is because of fact that, the serious 
efforts could not made to ensure a remunerative return to farmers at grass roots level for 
their produce. As a result, the lot of general farmers continues to deteriorate day by day 
and some have been forced to commit suicide (New Agricultural Policy, 2007).' 
Since, the farmers are imable to get a higher remunerative return of their produce; 
it has become necessary that a proper arrangement of marketing network of their produce 
is made, in order to enable the farmers to improve their condition. 
Periodic markets are an integral part of the marketing network, and are free from 
the complexities of various rules and laws such as in regulated markets. Here, the farmers 
are able to get a higher remunerative return of their produce. It stimulates production and 
New Agricultural Policy, (2007). http://rrid.nic.in/agriculture.html 
consumption, thereby accelerating the pace of economic development in agricultural 
sector. 
During the last fifty years, there has been a remarkable development in the 
field of economic geography. It has moved in new interesting direction, which is known 
as marketing geography. The word 'market' has been derived from Latin word 
'marketus', which refers to the method or place of contact between buyers and sellers. 
Thus, the market is a place where people gather for purchase and to sell their provisions, 
i.e., agricultural and non-agricultural (Bazman, 1959^, Coulson and Corr, 1962"'). 
Markets are playing a vital role in the life of people with the advancement of the 
society. Today, they have become yardsticks to measure development of the world 
economy. Advanced countries have an edge over developing and under developed 
countries, in terms of size and number of the markets. For example, Japan, U.S.A., and 
West European countries have larger density of markets and shopping centres rather than 
developing countries like India in South East Asia, some of the countries of South 
America and most of the countries of Afiica (Fogger land and Smith, 1979).'' The 
developed area, even in India have better availability of markets where one can easily 
find the developed market centres, with a larger volume of trades, as in Punjab, Haryana, 
Delhi, Kamataka, western Maharashtra and the industrial belt of the Hoogly zone. Now, 
it has been proved that some areas in the world have developed very rapidly with the 
development of market centres (Powar and Lokhande, 2004)^. When this fact is examined 
in local perspective, it is beyond doubt that market centres are actually the focal points 
fi-om where the impulses of social and economic development spread to the rural areas. 
Bazman, E.F., Macmillan (1959). Every Man's Encyclopedia. New York, Vol. 8, p. 73. 
^ Coulson, J. and C.T. Corr (1962). Oxford Illustrated Dictionary. London, p. 504. 
* Foggerland, V.G. and Smith, R.H.T. (1970). A Preliminary Map of Market Periodicities in Ghana. 
Journal of Developing Areas, Vol. 4, pp. 333-47, 
Pawar, C.T. and Lokhande, T.N. (2004). Role of Market Centres in Regional Development-
A Micro Level Analysis. Indian Journal of Regional Science, Vol. XXXVI, No. 1, pp. 103-112. 
However, for a rapid development a feedback is also essential from the rural or 
surrounding areas. It is fact that, periodic markets are the lifeblood for the development 
of the rural areas, particularly in backward rural masses, where the economy is mainly 
dependent on agriculture. The importance of local market centres has been proved an 
incentive of economic growth, at the local level. 
Periodic markets are important features of economic space in the world 
especially, in the countries of developing economy. As far as the term periodic market is 
concerned, it is a type of market based on temporal character. The term periodic reveals 
the happening of any event at regular intervals. Hence, periodic markets may be defined 
as the place where traders and consumers meet at particular interval of time, on a specific 
day or days of the week, fortnight, in a month, and so on. 
Such markets are not uncommon in African, Latin American, as well as 
Asian countries. Their presence has been reported even in developed countries like 
France and Germany (Hodder, 1965)^ . Periodic markets are known by different names 
like Suq in France, haat in Bengal, Bazar in eastern Uttar Pradesh, Painth in western 
Uttar Pradesh. Particularly in the study area, periodic markets of livestock with other 
commodities are called Nakhasa. 
1.1 Significance and Scope of Periodic Markets 
The periodic markets as nodal points or growth poles are very significant for 
the rural development, especially in agriculture and cottage industries sectors. The 
agricultural surplus either in original forms or in processed forms, reaches the 
consumers, at appropriate time or place. The farmers get money through the 
transaction, for investment in their agricultural activities. Thus, the availability of 
market facilities is one of the pre-requisites for a break through in the cumulative 
* Hodder, B.W. (1965). The Distribution of Markets in Yorubaland. Scottish Geographical 
Magazine, Sl(]), 57-97. 
growth of agriculture in a region. In semi-subsistence type of agriculture, where 
production is mainly to fulfil the needs of family, periodic markets are the main 
source for providing facilities for selling their agricultural surplus to get money and 
incentive for increasing production (Shrivastava, 1977)/ 
The periodic markets play an important role in socio-economic life of 
people because of the fact that they are the centres of collection and distribution for 
small rural and urban produce. They serve not only as a places of transaction of goods 
and commodities but also provide an opportunity for the people to meet and discuss 
the matter of mutual interest, particularly social, political and economic conditions 
prevailing in the area. 
The periodic markets are public places, where the exchange system between 
sellers and buyers is established. They avoid the direct competition with neighbouring 
markets and provide better opportimities for sellers and consumers who visit all 
markets in a market week. Therefore, these centres are considered as collection points 
for agricultural surplus and products of cottage industries. These markets provide a 
basis for diversification of both agricultural and cottage industry. It is because that the 
people, through the markets, are able to know the demand and supply of products. 
Some periodic markets encourage the hinterland for an all-round development in 
socio-economic and agricultural fields. 
Moreover, Periodic markets attract the politician mainly during election 
period. By visiting the markets, they come to know the problems of agricultural as 
well as regional backwardness. Thus, it is also a way for the agricultural development. 
There are different kinds of periodic markets, weekly, bi-weekly, tri-weekly, 
monthly, quarterly, half-yearly and annual fairs. These markets are visited by three 
Shrivastava, V.K. (1977). Periodic Markets and Rural Development: Bahraich District-A Case 
Study. National Geographer, 12, 1 June, pp. 47-55. 
kinds of people (i) sellers (ii) consumers, (iii) by standards and administrators. Sellers 
are those persons who sell the commodities in the markets. They may be divided as 
producer-sellers, part-time traders, full time traders and buying traders. The producer 
sellers visit the markets once or twice a week, to sell their own surplus and work on 
their farms during the remaining days of the week. The full time traders are those 
traders who visit, almost, all the markets held in a week. They bring the commodities 
either from urban centres or from villages, for selling in periodic markets. They are 
also called as selling traders. The buying traders serve as consumers in the periodic 
markets and purchase the commodities-from urban/town markets or in village markets 
(Eighmy, 1972).^  
Consumers are those persons who visit the markets for buying commodities 
of their daily needs. By standards are the persons who visit the markets for meeting 
people or for just going around the markets while the administrators are responsible 
for the maintenance of law and order in the markets. They are generally of high status 
in society (Amani and Khan 1993^ Saxena, 2003).'** 
The periodic markets are held in rural areas under the management of 
landlords, Gram Panchyat, Zila Panchayat. Such markets are also held in urban areas 
in the spaces that are prescribed by local bodies or along the roads. In these markets, 
traders have to pay some charges to local bodies or market owners for putting their 
stalls or shops in the markets. The charges are known as tahabazari, bathaki. It is 
8 
9 
10 
Eighmy, T.H. (1972). Rural Periodic Markets and Extension of Urban System, A West Nigerian 
Example. Economic Geography, Vol. 40, pp. 333-47. 
Amani, K.Z. and Khan, N. (1993). Spatial Behaviour of Consumers and Traders in Periodic 
Markets, in North Indian State: A Case Study. Asian Profile, Vol. 21, No. 3, pp. 227-46. 
Saxena, H.M. (2003). Marketing Behaviour a Regional Analysis. R.B.S.A. Publisher, Jaipur. 
paid both in kind and cash which varies from commodity to commodity and trader-to-
trader (Khan and AH, 1998).'* 
Thus, the periodic markets are the decision makers of agricultural activities. 
The farmers turn their traditional cultivation of the particular crop for others one, 
based on market price of such commodities in the market. It decides the limit of their 
activities within which they revolve. The urban centres in neighbouring area directly 
or indirectly affect the size and shape of local periodic markets. According to Hodder 
(1961)'^, the traders who mostly visit the periodic markets from urban centre are the 
buying traders who come to the markets to buy the commodities, which are either 
expensive or not available in the urban centre. Moreover, the market is also affected 
by physical and socio-economic factors prevailing in the area. The size of the village 
markets varies, being affected by a number of factors, i.e., occurrences of festival, 
success or failure of crops, seasonal variation of rainfall in a particular area and so on. 
1.2 Literature Review 
1.2.1 Review of Work Done in Marketing Geograptiy Abroad 
Marketing geography is an important sub-field of economic geography. The 
study of distributive system of commodities and services between producers and 
consumers were rarely undertaken by geographers up to 1950. Some sporadic 
discussion and surveys had been made on marketing activities, both in rural and urban 
centres in the world. But these studies were considered as a part of either urban 
geography, industrial geography or agricultural geography. 
" Khan, N. and AH, A. (1998). Periodic Markets and Rural Transformation in Gonda District, U.P. 
India. The American Society's Focus Journal, Vol. 45, No.l, pp.34 -37. 
Hodder, B.W. (1961). Rural Periodic Market in part of Yarubalands. Transactions and papers. 
Institute of British Geographer, Vol. 29, pp. 149-59. 
However, the fifth decade of the twentieth century witnessed the introduction 
of new discipline of marketing geography. William Applebaum (1954)''' laid the 
foundation of this discipline by defining well, the field and scope of marketing 
geography. He stated that marketing geography is concerned with the delineation and 
measurement of market with the channels of distribution, through which goods move 
from producers to consumers. During the 1960's and 70's marketing geography 
became very popular in western world, especially for planning the location of 
different commercial firms in U.S.A. and Great Britain. But, most of the studies were 
concerned with the wholesaling and retailing in the urban centres. 
The market centres were considered as fiinctions of centrality which provided 
various types of fiinction and service to their tributary areas. With the introduction of 
central place theory of Christaller (1933)** and Losch (1954),*^ the study of service 
centres including wholesaling and retailing became very common. 
Hodder (1953)'^ highlighted the distance factor in determining the demand of 
goods in the market centres. The limit of market area is the maximum range of 
threshold value of goods distributed from market centres. Skinner (1965)'^ identified 
three-tier system of exchange, which was temporarily interlocking. He recognized 
rural markets as the smallest unit associated with intermediate and central markets at 
national level of exchange system. 
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Applebaum, W. (1954). Marketing Geography in James, P.E. and Jones, C.F. (ed.) 
American Geography: Inventory and Prospect, Syracus. 
Christaller, W. (1933). Die Zentralen Orte in Suddeutscheanal, Jenes, English translation by 
Baskin, C.W. (1966). Central place in southern Germany. Prentice Hall, Engle Wood Cliff. 
Losch, A. (1954). Dierauliche ording Derwins Witschalf, Jena Pischer, Trans by W.H. Woglom 
and W.F. Stolper, The Economics of Location, New Haven, Yale Univ. 
Hodder, B.W. (1965). Distribution of Markets in Yarubaland. Scottish Geographical Magazine, 
Vol. 81, pp. 48-58. 
Skinner, G.W. (1965). Marketing and Social Structure in Rural China. Journal of Asian Studies, 
Vol. 24, pp. 3-45. 
The geographical importance of market was emphasized after the publication 
1 St 
of Berry's Market Centres and Retail Distribution (1967). A substantial part of this 
book is devoted to the markets in peasant societies, particularly considering market 
location and their periodicities. Many studies on the cognitive and behavioural 
approach to markets were also undertaken by Ambrose (1968)'^, Gamier and 
Delobez, (1979).^° 
Hay (1977)^', Smith (1972)^, Eighmy (1972)^\ and Symnaski (1974)^^ 
analysed the location and frequency of periodic markets in different study regions of 
the world. Hay observed the location of periodic market with reference to economic 
factors while Smith, Symnaski and Eighmy viewed spatio-temporal relationships of 
periodic markets. 
Credit goes to Bromely (1971^^ 1974^^) for presenting a literature on 
marketing geography in the form of review and bibliographies during 1970's. With 
the establishment of the International Geographical Union (IGU) and a working group 
on market distribution system/market place exchange system (1972-73), the study of 
marketing activities in geography has been accelerated, not only in developed 
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Ambrose, P.J. (1968). An Analysis of Intra-Urban Shopping Pattern. Town Planning Reviews, 
Vol. 38, pp. 327-34. 
Gamier, B.J. and Delobez, A. (1979), Geography ofMaketing, Longman. 
Hay, A.M. (1977). Notes of Economic Basic for Periodic Marketing in Developing Countries. 
Geographical Analysis, Vol. 3, pp. 72-79. 
Smith, R.H.T. (1972). The synchronization of Periodic Market in W.P. Adams and P.M. 
^&\\tm&T {QA.) International Geography. Toronto, Vol. 1, pp. 591-93. 
Eighmy, T.H. (1972).Rural Periodic Markets and the Extension of an Urban System, A west 
Nigerian Example. Economic Geography, Vol. 48, pp. 299-315. 
Symanaski, R. (1974). Complex Periodic Market Cycle. Annals the Association of American 
Geographers, Vol. 64, pp. 203-213. 
Bromely, R.J. (1971). Marketing in Developing Countries: A Review Geography, Vol. 56, pp. 
124-32. 
Bromely R.J. (1974). Periodic Markets, Daily Markets, and Fairs A. Bibliography. Monash 
Publication in Geography, 
countries but also in developing countries like India. The pace of development has 
been very rapid in the nineties of last century. The study group was transformed into 
group of commercial activities in France IGU summit in 1998. Afterwards, this group 
was changed into IGU commission on commercial activities in 1988 and now, a new 
group has been formed as study group on globalization of retailing. Laermans 
(1993)^^, studied about the departmental stores and their effect on the shaping of the 
modem consumer culture. Lee (1993)^* emphasized on structural imperative of 
capital, which normally achieves expansion through the extension of consumer 
markets, across new geographical regions with the slogan "effort.to induce people to 
buy." Knudson et al. (1997)^' observed many features of the mass consumption and 
employment in United States. Hallsworth (1998)^° studied on the superstores and their 
impact on trade of the town regions. Turner (1999)^', made an effort for study of 
livestock marketing system in Sahel region of Africa. He emphasized on the selling 
price of different species of livestock, are correlated with time, which are brought to 
local markets. Kidston (2000)^^ analysed about the rise of internet shopping offers 
traders and towns the opportunity to develop 'virtual streets' to attract customers from 
farther a field and provide access to a broader range of goods that is available to local 
Laermans, R. (1993). Learning to consume: Early Department Stores and The Modem Consumers 
Culhire (1860-1914). Theory, Culture and Society, Vol. 10, pp. 79-102. 
Lee, M. J. (1993). Consumer Culture Reborn: The cultural Politics of Consumption, London: 
Routage. 
^' Knudson, D. C. et al. (1997). Assessing the Regulationist View of History: An Analysis of 
Employment Change in America, 1940-1989. Economic Geography, Vol. 73, pp. 371-89. 
°^ Hallsworth, A.G. (1998). Superstore Impact-Not Just Place but Time. Town Country 
Planmng,DecembQT, pp. 352-53. 
Turner M.D. (1999). Merging of Local and Regional analyses of Land-Use Change: The Case of 
Livestock in the Sahel. Annals the Association of American Geographers, Vol. 89 (2), pp. 192-
219. 
Kidston, D. (2000). Traditional Retailers Face e-tailing Boom. Planning, 15 September, p.l I. 
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shoppers. Hapke (2001)^ ^ highlighted the primary role of the fish market in 
integrating small-scale producers into the national economy. Jeffery (2002)^ '* 
attempted for the sale of wheat, potato, and sugarcane and its contribution to peasant 
society. Wilson (2005)''^  extended his view that culture is an integral part of the 
landscape of the commodity exchange and consumption. 
Thus, the field and scope of marketing geography has widened to a very 
considerable extent. 
1.2.2 Review of Work done in Marketing Geography in India 
The beginning of marketing geography as a separate discipline is of recent 
origin, the genealogy is not traced back before 1980. Shrivastava (1984)^ ^ stressed 
that it was in 1980, when attention of geographers were drawn towards the study of 
market centres. A very sporadic attempt was made by geographers of developing 
countries, especially in India during the period 1930-50 to study the market centres. 
In thirties, it was the beginning period of periodic marketing geography, when 
some remarkable studies about the markets for Malabar products, the fairs and trade 
centres of Madurai and Ranmad districts (Krishnan, 1932)^ ^ made their appearance. 
During the forties, the trade centres of Tinnevelly district and cotton markets of 
Tinnevelly district, agricultural marketing in the western United Provinces (Mathur, 
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Hapke, H.M (2001). Petty Traders, Gender, and Development in South Indian Fishery. Economic 
Geography, Vol. 77. No.3. pp. 225-249. 
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Rural North India Economic Geography, Vol. 78, No. 21-41. 
Wilson, B.M., (2005). Race in Commodity Exchange and Consumption Separate but Equal. 
Annals of American Geographers, Vol. 95 No. 3, pp. 587-606. 
Shrivastava, V.K. (1984). Progress of Marketing Geography in India. The Journal of Marketing 
Geography, Vol. 2. (1-2), pp. 1 
Krishnan, V. (1932). A Retail Markets Potential Model. Journal of the American Institute of 
Planners, Vol. 31, pp. 134-43. 
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1941), and market villages and periodic fairs of Bombay, Kamataka (Deshpande, 
1941)^^ were studied by geographers. Their contributions were vital to the development 
of marketing geography made a modest progress in India in fifties. The study of the 
weekly market at Barpali (Patnaik, 1953)''° and the bi-weekly market at Modinagar 
(Mukheqee, 1954)'*' are the remarkable studies that were made in the field during this 
period. 
Marketing geography made remarkable progress in India during sixties and 
seventies. Notable contributions were made during this period by Singh (1962)''^ and 
Mukherjee, (1968)"* .^ Geographic perspective in marketing has been made on micro, 
meso, and macro level by Dixit (1984)'*''. It is an admitted fact that markets are the 
centres of multifimctional activities like commercial, political, and social etc. They play a 
great role in economic development and social integration of rural society. Hierarchy, 
trade area, and planning perspectives have attracted quite a good number of marketing 
geographers. Planning perspective and related aspects have been over looked by the 
research scholars, where as synchronization of market centres has attracted the attention 
of the researchers. The last decade of 20"* century recorded the development of a broad 
base of marketing geography. The thrust of research was diversified. Socio-economic 
attributes were also included in the content of study of markets. 
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Many national and international conferences were held, especially on commercial 
activities in India, under the auspices of IGU commission on commercial Activities. Two 
of them were held in Gorakhpur and at Pakhara (Nepal) in 1992 and 1994 respectively. 
Mundra (1995)^^ emphasized the need of marketing research in rural areas for various 
problems, challenges, and strategies as transportation, communication, market channel, 
and management. Malaviya (1996)'*^ made an investigation on study of impact of rural 
attitudes, habits, social standard, important festivals, crop seasons, astrology, local 
institution on haats, fairs, and rural marketing. Rasane et al. (1996/^ studied on 
marketing of buffalo and crossbreed cows. Khan and Rao (1997)** made an attempt for 
economic analysis of marketing of milch buffaloes. Mulla (1997)*^, studied the marketing 
costs and price spread in regard of livestock marketing. Sharma and Singh (1998)^ *^  
studied marketing of livestock through regulated markets. Khan and AH (1998)^' have 
studied about rural transformation and rural markets. Sultana (1999) studied 
geographical analysis of rural market and demand of the people of region concerned. 
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of Kamataka. Agricultural Marketing Vol. XL No. 2, pp. 42-47. 
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Rajasthan. Journal of Marketing, Vol. 12, No. 3, pp. 141-146. 
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Maity and Das, (2000)^^, Kumar, et al. (2000)^'' projected economic importance of small 
and marginal farmers through their involvement in household livestock rearing, 
especially of small species like goat and poultry. 
Bujarbaruah, and Rohila, (2001)" attempted a study on livestock farming and 
cropping in regard of a good farm of sustainable agriculture. Dixit (2001)^^ realized the 
theoretical patterns of agricultural markets over the space of Uttar Pradesh. Balappa and 
Hugar, (2002)^' attempted to study of integration of markets for onion and potato in 
Kamataka. 
Shaheen and Gupta (2002)^^ have studied economics of apple market in Kashmir. 
Misra (2003)^' has reflected focus on diversification of agriculture, agricultural trade 
impact of W.T.O. on agricultural marketing system and agriculture marketing reforms. 
The book entitled 'Marketing Geography' (Saxena, 2004)^° is the reflection of multi-facts 
of marketing geography. Powar and Lokhande (2004)^' assessed the spatial distribution 
of market centres and their role in regional development. Indurwade (2004)^^ made an 
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attempt to light on the relationship with transport infrastructure and marketing of 
agricultural produce. Singh and Chauhan (2004)^^ studied on marketing of vegetables in 
Himachal Pradesh and attempted to identify the existing marketing chaimels of 
vegetables marketing. Pawar and Pawar^ gave contribution to find out the relation 
between price spreading and its effect on market efficiency of green chillies. Suri 
(2005)^^ emphasized for information network to agricultural marketing in India in regards 
of globalizing of Indian agriculture. Lokhesh et al. (2005)*^ presented an economic 
analysis of tomato production and marketing for different purposes. Jaffar (2005)^^ 
studied about the marketing efficiency of banana in Maharastra. Sarker and Das (2005)^^ 
made an effort to examine the consumption pattern, marketing chaimel and price of agro-
produce. Pandit (2005)*^ ^ highlighted an analysis of the marketing channel, and price 
spread in order to ascertain efficiency of dairy cattle. Khan et al. (2006)^ *^  cleared the 
various aspects of livestock marketing in regard of diversification of agriculture. Devraj 
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Devraj Urs (2006)^' observed emerging of paradigms of agricultural marketing and felt 
the requirement of micro-marketing enterprises in agricultural marketing sector to benefit 
the millions of poor. Agrawal (2006)'^ pointed out the scenario of agricultural marketing 
in the country that has gone under a sea change over a last decade, especially on the onset 
of technological revolution. 
Moreover, the review of the past works attempted in marketing geography, both at 
national and international levels were mostly concerned with the analysis and discussion 
of market structure, morphology and market participants, both in the rural and urban 
market centres. The mechanism and system of agricultural products at grass roots level, 
periodic markets were studied casually. Such themes deserve a proper attention for the 
development of an integrated agricultural marketing system with well knitted from 
villages to international markets. 
A number of useful studies have been made to analyse and evaluate the 
different aspects of market centres, especially of rural markets but little attention has 
been paid to examine the relation between periodic markets and agricultural 
transaction, which affects the socio-economic life of the population at the bottom 
level. 
In the view of importance of periodic markets in agricultural sector at grass roots 
level in the semi-subsistence type of economy, a micro geographical unit Shahjahanpur 
district has been selected as a study area. It is situated in the tract between the Ganga and 
foothills of the Himalayas in Uttar Pradesh, has five natural divisions, i.e., the Tarai 
forest belt, the Gomati basin, the Central hangar land, the Ramganga khadar and the 
Bankati. The major section of population of the district is engaged in agricultural 
Devraj Urs, D.S. (2006). Agricultural Marketing. Rural Agriculture and Marketing, Verma. et al. 
(ed.) Deep & Deep Publications Pvt. Ltd. Delhi, pp. 241-260. 
Agrarwal, N.L. (2006). Agricultural Marketing, Rural Agriculture and Marketing, Verma. et al. 
(ed.) Deep & Deep Publications Pvt. Ltd. Delhi, pp. 268-268. 
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activities. The rural population is more or less dependent on periodic markets for selling 
and purchasing of agricultural and non-agricultural conmiodities, especially perishable 
goods and livestock. These markets also provide employment to workers of unorganized 
sector and source of livelihood for itinerant traders, who purchase the agricultural 
commodities from different places to sell in periodic markets. 
The district of Shahjahanpur covers an area 4575 sq. km and a population of 25.49 
lakh. There are four tahsils (subdivisions), 14 community development blocks, 11 urban 
centres, 2425 revenue villages, and 170 periodic markets. The per capita land availability 
is 0.18 hectare and average agricultural productivity is 27.65 quintals per hectare. 
1.3 Objectives of the Study 
Taking into consideration the significance of periodic markets in socio-economic 
life of the people in Shahjahanpur district, the work has been undertaken with the 
following objectives-
1. To understand spatio-temporal distribution of periodic markets. 
2. To analyse and classify periodic markets. 
3. To examine transaction of different commodities in periodic markets. 
4. To assess the role of periodic markets in the transaction of crops and livestock. 
5. To evaluate marketwise socio-economic condition of the participants. 
1.4 Hypotheses 
In the present study following hypotheses have been tested. 
(i) Periodic markets are unevenly distributed on the space, 
(ii) Periodic markets are the main centres for vegetable transaction, 
(iii) The proportion oftransacted food grains is low in periodic markets, 
(iv) Periodic markets are the major source for the transaction of livestock. 
(v) Periodic markets are the meeting places for marginal and small farmers as well as 
workers of unorganized sector to transact agricultural commodities. 
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1.5 Data and Methodology 
The study is based on the primary as well as secondary sources of data. 
The secondary data were collected from District Statistical Magazine, District 
Development Magazine, Census Office, New Delhi, Zila Panchayat Office, 
Shahjahanpur, District Food and Marketing Office, Shahjahanpur, District Agricultural 
Marketing Office, Shahjahanpur and District Agricultural Authorities, Shahjahanpur. 
The primary data were collected from three comprehensive field surveys through 
direct questionnaire method in the months of July-August, November-December, and 
April-May, 2005-06. Out of 170 periodic markets, 34 were selected by using stratified 
random sampling technique for detailed information regarding the transaction of crops 
while 14 markets, one from each block for the transaction of livestock. On the basis of 
stratified random sampling, 50 per cent commodity wise traders of each periodic market 
were interviewed for detailed information regarding physical and socio-economic 
conditions that affects the transaction, marketing channels, prices of agricultural 
commodities. 
The collected data were processed in tabular form and to derive specific 
conclusion the different statistical techniques used in the analysis includes the nearest 
neighbour analysis, Doi's crop combination, rank, composite fimctional index, simple 
mean and simple percentage methods. 
Various statistical and geographical techniques, using GIS technique have been 
used to analyse and represent the data through choropleth and isopleth maps, ogive and 
frequency curves as well as bar and pie diagrams. 
1.6 Chapter Scheme 
The present study has been divided into five chapters 
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Chapter I introduces the meaning, significance and scope of periodic markets, 
includes a review of literature, statement of the problem, objectives of the study, 
hypotheses, data and methodology, and chapter plan. 
Chapter II examines the geographical background of the area and gives a 
detailed description of physical and socio-economic environment of the district 
including with location, topography, soils, drainage, climate, vegetation. It also 
describes different dimensions of population, land use, cropping pattern, livestock, 
industrial economy, and transportation. 
Chapter III deals with the distribution and analysis of periodic markets in 
Shahjahanpur district with their origin and development, distribution with spatio-
temporal analysis of periodic markets in relation of its area and population, cropped 
area, inhabited villages, and periodicity, day wise frequency. Moreover, the 
classification, consumers and traders' behaviour, hierarchy, trade area and functional 
aspects of periodic markets have also been discussed. 
Chapter IV describes the role of periodic markets in the transaction of crops. 
This chapter analyses the transaction of agricultural commodities through different 
agencies. It gives a detailed marketwise description of marketable production of 
vegetables, wheat, paddy, pulses oilseeds, fruits and different sellers engaged in 
dealing with these commodities have been presented. It also discusses the price 
structure, marketing channels and some methods of transaction. 
Chapter V deals with the description of livestock transaction through the 
periodic markets. The detailed marketwise analysis regarding transaction of buffalo, 
cattle, goats and use wise livestock have been under taken. It also examines about the 
traders engaged in the trading of livestock, price structure, and marketing channels. 
In the last, the conclusion summarizes the main findings of the study and gives 
suggestions for improvement of agricultural marketing system in periodic markets in 
Shahjahanpur district. 
Chapter-II 
GEOGRAPHICAL OUTLOOK OF SHAHJAHANPUR DISTRICT 
2.1 Physical Setting 
Shahjahanpur district is one of the most important districts in Rohilkhand 
division of Uttar Pradesh, forming a part of the Great Indian Plain. In ancient times, it 
was a part of the Kingdom of Panchala and in early Mughal period, it formed part of 
the tract known as Katehar. The name of district is derived from its headquarters town 
Shahjahanpur. The city was founded Nawab Bahadur Khan in 1647. It was 
established as a district in 1813 (District Gazetteer, 1910).' 
2.1.1 Location and Boundaries 
The latitudinal and longitudinal extent of the district is 27°35' to 28*'20' N and 
79°37' to 80°23' E. It is bounded by Kheri in the east, Hardoi and Farrukhabad in the 
south, Badaun and Bareilly in the west and Pilibhit in the north. The total area of the 
district is 4575 sq. km (Survey of India, 2001)^ and total population is 25, 49,458 
persons, according to 2001 census. 
2.1.2 Administrative Units 
From the administrative point of view, it is divided into four tahsils 
(subdivisions) namely Powayan, Tilhar, Shahjahanpur, and Jalalabad. There are 14 
community development blocks, II urban centres, 2425 revenue villages, and 170 
periodic markets. 
2.1.3 Relief and Topography 
The district consists of a narrow plain tract running from the Ganga river to 
the Himalayas. This district has a gentle undulating surface but the level of surface is 
intersected by numerous streams and watercourses. They flow in the south-east 
direction, indicate the ordinary slope of the country (Burrad, 1915).-' 
1 . District Gazetteer of Shahjahanpur, (\9\0).Government Press, Vol. XVII p 132 
2. Survey oflndia, 2001. 
3 . Burrad, S.S. (1915). Origin of the Gangetic Trough,. Proceeding Royal Society, London. 91-A. 
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The maximum height of the ground level is 150-200 metres above the sea level 
on the north and north-west portions of the district. It drops to (100-150 metres) south 
and south-east in the district (Survey of India, 1995)/ The deposits of this alluvial tract 
belong to last phase of earth's geological history. The thickness of the alluvium has 
been deduced 300 metres to 500 metres from the surrounding plain. 
Topography of the district is fashioned with the function of rivers and the two 
natural divisions, the Bangar or upland and the Khadar or lowland. The bangar is the 
old and stable alluvium, consists of a level of plain at a considerable elevation above 
rivers, while the low valleys that have been formed by a long process of erosion. Its 
width depends on consistency of the soil, constitute khadar. The rivers deposit the silt 
and the sand after flood in the basin. Winds erode this material and deposit on the 
bank and the consolidated vegetation, therefore, the rivers' bank rises with sandy 
crest middle land of basin is usually a shallow depression. Generally, these 
characteristics lie everywhere in the district. However, local conditions produce slight 
modiflcations. 
2.1.4 Natural Divisions 
Taking into consideration above physical factors, the district has been divided 
in five natural divisions. They are the Tarai, the Gomati tract, the Bangar, the Khadar, 
and the Bankati (District Gazetteer, 1988)^  
a) Tarai 
This tract bears a strong resemblance to the submontane tarai of the Pilibhit 
and Nainital districts, which is continuation in Powayan tahsil. There is abundance of 
forest and waste land, with fertile soil, a high water level and unhealthy climate. 
However, a considerable portion of this tract has been reclaimed for cultivation in the 
last three or four decades. 
4 . Survey of India (1995). District Planning Map Series, Shahjahanpur 
5 . District Gazetteer, Shsii}ahanpur, (1988). U.P. Govt. Press, pp. 4-6. 
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b) Gomati Tract 
This tract, a narrow strip along the Gomati, is a continuation of the tarai forest 
tract, which terminates on the west and south-west in the upland or the bangar tract 
roughly bounded by the Jhukna tributary on the right high bank of the Gomati. 
c) Bangar 
This track comprises the greater part of the district. It consists of a plain of light 
though moderate loam. It varied by heavy clay in the depressions and light sandy soil 
on the river banks and higher levels. It consists of older alluvium deposited above 
flood plain of the rivers. The distribution of such type of land is the central part of the 
district from the Khannaut river to left bank of the Bahgul river. 
d) Khadar 
The Khadar is low land or newer alluvium, which included flood plain of 
existing rivers, has been formed recently. It includes about half of Jaitipur block and a 
strip of 8 km in width in Jalalabad block. Here, the Ramganga river winds in 
constantly change the course, forming and reforming land with great rapidity. 
Consequently, the soil varies widely, deposits of pure sand alternating with stretches 
of the richest loam silt, the result depending mainly on the character of the annual 
floods (Agrawal, and Mehrotra, 1952)^ . A similar strip of tarai is to be found along the 
Ganga in the south-western part of tahsil Jalalabad. There is a fertile good land in 
very restricted extent because the actual bed of the river is the poorest and sandy 
extending inland for about 5 km from the channel. Besides, high grass and brushwood 
also covers it, at many places. 
e) Bankati 
The bankati is a low-lying expanse of hard clay soil, in places rendered sterile by usar 
6 . Agrawal, R.R. and Mehrotra, G.L. (1952), Soil Survey and Soil work in Uttar Pradesh Vol II 
pp.41-51. • ' 
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and the saline efflorescence is known as reh, especially in the vicinity of the sot. 
During the rains, almost whole bankati tract inundates, a fact, which accounts for the 
unhealthiness of the climate. The floods are, however, beneficial in their action and it 
is the drought, which is dreaded. 
2.1.5 Soils 
Soils are important resources, which developed through loose fine particles 
equipped with various kinds of organic and inorganic compound, under the 
interaction of climate, rocks and biological process in any area. They are usually 
differentiated into horizons of minerals and organic constituents of variable depth, 
which differ from the parent material below in morphology, physical properties, 
constitution, chemical properties, composition and biological characteristics (Dubey, 
and Nagi, 1968).' The main soils of the region are as follow. 
(a) Alfisols 
Alfisols are soils of humid or sub-humid climate with a subsurface horizon of 
clay accumulation and high base status. They range from equatorial to sub- arctic 
latitude zones, are in great extent in the district. They have a pale, gray, brownish or 
reddish surface horizon (Strahlar and Strahlar, 2001).^ This type of soils includes, i.e., 
(i) red sandy soil and (ii) red loamy soil, 
(i) Red Sandy 
This type of soil covers a major portion of the district. The surface soil is 
yellow to brown in nature with brownish yellow sub-soil. Owing to light and open 
texture of the soil, its water retention capacity is low but it can be made capable of 
producing good crops, if irrigation facilities are provided. 
7 Dubey, R.N. and Nagi, B.S. (1968). Economic Geography of India. Allahabad, p. 101. 
8 Strahlar, A. and Strahlar, A. (2001). Physical Geography. John Wiley & Sons, Singapore, pp. 
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(ii) Red Loamy 
The soil is characterised by yellowish grey colour at surface and dark colour in 
lower horizon. As compared with Domat (ted sandy) soil, it is rich in clay and its water 
retention capacity is high. The calcareous materials are leached down from the surface at 
various depths where they are accumulated to form kankar nodules. 
(b) Arid Soils 
Arid soils are soils of dry climates deficient in organic matter, and often having sub-
surface horizons of accumulation of carbonate or soluble salts (Strahlar and Strahlar, 
2001).' These saline and alkaline type soils are called usar soils in this district. The 
most striking features of this soil are the irregularity of their distribution. It is very 
difficult to show the extent of these soils as they are unevenly distributed with small 
pieces of fertile lands. The data regarding the soils of the area have been recorded by 
Department of Agriculture, Uttar Pradesh (Agrawal, and Mehrotra, 1952)'° and map 
regarding soils of Shahjahanpur district is prepared by Survey of India (Fig. 2.3). 
2.1.6 Drainage System 
The monotonous features of the area have been broken by a network of rivers 
flowing from north-west to south-east direction. The important rivers of the district 
are the Ganga, the Ramganga, the Gomti, the Garra and the Ul. All the rivers of the 
district ultimately discharge their water into the Ganga, and are included in the main 
Gangetic system (fig. 2.4). 
TheUl 
The river has its origin in the low ground, in the extreme south-east corner of 
Pilibhit district and for some distance form the boundary between Khutar block and 
Kheri district. 
9 . Strahlar A.and Strahlar, A, op.cit. 
10 . Agrawal, R.R.and Mehrotra, G.L.(1952), Soil Survey and Soil Work in Uttar Pradesh Vol II 
pp. 41-51. • • ' 
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The Gomti 
The river has its origin sources in marshy tract near Mainakot in tahsil 
Puranpur of Pilibhit district. It enters Shahjahanpur district on the northern border of 
tahsil Powayan. Running south ward, it separates Khutar block from Powayan block 
and flows to the district of Kheri. The Gomti has several tributaries, namely, the 
Kathna, the Jhukuna and the Bhainsi. 
The Garra 
It rises from the hills of the Kumaon from the Nandhour. But after entering the 
bhabar at Chorjallia in Nainital district, it is known as the Deoha. While in this 
district it is usually called the Garra. It enters the district in the extreme north of tahsil 
Tilhar. The river flows tortuously southward Khudaganj and the town of 
Shahjahanpur and after reaching the southern border of the district. It separates the 
district of Hardoi and then it joins the Ramganga, just above the confluence of that 
river with the Ganga. The Garra river has tributaries, namely, the Khananaut, the 
Sukheta, the Katna, and the Garai. 
The Ramganga 
It origins from snow covered range of the Himalayas in Chamoli district and 
traverses in Bijnor, Moradabad, Rampur, Bareilly and Badaun districts. It forms the 
boundary for some 20 km between this district and Badaun district and enters in 
Jalalabad tahsil. The river makes its way through Mirzapur block and Jalalabad block 
to join the Ganga in the district of Farrukhabad. It has several tributaries, the chief 
one are the sot and the Bahgul. 
The Bahgul 
The river also known as east Bahgul in its upper course is an important stream 
whose valley generally marks the western edge of the uplands. Rising the district of 
Nainital, it traverses the eastern half of the district of Bareilly and first touches this 
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district some 8 km west of Khudaganj near Hasanpur. Here, it is joined by a 
watercourse known as the Gundhia or Sohania and enters the district near Katra. The 
stream transverse through the tahsils Tilhar and Jalalabad and joins the Ramganga 
near the Khadar of tahsil Jalalabad. 
The Ganga 
The river touches for some 25 km this district. The main channel of the river 
lies beyond the boundary of district Shahjahanpur, but there are several branches and 
backwaters, which traverse the Khadar of tahsil Jalalabad. Areas around the bank of 
this river are generally sandy wastes, growing long grass and tamarisk (District 
Gazetteer, 1988)." 
2.1.7 Climate 
Climate of the district is sub-tropical characteristically monsoon with a rhythm 
of changing seasons. The monsoon climate of the area is characterised with the 
reversal of temperature condition, pressure of the air and winds, takes place twice in a 
year. (Tiwari, 1971) . The year is divided into four seasons. 
1. The cold weather season (December to February) 
2. The hot weather season (March to mid June) 
3. The monsoon season (Mid June to September) 
4. The post monsoon season (October to November) 
In the cold weather season, the belt of high pressure extends from north 
western India and covers the whole of the Uttar Pradesh. The prevailing winds blow 
from west to east and is influenced by pressure distribution and trend of the 
Himalayas, The months of December and January has been registered to decrease 
both, in maximum and minimum temperature. The fog is common in these months, 
which occurs in night and the early morning hours. 
11 . District Gazetteer, Shahjahanpur, (1988). Uttar Pradesh. Govt. Press, pp. 6-11 
12 . Tiwari, A.R. (1971). Geography of Uttar Pradesh, 1971, p. 17. 
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The season between March and mid-June is considered as the hot weather 
season. The month of May has been registered for the highest temperature. The mean 
monthly maximum and minimum temperatures in this month are 44.3°C and 21.5°C 
respectively. The winds blow from west to east direction during this season. The 
scorching heat of the sun is in the month of May and June. Loo (local fast blowing hot 
westerly wind) also blows in this season. 
The post monsoon (cool) season prolongs from the month of October to 
November after the withdrawal of monsoon. In this season, the days are as warm as in 
the monsoon season but nights are progressively cooler. The monthly mean and 
minimum temperatures decline during this season (table 2.1). 
Table 2.1 
Mean Monthly Maximum-Minimum Temperature of Shahjahanpur District 
Month Maximum temperature Minimum temperature 
4.8 
6.9 
11.25 
16.6 
21.25 
22.9 
23.20 
23.40 
22.5 
16.5 
16.5 
5.9 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
25.6 
31.5 
38.0 
42.4 
44.3 
43.9 
37.15 
35.5 
35.8 
35.1 
32.15 
28.0 
Source: Meteorological Department, Government of India, New Delhi. 
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Rainfall 
Mostly rainfall occurs with south-west monsoon in the months of summer. 
However, light rain falls in the winter with western disturbances (Kendrew, 1961)'^ 
The average annual rainfall in the district is 1,019.5 mm. The intensity of rainfall in 
the district generally increases from south-west to north-east. The annual rainfall 
varies from 860.4 mm at Jalalabad to 1108.1 mm at Powayan. About 87 per cent of 
the annual rainfall is received during the south-west monsoon in the months of June to 
September. However, the highest rainfall (300 mm) is recorded in the month of July. 
The details of rainfall in Shahjahanpur district is given in table 2.2. 
Table 2.2 
Mean Monthly Rainfall at Different Places in Shahjahanpur District 
Month 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Annual 
Khutar 
18.5 
25.7 
12.9 
7.6 
22.6 
146.3 
296.2 
300 
220.2 
38.3 
6.3 
7.6 
1102.3 
Powayan 
17.5 
24.1 
12.9 
7.6 
14.5 
146.6 
325.6 
303.3 
198.6 
43.9 
4.6 
8.9 
1108.1 
Shahjahanpur 
17.5 
21.3 
11.2 
9.1 
18.5 
121.2 
323.6 
286 
192.8 
44.5 
2.5 
8.1 
1056.3 
Tilhar 
15.2 
22.1 
11.7 
8.1 
17.5 
99.8 
300.7 
273.3 
170.9 
39.4 
2.5 
9.1 
970.3 
Jalalabad 
13.7 
18 
10.9 
8.1 
12.9 
84.6 
253.7 
258.1 
152.4 
38.3 
6.3 
7.6 
1102.3 
Average 
16.5 
22.2 
11.9 
8.1 
17.2 
119.7 
300 
281.1 
187 
41 
3.6 
8.2 
1019.5 
•Rainfall in Millimetre 
Source: Meteorological Department, Government oflndia, New Delhi 
13 . Kendrew, W.G. (1961), Climates of Continents, Oxford University Press. 
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Average Rainfall in Shahjahanpur District 
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2.1.8 Vegetation 
The dhak and bamboo are the common trees, found throughout the district. 
The northern portion of the district consists of sal trees which is locally called 
'koron'. Similarly, the stretches of open grass waste are also found. They are of great 
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use as supplying thatching grasses, like gandar or panai, kans {Saccharum 
spontaneum), sarpet, santha and munj. The other trees found throughout the district 
are mango {Mangifera indicd), babul (Acacia arabica), sissoo (Dalbergia sissoo), 
semal (Salmalia malabarid), siris (Albizzia species), tamarind {Tamarindus indica), 
pipal {Ficus religiosa), bargad (Ficus bengalensis), pakar (Ficus indica), and gular 
(Ficus glomerata). 
The table shows the highest area under the forest (6730 hectares), lies in the 
Khutar block. It lies in the tarai belt that is the notorious for the unhealthy climate 
and dense vegetation. 
Table 2.3 
Block wise Area under Forest in Shahjahanpur District, 2000-01 
S. No. CD. Block Area Total reporting area 
(in hectares) (in percentage) 
_ _ 
14.59 
1.59 
1.42 
0.07 
0.00 
0.00 
0.02 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.76 
0.15 
0.16 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Banda 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Khudaganj 
Jaitipur 
Tilhar 
Nigohi 
Kant 
Dadraul 
Bhawalkhera 
Kalan 
Mirzapur 
Jalalabad 
2169 
6730 
475 
360 
17 
-
-
9 
-
. 
-
189 
55 
45 
Total 10499 2.33 
Source: District Statistical Magazine, Shahjahanpur 2003. 
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However, the area under forest is distributed from 189 hectares to 2169 
hectares in Banda, Powayan, Sindhauli, and Kalan. The blocks namely Mirzapur, 
Jalalabad, Nigohi, and Khudaganj, have forested area between 9 hectares and 55 
hectares. But, due to the domination of agricultural land, industrial and population 
pressure, no area is under the forest in Jaitipur, Tilhar, Kant, Dadraul, and 
Bhawalkhera blocks (table 2.3 and fig. 2.6). 
2.1.9 Animals 
The v^ld animals generally found in the district are leopard, wolf, blue bull, 
wild pig, and cheetal. Leopard, wolf, and cheetal are found in the jungle of north and 
along the bank of the Gomati river. Blue bull is common in the dhak Jungles. While wild 
pigs, small animals like fox, jackal, and hare are in a great numbers in the khadar of the 
Ramganga river as well as in the vicinity of the Ganga river in the south-west portion of 
the district. 
2.2 Cultural Setting 
2.2.1 Population 
With a population of about 2.54 million (2001), the district of Shahjahanpur 
has 33^ ** rank in populated districts of Uttar Pradesh. The number of persons and their 
spatial distribution, density and occupational structure reveal that the regional 
distribution of population as well as growth is mainly related to economic landscape 
of the district. 
2.2.1.1 Growth of Population 
Table 2.4 and fig, 2.4 show decadal growth rate of population, in 
Shahjahanpur district, varies from -11.2 per cent during 1911-21 to 28.3 per cent 
during 1991-2001. The growth rate of population 28.3 per cent is higher than the 
national average 21.34 per cent as well as state average 25.8 per cent. 
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Table 2.4 
Decadal Growth of Population in Shahjahanpur District, 1901-2001 
Year 
1901 
1911 
1921 
1931 
1941 
1951 
1961 
1971 
1981 
1991 
2001 
Persons 
989498 
963234 
855719 
904890 
983435 
1004435 
1130256 
1286104 
1647664 
1987395 
2549458 
Percentage 
-
2.5 
-11.2 
5.7 
8.7 
2.1 
12.5 
13.8 
28.1 
20.6 
28.3 
Source: Census of India, 2001 
2.2.1.2 Distribution of Population 
Table 2.5 shows the distribution and density of populiation in the district of 
Shahjahanpur; clearly indicate that there is considerable variation in the number of 
people living in different blocks. The main causes for this uneven distribution can be 
attributed to the existence of plain and fertile land, the level of urbanization, 
industrialization, and facilities of transportation and communication. 
The table shows that Bhawalkhera block (192353 persons) has the highest 
number of population followed by Jalalabad (186068 persons) and Banda (174896 
persons) while Khudaganj (115041 persons) and Mirzapur (116439 persons) blocks 
show recorded the lowest number of population. 
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2.2.1.3 Density of Population 
The density of population is a measurement of population pressure on a given 
unit of land. The density of the district, as whole is 557 persons per sq. km. This is 
lower than that of Uttar Pradesh (689 persons per sq. km). Table 2.5 exhibits block 
wise density of population during 2001. It is found that only three blocks namely 
Bhawalkhera, Sindhauli and Kalan have population density is above the average of 
the district (557 persons per sq. km). The land and people ratio is the highest in the 
Bhawalkhera block (658 persons per sq. km) because in this the high concentration of 
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workers is found. They work in the industrial and commercial units of the district that 
lies in this block or the surrounding space 
Table 2.5 
Block wise Distribution and Density of Population in Shahjahanpur District, 
2001 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
CD. Block 
Banda 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Khudaganj 
Jaitipur 
Tilhar 
Nigohi 
Kant 
Dadraul 
Bhawalkhera 
Kalan 
Mirzapur 
Jalalabad 
Persons 
174896 
156894 
127321 
141064 
115041 
128522 
129156 
134471 
143124 
147652 
192353 
129328 
116439 
186068 
Density 
(Persons per sq. km) 
376 
340 
450 
600 
510 
354 
482 
437 
489 
421 
658 
559 
354 
487 
Source: Census of India, 2001 
2.2.1.4 Literacy 
Literacy level is an important characteristic of population. Improvement in 
literacy is an important index of socio-cultural advancement and economic 
transformation of a society. However, literacy rate is the number of literate persons 
for each hundred people and is expressed in percentage. 
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The table 2.6 shows the block wise level of literacy in Shahjahanpur district 
during 1991-2001. The total 716207 persons are literate. The percentage of literacy in 
the district is 49.17 per cent. 
Block wise analysis of level of literacy indicates, as evident from the table 2.6 
that there is regional variation of literacy from one block to other. The highest level of 
literacy has been recorded in block of Khutar (55.18 per cent). 
Table 2.6 
Block wise Level of Literacy in Shahjahanpur District, 2001 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
C. D. Block 
Banda 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Khudaganj 
Jaitipur 
Tilhar 
Nigohi 
Kant 
Dadraul 
Bhawalkhera 
Kalan 
Mirzapur 
Jalalabad 
All 
Persons 
75578 
65188 
55355 
49740 
45244 
40374 
48885 
45963 
55587 
50933 
74853 
37531 
40730 
30246 
716207 
Percentage 
54.37 
55.18 
54.18 
44.53 
49.36 
40.06 
47.96 
43.31 
49.26 
43.18 
48.85 
36.88 
44.18 
44.20 
49.17 
Source: Census of India, 2001 
It is followed by Banda (54.37 per cent), Powayan (54.18 per cent), Khudaganj 
(49.36 per cent), Kant (49.26 per cent), Bhawalkhera (48.85 per cent), Tilhar (47.96 
per cent), Sindhauli (44.53 per cent), Jalalabad (44.20 per cent). 
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Mirzapur (44.18 per cent), Nigohi (43.31 per cent), Dadraul (43.18 per cent), 
Jaitipur (40.06 per cent), and Kalan (36.88 per cent). 
2.2.1.5 Occupational Structure 
The population of the country generally has been classified into four groups, 
i.e., cultivator, agricultural labourer, and worker engaged in household industry and 
other worker. 
Table 2.7 
Block wise Occupational Structure of Population in Shahjahanpur District, 2001 
S.No. CD. Block Total Cultivators Agricultural 
Workers Labourers 
Workers in 
Households 
Industry 
Other 
Workers 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Banda 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Khudaganj 
Jaitipur 
Tilhar 
Nigohi 
Kant 
Dadraul 
Bhawalkhera 
Kalan 
Mirzapur 
Jalalabad 
53226 
45,461 
36003 
40686 
32781 
39783 
37653 
37467 
42071 
45191 
56346 
37673 
33716 
56159 
31,172 
25,347 
19332 
23070 
19,636 
28127 
22405 
23613 
28058 
28214 
23735 
29459 
24207 
30157 
16,605 
15,780 
10510 
11360 
8,728 
6962 
9825 
9495 
8990 
10646 
15743 
4156 
6017 
19032 
1,400 
1,021 
1044 
1277 
866 
1051 
1302 
651 
1273 
1414 
2858 
909 
1415 
2082 
4,049 
3,313 
5117 
4949 
3,551 
3643 
4121 
3708 
3750 
4917 
14010 
3149 
2077 
4888 
Total 594216 (100) 
356,532 
(60) 
153,849 
(25.89) 
•Figure in bracket shows percentage to total workers 
Source: Census of India, 2001 
18,563 
(3.12) 
65,242 
(10.98) 
43 
44 
Table 2.7 shows block wise economic classification of population of the 
district. Out of total workers 594216, the dominant group consisting of cultivator and 
agricultural labourer has 356,532 and 153,849 persons respectively. 
They represent 60 per cent (cultivators) and 25.89 per cent (agricultural labourers) 
of the total workforce in the district. People engaged in occupations, such as, household 
industries and other services, account for at least 15 per cent of the total work force. 
Block wise distribution of various trends of workers reflects a regional variation from one 
area to another area (fig. 2.10). 
2.2.2 Agriculture 
Agriculture is the main occupation in the district. About 64.28 per cent of 
population engaged in agricultural and related activities. Diversified form of 
agriculture, in term of cultivation of crops, is the main feature of the area. Rice, 
wheat, barley, maize, mustard, potato, sugarcane, etc. are important crops of the 
areas. The status of agriculture in the district of Shahjahanpur can be understood in 
the following discussion. 
2.2.2.1 Land use Pattern 
An analysis of various categories of land use in the district may be helpful in 
understanding the existing status of agricultural economy and limitation of its 
development. Table 2.8 shows that during 2000-01, the total reporting area of the 
district is 450494 hectares and under net sown area 36036 hectares, sharing 79.98 per 
cent of the total reported area. 
The area (53374 hectares) under the category consists of permanent pasture 
land, land under miscellaneous trees and groves, and cultivable wasteland. Their share 
is 11.85 per cent of total reported area. However, the area occupied for non-
agricultural uses such as house, road, graveyard and so on is 36814 hectares. They 
contribute 8.17 per cent to total reported area. 
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Block wise 
Table 2.8 
Land use Pattern in Shahjahanpur District, 2000-01 
S. No. C. D. Block Total 
reported 
area 
Net 
sown 
area 
Area under Land under 
fallow, waste, non-
trees and groves agricultural uses 
1 
2 
3 
A 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Banda 
Khutar 
Powayan 
^\sjdba.viJi 
Khudaganj 
Jaitipur 
Tilhar 
Nigohi 
Kant 
Dadraul 
Bhawalkhera 
Kalan 
Mirzapur 
Jalalabad 
Total 
46504 
46141 
29947 
l i l^Q 
24041 
26277 
24984 
32229 
31780 
32722 
30868 
24804 
36700 
38237 
450494 
(100) 
39244 
34025 
24872 
19947 
18729 
21280 
21325 
27765 
26551 
25020 
23925 
17933 
30299 
29391 
36030^ 
(79.98) 
3960 
9013 
2605 
2926 
3032 
2710 
1679 
2415 
2979 
4029 
3783 
4159 
4418 
5666 
53374 
(11.85) 
3300 
3103 
2470 
2387 
2280 
2287 
1980 
2049 
2250 
3673 
3160 
2712 
1983 
3180 
36814 
(8.17) 
*Figure in bracket shows percentage to total reported area 
Source: District Statistical Magazine, ShahjaJianpur, 2003 
Moreover, these categories of land use, in term of percentage of area, show regional 
variation from block to block. 
Table 2.8 also illustrates that durifig 2000-01, the total reporting area of the 
district is 457,613 hectares and under forest is merely 10,499 hectares sharing 2.29 
per cent of the total reporting area. While fet sown area occupies 363,815 hectares of 
land, i.e., 79.50 per cent to total reported afea of the district. 
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2.2.2.2 Cropping Pattern 
Shahjahanpur district is situated in the tract between the Himalayas and the 
Ganga river. The soil of the district is mainly alluvial and fertile. Various kinds of 
cereals, pulses, oil seeds, cash crops like sugarcane, potato and so on are cultivated in 
the district. The total cropped area is 552207 hectares during 2000-01. 
Table 2.9 
Block wise Area under Different Crops in Shahjahanpur District, 2000-01 
s. 
No 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
C. D. Block 
Banda 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Khudaganj 
Jaitipur 
Tilhar 
Nigohi 
Kant 
Dadraul 
Bhawalkhera 
Kalan 
Mirzapur 
Jalalabad 
Total 
Rice 
35513 
24689 
19367 
17718 
10100 
10282 
8173 
12876 
10228 
16916 
12770 
5965 
4264 
6635 
1954 96 
(35.40) 
Wheat 
34630 
22858 
18826 
16971 
12406 
19307 
12379 
15508 
20049 
17241 
14205 
16503 
11525 
23440 
255848 
(46.33) 
Pulses 
1024 
1331 
1541 
1783 
1485 
1573 
1267 
1594 
1714 
1353 
1383 
1306 
1385 
1871 
20610 
(3.73) 
Oilsee 
ds 
1670 
1761 
1160 
742 
1124 
3064 
1964 
1054 
2658 
1017 
993 
941 
1640 
4742 
24530 
(4.44) 
Vegeta 
bles 
750 
708 
1073 
1121 
1041 
1111 
1702 
714 
1314 
1757 
1753 
914 
1181 
444 
15583 
(2.83) 
Other 
crops 
2420 
2496 
2233 
1863 
2165 
4175 
3666 
1768 
3972 
2774 
2746 
1855 
2821 
5186 
40140 
(7.27) 
All 
76007 
53843 
44200 
40198 
28321 
39512 
29151 
33514 
39935 
41058 
33850 
27484 
22816 
42318 
552207 
(100) 
•Figure in bracket shows percentage to total area under major crops 
Source: District Statistical Magazine, Shahjahanpur, 2003 
Table 2.29 shows that wheat is the dominant crop in the district. It is 
cultivated in 255848 hectares of land, which accounts for 46.33 per cent of gross 
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cropped area. Rice is the next crop, which is cultivated in 195496 hectares, recurring 
35.40 per cent of total cropped area. While the pulses, oilseeds, vegetables and other 
crops are 3.73 per cent, 4.44 per cent, 28.3 per cent and 7.27 per cent of the total area 
under different crops that varies in different blocks. 
2.2.2.3 Livestock 
Livestock husbandry is an allied activity in the study area. Rearing of livestock 
is in traditional form, attached with cultivation of crops. The important species of 
livestock are cattle, buffalo, goats, and others, i.e., sheep, pig and horse in the district 
Table 2.10 
Block wise Animal Rearing in Shahjahanpur District, 2003* 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
•Figure 
Source 
CD. Block 
Banda 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Khudaganj 
Jaitipur 
Tilhar 
Nigohi 
Kant 
Dadraul 
Bhawalkhera 
Kalan 
Mirzapur 
Jalalabad 
Total 
! in bracket shows 
:: District Statistic 
Data regarding livestock, 
Cattle 
18868 
22670 
18886 
15101 
20879 
19672 
20735 
21240 
18062 
20365 
19799 
29391 
31251 
29148 
306067 
Buffalo 
19768 
19793 
16980 
10485 
13815 
14560 
14281 
13764 
15055 
17725 
17256 
21526 
22940 
19962 
237910 
Goats 
15181 
17996 
16075 
16712 
11853 
11463 
11580 
10363 
10547 
9951 
9657 
15432 
20029 
18285 
195124 
Others 
2246 
2189 
2523 
2011 
1627 
2092 
1819 
1939 
3416 
2140 
2960 
2887 
2826 
2759 
33434 
(39.62) (30.80) (25.26) (4.33) 
percentage to total livestock 
a! Magazine, Shahjalianpur, 2005 
2001 were not available, because livestock census 1 
All 
56063 
62648 
54464 
44309 
48174 
47787 
48415 
47306 
47080 
50181 
49672 
69236 
77046 
70154 
772535 
(100) 
lad been held in 2003 
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Table 2.10 indicates that buffalo account for the highest proportion of 
livestock with a share of about 40 percent. It is followed by cattle (31 per cent), goats 
(25 per cent) and others (4.33 per cent). Due to the physio-socio-economic conditions, 
the proportion of various species of livestock also varies from block to block 
2.2.3 Industrial Economy 
Table 2.11 
Block wise Distribution of Industries in Shahjahanpur District, 2000-01 
S. Community 
No. Development 
Registered mills Small scale 
industries 
Village cottage 
industries 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
Block 
Banda 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Katra 
Jaitipur 
Tilhar 
Nigohi 
Kant 
Dadraul 
Bhawalkhera 
Kalan 
Mirzapur 
Jalalabad 
Rural 
Urban 
No. of 
unit 
7 
9 
11 
4 
6 
4 
5 
4 
5 
7 
5 
4 
4 
4 
79 
26 
No. of 
worker 
23 
26 
143 
19 
38 
21 
175 
23 
19 
143 
24 
28 
21 
32 
735 
237 
No. of 
unit 
48 
26 
31 
46 
8 
4 
77 
34 
61 
24 
33 
9 
12 
35 
448 
448 
No. of 
worker 
151 
81 
94 
112 
20 
8 
247 
129 
178 
70 
165 
33 
32 
122 
1442 
694 
No. of 
unit 
-
3 
3 
-
2 
-
1 
-
-
-
1 
-
-
4 
14 
14 
No. of 
worker 
-
7 
7 
-
7 
-
4 
-
-
-
3 
. 
. 
13 
41 
41 
Total 105 972 896 2136 28 82 
Source: District Statistical Magazine, Shahjahanpur 2003. 
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As far as industrial development is concerned, Shahjahanpur is one of the backward 
districts of Uttar Pradesh. The industries and processing units, in the district, 
comprise of registered mills, small-scale industrial units, village and cottage 
industries. 
2.2.3.1 Registered mills 
There are 105 registered mills (sugarcane, chemical fertilizers, textiles, and 
alcohol and paper mills) in the district and 972 persons were employed in 2000-01. 
2.2.3.2 Small-Scale Industries 
The small-scale industries are those which have total investment including 
land assets, buildings, machinery and equipment not more than 3 crore irrespective of 
number of persons employed. Such small scale industries mainly depend upon local 
available raw materials. During the year 2000-01, there were 896 small scale 
industrial units and 2,136 persons were employed. The number of units (4-77) varies 
from block to block in the district (table 2.11). 
2.2.3.3 Village and Cottage Industries 
Cottage industries, called household industries, are organised by individuals 
with private resources and with the help of members of the households. These 
industries use locally available resources and skills, i.e., carpet weaving, handloom 
and handicrafts industry etc. There are 28 units of village and cottage industries in 
which 82 persons were employed in the district during 2000-01. 
2.2.4 Transportation 
Transport network is dominant ingredient in the development of socio-
economic and cultural life of the region. It is fact that the transportation network and 
connectivity enhances the movement as well as efficiency of goods from production 
place to consumption sphere. 
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The basic structure of transport system of the region is network of roads and 
the railways. These transport arteries, particularly the road and railway have had 
profound impact on the nature of regional economy and social and political structure. 
They also have brought out remarkable change in type of volume of traffic as well as 
its orientation in recent years. Intra district transport suffers from the enormity of 
rather low connectivity of villages to main roads, discourages the agricultural and 
industrial development in the region. In view of enormous task of agricultural and 
industrial development, the need for huge expansion of road network becomes 
imperative. 
The district is served by a total road length of 1,489 km. The distribution of road 
length is not uniform in different blocks of the district. It varies from block to block 
ranging between Bhawalkhera (135 km) and Jaitipur (74 km). Moreover, only 492 
villages out of 2051 in the district are linked directly with road network. The number 
of villages located off the road at different distances are 560 villages (11.12 per cent), 
442 villages (27.30 per cent), and 359 villages (16.04 per cent) in the range of less 
than 1 km, 1-3 km, 3-5 km, and more than 5 km (table 2.11). Besides, the important 
towns, i.e., Shahjahanpur, Rosa, Katra and Tilhar are connected with railways. 
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Chapter-Ill 
DISTRIBUTION AND ANALYSIS OF PERIODIC MARKETS IN 
SHAHJAHANPUR DISTRICT 
Periodic markets are the gathering places of the buyers and sellers of different 
commodities on a fixed day. They are combination of the multifunctional activities by 
which the commodities, either in original form or in processed form are distributed to the 
consumers at appropriate time and place. Such markets are common in both urban and 
rural centres. They are emerged out of the need of producers to sell their surplus 
production to fulfil the demand of the surrounding area where due to geo-economic 
conditions, daily or permanent markets are absent or their functions are limited 
(Jackson, 1976).' 
In order to understand the importance of periodic markets and their different 
aspects, i.e., origin, distribution, classification, the behaviour of consumers and traders, 
hierarchal order and functions, are the issues to examine in this chapter. 
3.1 Origin and Development of Periodic Markets 
There are two common views in regard of origin and development of periodic 
markets. First one is related with orthodox school and second one with alternative school. 
According to the orthodox view, the periodic markets came into being as a result of local 
trades and exchange, which have been emerged from surplus of commodities and 
division of labourer in peasant societies. 
The alternative school is considered with the genesis of periodic markets, as a 
resuh of long distance trade or external exchange. Polanyi, (1946)^ thought that trade 
with its associated market phenomena can never arise within a community as it is an 
Jackson, R.T. (1976). Periodic Marlcets in Southern Ethiopia, in Alamo, SM and Gopi, K.N. (ed.) 
Urbanization in Middle Africa, New Delhi, pp. 42-53. 
Polanyi, K. (1946). Origins of our Times, in Polanyi et al. (ed.) Trade and Markets in Early 
Empires: Economic History and Theory, London. 
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external affair involving different communities. Hodder (1965)^  have remarked that 
markets are originated through a sequence of events, which are (i) trade routes (ii) 
markets establish on trade routes, and (iii) local markets develop around the parent 
markets. 
3.1.1 Origin and Development of Periodic Markets in the Study Area 
The observation and analysis have been made in Shahjahanpur district, show that 
no market genesis theory is fully applicable to explain the origin and development of 
periodic market centres. Those markets, located at interior parts and away fi-om the main 
roads and urban centres, are generally originated by need of local demand and exchange. 
Roads and other transport networks are the key components for emergence of periodic 
markets in the district. In the medieval period, rivers were the chief mode of 
transportation. The main routes for trade were the Ramganga and the Garra river and so 
on. Hence, a series of markets emerged with different size and dimension along their 
courses (fig 3.1). 
Moreover, socio-economic and political factors are also important in the growth 
of periodic markets. The early centres originated as administrative political centres rather 
than centres for exchange''. During British rule, rest houses were built as seats for mobile 
administration and revenue officers to conduct their business fi-om rest houses, 
consequently local or periodic markets like Jalalabad, Powayan, Tilhar, and Nigohi^  have 
come into existence due to political and administrative causes. 
Besides the above factors, the contact zone, i.e., the convergence of road, the 
crossing of any natural obstacle such as a river valley, or meeting point of forest and 
plain region and so on played important role in origin and development of market centers. 
Hodder, B.W. (1965). Distribution of Markets in Yakubaland. Scottish Geographical Magazine 
Vol. 81 No.l,pp 48-58. « -
^ Crissman, L. W. (1973). Town and Country: Central Place Marketing System, Ithaca. 
District Gazetteer Shahjahanpur (1988). Uttar Pradesh Government Press, Lucknow, pp.96-126. 
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3.2 Distribution of Periodic Markets 
The distributional aspect of periodic markets involves the location pattern of 
market centres in term of space and time. As periodic markets are central places or 
growth poles. It is, therefore, very important to study their distribution that reflects 
the market relation with different aspects of the landscape like average served area, 
population structure, and net sown area as well as inhabited villages. In this process, 
some quantative techniques have been employed to enalyse such patterns and to 
answer some related questions. The present location of the market centres is made 
mainly with reference to spatial and temporal distribution. 
3.2.1 Spatial Distribution of Periodic Markets 
In Shahjahanpur district, 170 periodic markets held that they are distributed 
over the area of 4575 sq. km. They are not evenly distributed over the space. The 
number of periodic markets varies at block level between 18 markets in Khutar and 
Sindhauli, 5 markets in Khudaganj (table 3.1). To test the degree of incidence of 
market centres on a geographical space whether they are clustered, random or 
uniform. Nearest Neighbour Analysis method has been adopted. Moreover, under this 
discussion area, average population, average cropped area, net sown area, and 
inhabited village per periodic market have also been computed. 
3.2.1.1 Nearest Neighbour Analysis Method 
Nearest Neighbour Analysis method was first developed by plant ecologist 
Clark and Evans^ who were concerned chiefly with explaining distributed pattern of 
various species of plants and trees on the surface of earth. The geographers applied 
this technique to people, factories, settlements and other items to explain the location 
pattern. The analysis is based on the ratio between observed and actual mean distance 
6 Clark, P.J. and Evans, F.C. (1954). Distance to Nearest Neighbour as Measure of Spatial 
Relationship in Population. Ecology Vol. 35, pp. 345-53. 
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that might occur under random conditions. The principle followed this method is 
straight-line measurement of distance separating point from its nearest neighbours in 
the space. 
Table 3.1 
Spatial Distribution of Periodic Markets in Shahjahanpur District, 2001 
(Based on Nearest Neighbour Analysis Method) 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
CD. Block 
Banda 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Khudaganj 
Jaitipur 
Tilhar 
Nigohi 
Kant 
Dadraul 
Bhawalkhera 
Kalan 
Mirzapur 
Jalalabad 
No. of Markets 
14 
18 
9 
18 
5 
17 
7 
14 
8 
9 
15 
10 
12 
14 
Da 
2.83 
2.57 
2.87 
2.00 
3.62 
2.14 
3.11 
2.12 
3.19 
3.06 
2.42 
2.68 
2.34 
2.69 
De 
0.78 
1.30 
0.78 
0.26 
1.66 
0.66 
1.15 
0.95 
1.19 
0.81 
0.8 
0.78 
0.93 
0.89 
Rn 
0.28 
0.30 
0.27 
0.13 
0.46 
0.31 
0.37 
0.45 
0.37 
0.27 
0.33 
0.29 
0.40 
0.33 
The observed or actual mean distance is expressed as the mean nearest 
distance of all points of phenomena concerned from their nearest neighbouring 
location. It is calculated as-
Da = ^ ^ 
N 
where, 
Da = actual mean nearest neighbouring distance 
2di = the sum of distance from ith point to its own nearest neighbours 
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N = the number of points or locations in the pattern 
The expected or theoretical mean distance in random pattern is computed by 
mathematical expression 
De = -J— 
where, 
De = the expected mean distance 
A = the area of the territory, and 
N = the number of points in the pattern 
The nearest neighbouring measure (RN) is obtained by following expression 
Rn= — 
De 
where, 
Rn = departure from randomness in the context of nearest neighour 
Da = observed mean distance 
De = expected mean distance 
The value of Rn varies from zero indicating clustered patterns to 2.1491 
when points are as far as possible from each other. This situation results in the 
formation of regular hexagonal pattern but if the value is one, the pattern is 
completely random. 
In the present study, such an analysis is made to measure the distributive 
pattern of periodic markets in the study area at block level. Every market has been 
linked with nearest neighbours by linear distance. Thus, Da, De, and Rn values are 
calculated (table 3.1). 
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The table highlights the calculated Rn value at block level is between 0 and 1. It 
shows that every block has random pattern. Therefore, it has been proved with 
calculation of the nearest neighbour method that periodic markets are unevenly 
distributed on the space. However, their unevenly distribution is not uniform. On the 
basis of rank method in the value of nearest neighbouring, the high random pattern is 
found in 5 blocks. They are Khudaganj (0.46), Nigohi (0.45), Mirzapur (0.40), Kant 
(0.37), and Tilhar (0.37). The moderate random is observed in Banda (0.28), Khutar 
(0.30), Powayan (0.27), Jaitipur (0.31), Kant (0.27), Bhawalkhera (0.33), Jalalabad 
(0.33). The low random pattern is in Sindhauli because this block has poor 
accessibility and high concentration of periodic markets, which are the main causes 
for the nearness of the market centres (fig.3.2). 
3.2.1.2 Average Area Served by per Periodic Market 
Table 3.2 indicates that Shahjahanpur district occupies an area of 4,575 sq. km 
and on an average 32.91 sq. km area is served by each periodic market. The block 
level study shows a remarkable regional variation in the average area served by per 
periodic market. 
The high average area is served by per periodic market in Khudaganj (48.08 sq. 
km), Kant (39.73 sq. km). The served area and number of periodic markets has inverse 
relationship, that is why in the above mentioned blocks, the number of periodic markets 
are held five and eight respectively. The moderate area served per periodic market 
includes Dadraul (36.36 sq. km), Tilhar (35.69 sq. km), Powayan (33.27 sq. km), Banda 
(33.22 sq. km), Mirzapur (30.58 sq. km), Jalalabad (27.31 sq. km), and Khutar (25.63 sq. 
km). Remaining blocks have been recorded low served area, which ranged from 14.03 sq. 
km to 25.38 sq. km. They are Sindhauli (14.03 sq. km) Jaitipur (15.46 sq. km), 
Bhawalkhera (20.58 sq. km), Nigohi (23.02 sq. km) and Kalan (24.80 sq. km). 
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Table 3.2 
Average Area Served by per Periodic Market at Block Level in Shahjahanpur 
District, 2001 
S. No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
CD. Block 
Banda 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Khudaganj 
Jaitipur 
Tilhar 
Nigohi 
Kant 
Dadraul 
Bhawalkhera 
Kalan 
Mirzapur 
Jalalabad 
Total 
Area 
(in sq. km) 
465.04 
461.41 
299.47 
252.6 
240.41 
262.77 
249.84 
322.29 
317.8 
327.22 
308.68 
248.04 
367 
382.37 
4504.94 
No. of 
Periodic 
Markets 
14 
18 
9 
18 
5 
17 
7 
14 
8 
9 
15 
10 
12 
14 
170 
Average Area 
Served by per 
Periodic Market 
33.22 
25.63 
33.27 
14.03 
48.08 
15.46 
35.69 
23.02 
39.73 
36.36 
20.58 
24.80 
30.58 
27.31 
26.50 
Source: Zila Panchayat Office & District Rajya Panchayat Office, Shahjalianpur, 2003 
3.2.1.3 Average Population Served by per Periodic Market 
Average number of population served by a periodic market is one of the important 
indicators of market concentration index in a region. Table 3.3 shows that average 11896 
persons are served by a periodic market in the study area. Their number is not uniformly 
found. It varies from block to block depending upon physio-socio-economic and 
demographic conditions. Central blocks like Powayan, Khudaganj, Tilhar, Kant, and 
Dadraul show low concentration of periodic markets with reference to the population 
served by them. Moreover, the population served by per periodic markets is rather high 
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Table 3.3 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Average Population Served by per Peri 
Shahjahanpur Dist 
CD. Block 
Banda 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Khudaganj 
Jaitipur 
Tilhar 
Nigohi 
Kant 
Dadraul 
Bhawalkhera 
Kalan 
Mirzapur 
Jalalabad 
Total 
Population 
174896 
156894 
127321 
141064 
115041 
128522 
129156 
134471 
143124 
147652 
192353 
129328 
116439 
186068 
2022329 
odic Market 
rict, 2001 
No. of 
Periodic 
Markets 
14 
18 
9 
18 
5 
17 
7 
14 
8 
9 
15 
10 
12 
14 
170 
t at Block Level in 
Average Population 
Served by per 
Periodic Market 
12493 
8716 
14147 
7837 
23008 
7560 
18451 
9605 
17891 
16406 
12824 
12933 
9703 
13291 
11896 
Source: Census of India, 2001 
number, i.e., 14147 persons in Powayan block, 23008 persons in Khudaganj block, 18451 
persons in Tilhar block, 17891 persons in Kant block, and 16406 persons in Dadraul 
block (figure 3.4 and table 3.3). 
Similarly, north-east area reflects high concentration of periodic markets. There 
is the population served by per periodic market is 12493 persons in Banda and 8716 in 
Khutar blocks. Moreover, west and south-west blocks of district also computed clustering 
of periodic markets. These blocks are Kalan, Mirzapur, Nigohi, and Sindhauli. 
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The analysis shows that the number of people served by periodic market is 
inversely related to the strength of periodic market. 
3.2.1.4 Average Cropped Area Served by per Periodic Market 
The total cropped area of the district is 552207 hectares, in which wheat, 
paddy, pulses, oilseeds, vegetables etc. are cultivated. The average area under different 
crops per periodic markets is 3248.28 hectares per periodic market (table 3.4). 
Table 3.4 
Average Cropped Area under Different Crops per Periodic Market at Block 
Level in Shahjabanpur District, 2001 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
CD. Block 
Banda 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Khudaganj 
Jaitipur 
Tilhar 
Nigohi 
Kant 
Dadraul 
Bhawalkhera 
Kalan 
Mirzapur 
Jalalabad 
Total 
Area under 
Different 
Crops 
76007 
53843 
44200 
40198 
28321 
39512 
29151 
33514 
39935 
41058 
33850 
27484 
22816 
42318 
552207 
No. of 
Periodic 
Markets 
14 
18 
9 
18 
5 
17 
7 
14 
8 
9 
15 
10 
12 
14 
170 
Average Area under 
Different Crops per 
Periodic Market 
5429.07 
2991.28 
4911.11 
2233.22 
5664.20 
2324.24 
4164.43 
2393.86 
4991.88 
4562.00 
2256.67 
2748.40 
1901.33 
3022.71 
3248.28 
* Area in Hectares 
Source: District Statistical Magazine, Shahjahanpur, 2003 
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On the basis of rank, the high category of area under different crops per 
periodic market is found in Khudaganj (5664.20 hectares), Banda (5429.07 hectares), 
Kant (4991.88 hectares), Powayan (4911.11 hectares), and Dadraul (4562.00 
hectares). Medium concentration of area under various crops lies in a single block 
Tilhar where it is 4164.43 hectares per periodic market (fig. 4.5). However, it is low 
in Jalalabad (3022.71 hectares), Khutar (2991.28 hectares), Kalan (2748.40 hectares), 
Nigohi (2393.86 hectares), Jaitipur (2324.24 hectares), Bhawalkhera (2256.67 
hectares), Sindhauli (2233.22 hectares), and Mirzapur Katra (1901.33 hectares). It is 
because that cropped area served by per periodic market is inversely related to 
concentration of periodic markets. However, in spite of high agglomeration of 
periodic markets, Banda block lies in the average high cropped area under different 
cropped served by per periodic market; it is due to the large extent of block area 
(76007 hectares) is under different crops. 
3.2.1.5 Average Number of Inhabited Villages Served by per Periodic Market 
In the study area, there are on an average 12.06 inhabited villages served by per 
periodic market. It varies block to block from 7.17 inhabited villages in Mirzapur to 
26 habited villages in Khudaganj. Table 3.5 and figure 3.6 show on the basis of rank 
method, the blocks in the high category of inhabited villages served by per periodic 
market are Powayan (19.89 villages), Tilhar (22.29 villages), and Khudaganj (26 
villages). Two blocks, i.e., Dadraul (16.11 villages) and Kant (19.63 villages) are in 
medium category. However, Jalalabad (13.21 villages), Banda (12 villages), Kalan 
(9.90 villages), Bhawalkhera (10.53 villages), Sindhauli (9.44 villages), Nigohi (9.14 
villages), Jaitipur (8.53 villages), Khutar (8.06 villages), and Mirzapur (7.17 villages) 
are included in the low category. 
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Table 3.5 
Average Number of Inhabited Villages Served by per Periodic Market at Block 
Level in Shahjahanpur District, 2001 
S. No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
CD. Block 
Banda 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Khudaganj 
Jaitipur 
Tilhar 
Nigohi 
Kant 
Dadraul 
Bhawalkhera 
Kalan 
Mirzapur 
Jalalabad 
Total 
No. of Villages 
168 
145 
179 
170 
130 
145 
156 
128 
157 
145 
158 
99 
86 
185 
2051 
No. of 
Periodic 
Markets 
14 
18 
9 
18 
5 
17 
7 
14 
8 
9 
15 
10 
12 
14 
170 
Average Number of 
Inhabited Villages 
Served by per 
Periodic Market 
12.00 
8.06 
19.89 
9.44 
26.00 
8.53 
22.29 
9.14 
19.63 
16.11 
10.53 
9.90 
7.17 
13.21 
12.06 
Source: District Statistical Magazine, Shahjahanpur, 2003 
3.3.1 Temporal Distribution of Periodic Markets 
The study of periodic markets, in terms of temporal distribution, has been an 
important aspect of modem literature of marketing geography. The periodic markets 
are generally synchronized. They are based on the notion that proximity in time 
implies larger separation in space^ Temporal distribution of periodic markets refers to 
the market days and frequency of their occurrence in a market week. 
' Foggerland ,V.G. (1970), A Preliminary Map of Market Periodicities in Ghana, Journal of 
Developing Areas, Vol. 41, pp. 333-47. 
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3.3.1.1 Distribution of Periodicity of Market Centres 
Periodic markets are recognized by different names like weekly, bi-weekly, 
tri-weekly, and armual as fairs on the basis of their periodicity of occurrence in a 
given time. 
Block wise Distribution of Weekly, Bi-Weekly and Tri-weekly 
Maricets in Shahjahanpur District 
2001 
16 
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n Tri-weekly 
Development Blocks 
Fig. 3.7 
Table 3.7 shows block wise distribution of weekly, bi-weekly and tri-weekly 
markets in the district. There are 170 periodic markets in study area. Out of them, 44 
are weekly, 119 are bi-weekly and 7 are tri-weekly markets. The block level 
investigation reflects that the largest number of weekly markets is in the three 
development blocks, i.e., Sindhauli (6), Jaitipur (6), and Bhawalkhera (6). However, 
the bi-weekly markets between 6 and 16 are distributed in remaining blocks. They are 
Khutar (16), Jalalabad (13), Sindhauli (12), Banda (11), Jaitipur (10), Mirzapur (9), 
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Bhawalkhera (8), Kalan (8), Khudaganj (5), Tilhar (4), and Kant (4). It is due to 
increasing local demand, perishable nature of goods such as vegetables, and other 
commodities. Moreover, tri-weekly markets have also emerged in Powayan (1), 
Jaitipur (1), Nigohi (3), and Mirzapur (1). 
Table 3.6 
Block wise Distribution of Weekly, Bi-weekly, and Tri-weekly Markets in 
Shahjahanpur District, 2001 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
CD. Block 
Banda 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Khudaganj 
Jaitipur 
Tilhar 
Nigohi 
Kant 
Dadraul 
Bhawalkhera 
Kalan 
Mirzapur 
Jalalabad 
Total 
Weekly 
3 
2 
1 
6 
0 
6 
3 
5 
4 
3 
6 
2 
2 
I 
44 
Bi-weekly 
11 
16 
7 
12 
5 
10 
4 
6 
4 
6 
8 
8 
9 
13 
119 
Tri-weekly 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
3 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
7 
Source: Zila Panchayat Office, Shahjahanpur, 2003 
The study reveals that the frequency of market days of periodic markets has 
been decreasing due to increasing of demand of more perishable products like 
vegetables in different respective blocks. Rise of per capita purchasing power as well 
as expansion of vegetable cultivation in study area has resulted to increase market 
frequency in a week. That is why bi-weekly periodic markets are found rather in high 
number. 
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3.3.1.2 Frequency or Day-wise Distribution of Periodic Markets 
The number of market meeting during any day of the market week is termed 
as frequency of market on a particular day. Table 3.7 shows that the total number of 
market frequency for the district is 301, which is spread over all the seven days. The 
number of market meeting or frequency of market varies from block to block and 
from day to day. The frequency of markets on different days ranges from 26 on 
Thursday to 58 on Wednesday. It is followed by 52 on Saturday, 49 on Tuesday, 44 
on Sunday and Friday 34, on Monday, and 26 on Thursday. 
Table 3.7 
Day-wise Frequency of Periodic Markets at Block Level in Shahjahanpur 
District, 2001 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
CD. Block 
Banda 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Khudaganj 
Jaitipur 
Tilhar 
Nigohi 
Kant 
Dadraul 
Bhawalkhera 
Kalan 
Mirzapur 
Jalalabad 
Total 
Sun 
7 
5 
1 
3 
1 
3 
0 
4 
1 
1 
4 
4 
5 
5 
44 
Mon 
1 
3 
3 
3 
1 
4 
2 
3 
1 
4 
3 
1 
2 
3 
34 
Tue 
4 
8 
5 
7 
1 
2 
1 
5 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
7 
48 
Wed 
6 
6 
2 
3 
2 
8 
2 
5 
3 
1 
5 
5 
7 
3 
58 
Thu 
2 
0 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
3 
2 
0 
5 
0 
3 
2 
26 
Fri 
1 
6 
4 
4 
4 
2 
0 
3 
2 
4 
4 
1 
1 
3 
39 
Sat 
4 
5 
2 
7 
2 
6 
4 
3 
1 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
52 
All 
25 
33 
18 
30 
12 
28 
10 
26 
11 
14 
26 
18 
23 
27 
301 
Source: Zila Panchayat Office, Shahjahanpur, 2003 
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Among seven days, Wednesday is the most important for successive market day. The 
other important days are in descending order. Saturday, Tuesday, Sunday, Friday, 
Monday, Thursday. In the study area, Tuesday is cultural influenced day for the 
Hindu community and Friday is for the Muslim community in the district. However, 
the high frequency of periodic markets on Wednesday and Saturday indicates neither 
religious nor cultural influence on the meeting of the markets but the economic 
compulsion of producers and the demand of various kinds of products due to 3 days 
interval in which commodities are consumed. (Table 3.7 and figure 3.9). 
3.4 Classification of Periodic Markets 
Market centres are the integral parts of the geo-economic and cultural 
landscape of a region (Saxena, 1988)^. The study of classification of market centres 
seems an important aspect of marketing geography. It makes easy to understand the 
nature of commodities transacted, nature of exchange system, the nature of consumers 
and traders' travel movement in the existing markets. Numerous scholars in India as 
well as abroad have classified the market centres based on size of population engaged 
in trade and commerce, location or nature of settlement in which market is held, trade 
area, commodity, attendance and exchange orientation (Khan, 1991)' . However, their 
efforts were generally related to the classification of permanent markets. 
Besides, the periodic markets, in contrast to permanent market, have some 
peculiarities. They are not influenced by size of population resides in them. Their size 
and dimension depend upon number of attendance and commodities sold. Keeping 
into the consideration all above points, an effort is made to classify the selected 
periodic markets based on location, attendance, trade area as well as the commodity 
transacted in the markets. 
Saxena, H.M. (1988). Rural Market and Development. Rawat Publications, Jaipur, p.I8. 
Khan,N. {\99\). Agricultural Development and Marketing. H.K. Publishers, Delhi', pp. 118-119. 
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3.4.1 Classification Based on Location 
Based on location or nature of settlement, the periodic markets can be 
classified as rural and urban based periodic markets that have been mentioned in table 
3.8. Out of 34 selected periodic markets, there are 7 urban markets. The urban 
periodic markets are generally dealing with agricultural commodities like food grains 
vegetables, which are needed by urban population. Urban goods are rarely transacted 
in these markets because the permanent shops already exist for such commodities. 
However, the urban periodic markets are held in recommended space by local bodies 
or in unlawful congested space, along the roads, and streets. 
Table 3.8 
Classification of Selected Periodic Markets Based on Location, 2005-06 
Rural Markets 
l.Mohiuddinpur 
2. Pipriya Harchand 
3. Narautha 
4. Rampur Kalan 
5. Jawan 
6. Sindhauli 
7. Alampur 
8. Nawada Darabast 
9. Ukhari 
10. Dabhoaura 
ll.Bauri 
12. Brah Mohabbatpur 
13. Rajpura 
14. Bhatpura 
IS.Nigohi Khas 
16. BaruaPatti 
17. Rawatpur 
18. Parasin 
19. Padaincha 
20. Sehra Mau South 
21. Kaneg 
22. Rafiabad Kalan 
23. Paraur 
24. Zarenpur 
25. Bharatpur 
26. Bajhera 
27. Budhawana 
Urban Markets 
l.Khutar 
2. Powayan 
3. Khudaganj 
4. Miranpur Katra 
5. Rosa 
6. Jalalabad 
7. Allahganj 
Source: Based on Field Survey, 2005-06 
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The rural periodic markets are held in an open space generally in a garden, along the 
roads or at crossing of roads. They serve surrounding areas with both rural and urban 
commodities. They are governed by the landlords, and local bodies such as Gram 
Panchayat. 
3.4.2 Classification Based on Estimated Attendance 
Periodic markets are organized to facilitate the activities of market users, i.e., 
buyers and sellers who vish different markets held in a region over a week . They are 
important components of market, who assemble for exchange process. Therefore, the 
assembling is an important indicator for the classification of market centres. 
Table 3.9 
Classification of Selected Periodic Markets Based on Estimated Attendance, 2005-06 
Medium Markets 
(3092- 5694 Participants) 
Miranpur Katra 
Khutar 
Budhawana 
Rajpura 
Khudaganj 
Nigohi Khas 
Large Markets 
(5695-8297 Participants) 
Jalalabad 
Rawatpur 
Allahganj 
Barua Patti 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Sindhauli 
Bajhera 
Small Markets 
(489-3091 Participants) 
Powayan 
Zarenpur 
Bharatpur 
Rosa 
Dabhaura 
Kaneg 
Pipriya Harchand 
Bauri 
Narautha 
Sehra Mau South 
Paraur 
Parasin 
Mohiuddinpur 
Brah Mohabbatpur 
Ukhari 
Rampur Kalan 
Bhatpura 
Nawada Darabast 
Padaincha 
Jawan 
Alampur 
Source: Based on Field Survey, 2005-06 
Amani, K Z. and Khan, N. (1993). Spatial Behaviour of Consumers and Traders in Periodic 
markets m A North Indian State: a Case Study. Asian Profile. Voi.2I, No.3, 227-246. 
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On the basis of average total attendance in the market by using rank method, the 
selected periodic markets has been classified in three categories as small, medium and 
large markets (table 3.9). The table shows that the markets, which having participants 
from 489 to 3091 persons are categorized as small periodic markets. They are 21 out 
of 34 selected markets. 
The medium size markets are six, which have participants between 3092 and 
5694 persons. They are Miranpur Katra (5275 participants), Khutar (4359 participants), 
Budhawana (4289 participants), Rajpura (3827 participants), Khudaganj (3251 
participants), and Nigohi (3087 participants). Seven markets with participants between 
5695 to 8297 persons are counted in large markets. They are Jalalabad, Rawatpur, 
Alhaganj, Barua Patti, Rafiabad Kalan, Sindhauli, and Bajhera. 
3.4.3 Classincation Based on Transacted Commodities 
For the classification of periodic markets of Shahjahanpur district on the 
basis of commodities transacted an attempt has been made by researcher. The Doi's 
crop combination formula (^d^) has been used for this purpose, ^d^ is the sum of 
squared deviation of actual percentage of shops of different commodities, i.e., 
vegetables, livestock,* food grains, grocery, and others in periodic markets from the 
percentage of theoretical based Thus, the combination having the smallest ^ c /^ will 
be combination formed by major commodities. 
Hence, based on commodities, the selected markets have been classified into nine 
categories. They are livestock markets, livestock-vegetables markets, livestock-food 
grains markets, livestock-vegetables-food grains markets, vegetables markets, vegetables-
food grains markets, vegetables-food grains-grocery markets, vegetables-food grains-
other miscellaneous commodities markets, and vegetables-food grains-other 
* Two livestock is assumed equal to a shop. 
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miscellaneous commodities-grocery markets. Table 3,10 shows that out of 34 selected 
periodic markets, there are 10-livestock markets, 4-livestock-vegetables, 2-livestock-food 
grains markets, 2-livestock-vegetables-food grains markets, 1-vegetables markets, 5-
vegetables-food grains markets, 4-vegetables-food grains-grocery markets, 4-vegetables-
food grains-other miscellaneous commodities markets, and 2-vegetables-food grains-
other miscellaneous commodities-grocery markets. 
3.4.4 Classification Based on Trade Area of Markets 
Market area is the real reflection of size and importance of market centres. The 
classification, based on estimated market area, of selected markets is given in table 3.11. 
The table shows three kinds of markets, which have been recognized on the basis of 
equal interval of market area. 
Table 3.11 
ClassifiGatlon of Selected Periodic Markets Based on Market Trade Area, 2005-06 
Small size Markets 
(22.07-143.20 
sq. km) 
Mohiuddinpur 
Narautha 
Rampur kalan 
Jawan 
Alampur 
Nawada Darabast 
Ukhari 
Khudaganj 
Bauri 
Brah Mohabbatpur 
Bhatpura 
Parasin 
Padaincha 
Sehra Mau South 
Rosa 
Paraur 
Medium size Markets 
(143.20-430.25 
sq. km) 
Pipriya Harchand 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Dabhaura 
Rajpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Barua Patti 
Kaneg 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Zarenpur 
Bharatpur 
Budhawana 
Jalalabad 
Large size Markets 
(430.25-1984.07 
sq. km) 
Miranpur Katra 
Rawatpur 
Bajhera 
Allahganj 
Source: Based on Field Survey, 2005-06 
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There are 16 periodic markets of small size (22.07-143.20 sq. km), 14 periodic 
markets of medium size (143.20-430.25 sq. km), 4 periodic markets of large size 
(430.25-1984.07 sq. km). 
3.5 Consumers and Traders' Behaviour in Periodic Markets 
The study of behaviour of market participants, i.e., consumers and traders in 
space has been derived from classical Central Place Theory of Christaller". The 
concept of threshold and range of goods are two important elements, which decide the 
length of travelling distance and frequency of market visit by consumers as well as 
traders. Besides, other scholars have also attempted to study the behaviourial aspects 
of market centres. Pred (1963)'^ viewed that the consumer would visit the nearest 
centre supplying foods and services. Reilly (1931) argued that the shopping 
behaviour is assumed to be determined by a more complex advantage of the size of 
centres against the disadvantage of the distance. Isord (1956)''' developed concept of 
Individual Space Preference model based on the conceptual aspect of consumers' 
decision for market travel. 
However, all these efforts are concentrated to the permanent market centres. 
The studies of consumers and traders behavior in the periodic markets have been very 
sporadic. Demand and supply, price of goods, market charges for traders, 
accessibility, and economic condition of a region found to be very important factors 
for making consumers and traders' decision to visit periodic markets through different 
studies in India as well as abroad. 
Christaller, W. (1972). Central Places in Southern Germany, translated from German into Enelish 
by C.W. Baskin (1966), New Jersey. 
Pred.A.; (1963). Business Through Fares as Expression of Urban Negro Culture. Economic 
Geography, Vol.39, pp. 217-33. 
^^  Reilly, W. J. (1931). TTje law of Retail Gravitation. Knickerbockers Press New York. 
Isord, W. (1956). Location of Space Economy. New York, pp. 55-60. 
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In the study area, for detailed understanding of the nature and causes of 
consumers and traders' movement for periodic markets, 34 markets were randomly 
selected for a comprehensive survey. At least, 20 traders and consumers in each 
market were interviewed for their spatial movement or travel for visiting a particular 
market. All information was processed and the description of consumers and traders' 
travel pattern is given. 
3.5.1 Traders' Visit Pattern 
The traders of the selected markets have been classified mainly into two 
groups, i.e., full-time traders and part-time traders. The first category includes 
generally food grains sellers and livestock traders (non-producer), kirana (grocery) 
merchants, cloth dealers, and urban consuming goods traders. 
The second group consists of producer sellers, purchaser-cum-sellers, and 
buying traders/itinerant traders as well as artisans. The former group visits a given 
number of markets per week more than once. But, it is not necessarily to all because it 
is according to their business size. 
Table 3.12 shows the average distance travelled by each group of traders in 
the periodic markets per week. The travelling length takes into consideration both to 
and fro distances travelled by them to visit a market from their homes or residence. 
The table reveals that there are great variations in nature and distance travelled 
by traders. These variations attribute to the size of business dealing with mode of 
transport, travelling cost, and the nature of traders, whether full-time or part-time, and 
density of demand in the markets. 
The study reveals that the average distance travelled by part-time traders in selected 
markets is 30.76 km, which varies from market to market between 8 km in Parasin to 
66 km in Miranpur Katra. Similarly, individual group of full-time traders also shows 
variation in term of travelling distance to visit different markets of the study region. 
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Table 3.12 
Average Distance Travelled by Different Categories of Traders 
S.No 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
Selected 
Markets 
Mohiuddinpur 
Pipriya 
Harchand 
Narautha 
Rampur Kalan 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Jawan 
Sindhauli 
Alampur 
Nawada 
Darabast 
Ukhari 
Khudaganj 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Bauri 
Brah 
Mohabbatpur 
Rajpura 
Bhatpura 
Nigchi Khas 
Barua Patti 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Padaincha 
Sehra Mau 
South 
Kaneg 
Rosa 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Paraur 
Zarenpur 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Budhawana 
Jalalabad 
Allahganj 
Average 
Periodic Markets, 
Full-time Producer 
traders sellers 
24 13 
28 19 
16 10 
16 11 
46 24 
45 23 
12 6 
55 21 
22 8 
19 8 
18 9 
20 12 
66 29 
36 17 
16 9 
14 8 
32 14 
22 10 
42 15 
54 19 
66 33 
8 5 
12 6 
15 7 
18 8 
19 7 
38 21 
21 8 
24 10 
36 12 
59 26 
32 17 
46 20 
49 25 
30.76 14.41 
2005-06 
Seller-cum 
purchasers 
3 
3 
-
-
25 
20 
-
12 
-
1 
2 
5 
25 
9 
2 
3 
4 
3 
9 
10 
16 
. 
_ 
2 
6 
5 
6 
_ 
. 
15 
13 
7 
8 
9 
6.56 
Artisan 
3 
5 
-
-
10 
8 
-
9 
-
2 
-
5 
5 
6 
4 
3 
6 
4 
8 
6 
9 
0 
0 
0 
6 
5 
9 
7 
6 
8 
5 
8 
7 
8 
4.76 
in Selected 
Buying 
traders 
8 
23 
6 
7 
40 
35 
5 
35 
-
2 
-
2 
9 
5 
3 
5 
12 
12 
5 
13 
46 
1 
_ 
5 
9 
5 
19 
5 
8 
9 
30 
26 
18 
20 
12.59 
Other 
Sellers 
5 
5 
2 
3 
16 
10 
2 
12 
-
3 
2 
6 
15 
9 
3 
2 
7 
6 
3 
11 
28 
2 
3 
5 
9 
8 
12 
2 
9 
7 
15 
8 
9 
10 
7.32 
*Distance in Kilometres 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
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It varies in producer sellers from 5 km to 33 km, seller-cum-purchasers from 1 
km to 25 km, artisans from 2 km to 10 km, and others from 2 km to 28 km. 
The full-time traders have to travel the maximum length (30.76 km) to 
maximize their profit, as they do not generally have other occupation. They visit a 
number of the market places in sequence until cumulative sales from them exceed the 
traders' threshold level. The producer sellers are engaged in production and farming 
for most time, and therefore, travel a shorter distance and visit the distant markets for 
both sale and purchase of the goods. 
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Table 3.13 
Commodity wise Traders Travel Behaviour in Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
s. 
N 
0. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
Periodic 
Markets 
Mohiuddinpur 
Pipriya 
Harchand 
Narautha 
Rampur Kalan 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Jawan 
Sindhauli 
Alampur 
Nawada 
Darabast 
Ukhari 
Khudaganj 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Bauri 
Brah 
Mohabbatpur 
Rajpura 
Bhatpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Barua Patti 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Padaincha 
Sehra Mau 
South 
Kaneg 
Rosa 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Paraur 
Zarenpur 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Budhawana 
Jalalabad 
Allahganj 
Average 
Food 
grains 
3.97 
3.98 
4.88 
5.49 
16.44 
10.82 
1.56 
8.67 
2.89 
3.95 
2.89 
5.81 
10.56 
8.7 
3.6 
4.67 
5.7 
4.59 
6.97 
7.59 
6.32 
2.36 
3.01 
4.69 
6.7 
7.6 
11.36 
4 
6.45 
5.6 
5.6 
5.6 
12.99 
18.89 
6.61 
•Distance in Kilometres 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
Pulse 
s 
10.75 
10.23 
10.94 
8.99 
16.54 
12.23 
5.4 
12.88 
4 
8.72 
8.89 
7.52 
12.76 
9.3 
6.5 
6.96 
6.54 
8.57 
9.73 
9.5 
8.69 
6.32 
5.89 
7.89 
7.8 
8.2 
8.65 
4.1 
7.38 
8.74 
5.8 
9.98 
15.39 
16.79 
9.08 
Oil 
seeds 
10.43 
12.89 
10.76 
9.98 
16.95 
11.57 
5.36 
11.21 
2.69 
7.86 
8.97 
8.94 
13.46 
9.4 
5.86 
7.54 
7 
8.42 
11.6 
9.4 
9.07 
6.58 
6.21 
7.24 
8.03 
5.77 
8.97 
4.2 
6.29 
8.61 
6.5 
12.69 
15.86 
18.89 
9.27 
Vegetab 
les/ 
Fruits 
8.6 
5.42 
6.69 
4.3 
4.89 
7.12 
6.59 
4.86 
2.48 
4.34 
3.56 
4.35 
6.82 
4.01 
3.6 
5.84 
5.66 
3.11 
4.95 
8.2 
6.19 
3.21 
3.68 
3.85 
4.2 
6.52 
4.11 
4.21 
3.6 
4.36 
5.2 
4.8 
7.69 
7.4 
5.13 
Live 
stock 
_ 
10.85 
-
-
18.86 
13.34 
-
16.89 
-
-
-
-
26.53 
20.72 
-
-
18.82 
-
17.68 
22.68 
27.45 
7.08 
. 
-
15.51 
. 
21.68 
-
16.96 
16.73 
32.3 
16.75 
. 
-
9.44 
Cloth 
_ 
" 
-
-
-
1 
-
2.78 
2.32 
5.12 
1.45 
2.34 
7.8 
3.4 
4.9 
10.56 
2.3 
1.5 
10.3 
12.3 
4.97 
-
6.7 
. 
1 
. 
3.2 
. 
5.3 
9.4 
1.57 
6.53 
3.14 
Groce 
T 
6.54 
3.42 
4.42 
7.5 
0.82 
1.56 
3.56 
4.95 
3.54 
2.66 
2.44 
1.9 
6.5 
3.7 
2.8 
3.79 
4.96 
2.3 
4.43 
10.23 
8.23 
4.4 
3.8 
2.9 
6.43 
3.89 
0.78 
4.66 
3.6 
7.8 
7 
7.28 
2.8 
5.3 
4.44 
Othe 
r 
6.51 
4.01 
8.71 
8.94 
12.7 
9.56 
2.73 
7.76 
5.6 
2.55 
7.73 
12.43 
13.83 
7.57 
3.04 
10.7 
12.36 
4.71 
14.34 
11.3 
12.15 
3.65 
5.64 
2.63 
8.63 
4.02 
2.65 
7.23 
7.32 
8.96 
6.3 
4.7 
25.3 
20.6 
8.44 
Radi 
us 
5.85 
6.35 
5.80 
5.65 
10.90 
8.40 
3.15 
8.75 
2.65 
4.05 
4.95 
5.30 
11.60 
8.90 
3.60 
5.55 
8.95 
4.25 
8.90 
11.15 
11.30 
4.20 
4.15 
3.65 
8.00 
4.50 
7.40 
3.55 
6.85 
7.60 
9.25 
8.90 
10.20 
11.80 
6.94 
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The buying traders are generally itinerary traders or urban traders, who visit 
the periodic markets to purchase the commodities at a lower price and sell them in 
villages or urban centres at a relatively higher rate. However, the artisans also part 
time traders who travel the shortest distances due to bulky and perishable nature of 
items, i.e., earthenware, baskets which they deal. The distance covered by traders 
varies between 2.65 km and 11.80 km. (table 3.13). It is due to nature, size, and 
dimension of individual market. 
Table 3.13 and figure 3.15 also show a great variation in respect of distance 
travelled by traders for different commodities. The mean distance travelled by traders 
for food grains account for 6.61 km, pulses 9.08 km, oilseeds 9.27 km, 
vegetables/fruits 5.13 km, livestock 9.44 km, cloth 3.14 km, grocery, and others 8.44 
km. Such kind of variation in distance travelled by traders dealing with various 
commodities is caused by nature of commodities, quantum of demand, and the spatial 
accessibility. 
The table reveals that vegetables and fruits are accounted for least travel 
length because of their perishable nature. Livestock traders, travel the longest distance 
because of location of livestock markets at farther distances. The periodic markets are 
only centres of livestock transaction in north India. For non-perishable and durable 
agricultural products like pulses, oilseeds and food grains traders travel moderate 
distance. 
3.5.2 Consumers' Visit Pattern 
There are mainly two kinds of consumers in the selected periodic markets under 
consideration. The first category includes the participants who purchase goods as 
consumers but work as traders elsewhere. The second group consists of pure consumers 
who transact the goods for their own consumption. The length of consumers' travelled 
distance varies according to the range of goods available in the markets. Besides, there 
are some constraints, i.e., income, caste, sex, social status, age, structure, nature of jobs in 
which he/she is engaged, physical obstacles, rivers, bad topography and religious 
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Table 3.14 
Commodity wise Consumers Travel Behaviour in Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
S. Periodic 
N Markets 
0. 
Food 
grains 
Pulse 
s 
Oil 
seeds 
Vege 
tables/ 
Fruits 
Live Clot 
stock h 
Gro 
eery 
Othe 
r 
Total 
• Distance in Kilometres 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
4.83 7.79 7.10 4.56 24.9 6.01 6.51 9.29 
Aver 
age 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
Mohiuddinpur 
Pipriya Harchand 
Narautha 
Rampur Kalan 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Jawan 
Sindhauli 
Alampur 
Nawada Darabast 
Ukhari 
Khudaganj 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Bauri 
Brah 
Mohabbatpur 
Rajpura 
Bhatpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Barua Patti 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Padaincha 
Sehra Mau South 
Kaneg 
Rosa 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Paraur 
Zarenpur 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Budhawana 
Jalalabad 
AUahganj 
3.37 
3.74 
3.98 
3.6 
7.44 
6.72 
2.56 
7.67 
2.69 
3.55 
2.86 
3.2 
6.23 
6.7 
3.6 
3.5 
6.7 
2.69 
5.69 
3.9 
13.8 
2.36 
2.01 
1.7 
3.7 
4.6 
3.3 
3.2 
6.5 
6.6 
5.4 
5.8 
1.98 
12.89 
8.72 
7.11 
8.04 
8.74 
9.54 
9.26 
7.1 
7.88 
4 
5.89 
5.89 
6.8 
13.78 
8.38 
5.5 
6.54 
8.54 
6.97 
8.3 
7.5 
22.65 
6.32 
2.89 
6.9 
8.8 
5.46 
6.65 
4.4 
7.6 
8.94 
5.6 
6.98 
2.03 
15.26 
8.53 
6.89 
9.06 
5.8 
8.95 
8.56 
7.25 
7.93 
3.39 
4.43 
5 
4.9 
15.46 
8.3 
5.1 
6.23 
8 
5.02 
8.6 
7.4 
15.1 
6.58 
2.02 
2.88 
8.03 
4.5 
6.97 
4.2 
7.2 
8.61 
5.5 
6.69 
2 
16.28 
3.53 
3.13 
2.89 
3.2 
4.89 
3.01 
3.93 
3.86 
2.41 
2.72 
3.56 
2.96 
15.7 
4.01 
2.6 
2.93 
5.65 
3.06 
4.5 
4.2 
12.76 
3.21 
3.56 
3.68 
5.2 
4.2 
6.15 
3.4 
3.6 
5.16 
5.2 
4.8 
5.6 
5.84 
-
21.95 
-
-
33.54 
20.34 
-
29.89 
-
-
-
~ 
178.3 
23.94 
-
-
37.23 
-
26.58 
18.56 
166.4 
7.6 
-
-
19.11 
-
15.68 
. 
16.78 
26.73 
182.3 
21.73 
-
-
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
9.86 
0 
8.09 
0 
5.68 
6.2 
9.04 
12.3 
8.8 
5.4 
0 
10.56 
8 
8.5 
7.1 
19.8 
0 
4.85 
0 
6.7 
0 
9.3 
0 
11.2 
0 
15.3 
9.4 
12.6 
9.63 
6.04 
6.42 
4.06 
4.32 
11.21 
4.56 
4.56 
5.5 
3.54 
4.5 
4.4 
8.9 
9.5 
6.5 
4.6 
4.8 
6.96 
6.3 
7.43 
6.04 
15.73 
4.63 
4.2 
5.9 
6.43 
4.82 
7.97 
4.67 
8.6 
7.8 
6.4 
7.2 
6.5 
10.3 
7.01 
7.96 
6.01 
5.94 
15.23 
4.89 
2.64 
5.98 
5.17 
5.63 
5.69 
10.6 
20.42 
6.97 
4.8 
7.3 
12.36 
6.36 
9.6 
9.3 
21.76 
6.5 
4.47 
4.54 
7.23 
6.02 
9.98 
4.53 
9.32 
8.96 
16.3 
8.6 
25.3 
22.6 
4.65 
7.15 
4.26 
3.95 
11.35 
8.40 
3.5i 
9.60 
2.65 
4.05 
4.20 
5.80 
33.96 
9.20 
3.95 
4.65 
12.00 
4.80 
9.90 
8.00 
36.00 
4.65 
3.00 
3.20 
8.15 
3.70 
8.25 
3.05 
8.85 
9.10 
30.25 
8.90 
7.00 
11.60 
8.87 
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functions that also determine the length and frequency of consumers visit to any market 
centre. The average distance travelled by consumers also differs greatly from markets to 
market between 2.65 km in Alampur to 36 km in Rawatpur. 
These differences are the functions of market centrality computed from 
facilities like accessibility, availability of low and high order goods, and the number 
of participants and shops in the markets. The Centrality Functional Index (CFI) of 
different selected markets ranges from 27.82 to 494.05. Accordingly, the maximum 
length (36 km) travelled by consumers for the market visit is reported with market of 
maximum CFI (494.05) in Rawatpur. Moreover, the average distance travelled by 
consumers is 8.87 km, in selected periodic markets. Table 3.14 and figure 3.15 show 
the fact that the longest distance is covered for the purchasing of livestock. It is 
followed by other miscellaneous commodities (9.29 km), pulses (7.79 km), oilseeds 
(7.10 km), grocery (6.51 km), cloth (6.01 km), food grains (4.83 km), and 
vegetables/fruits (4.56 km). 
The theory that the consumers patronize the nearest centre is assumed to be 
realistic in the study area. The consumers visit the markets for multipurpose long 
distance journey to high order market, which are offering both low and high order 
goods.'^ The multi-purpose travel is a rational and behavioural pattern that reduces 
the time and cost'^. The postulation made by Stine (1969) that the consumer may not 
visit more than one market because each consumer is within the outer range of only 
one of them'^. Skinner (1965) viewed that consumers do not visit more than one 
market place of any given level of hierarchy'^ is partially confirmed in Shahjahanpur 
district. 
" Pred. A. op. cit. 
"^  Chose, A and Sara, M. (1984). A Model of Consumer Propensity for Multipurpose Shopping 
Geographical Analysis, Vol. \6, pp. 244-49 
" Stine, J. H. (1969). op. cit 
'* Skinner, G.W. (1965). p. cit 
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3.6 Hierarchy of Periodic Markets 
Hierarchy is the system in which markets or service centres of different size 
and dimension are linked in such an order that higher order centre serves the tributary 
area of different successive lower order centres. The concept of hierarchy is more or 
less, derived from the classical work of Christaller's Central Place Theory.'' 
A vast amount of literature is available on central place or urban hierarchy but 
only a few scholars have studied the hierarchy of periodic market and that too casually. A 
central place supposed to have geographical space and population in common with 
capacity to provide goods and services to local area and population larger than itself 
Thus, the periodic markets can also be considered as a central place because it provides 
goods and services to local population larger than itself The basic factor, which 
differentiates Christaller's Central Place from the periodic markets, is that the former is 
permanent in space and time but the later is permanent only in space but not in time (Hill 
and Smith, 1972)^°. 
A number of valuable studies have been made on the hierarchy of market 
'71 
centres. Ukwu (1969) has presented a comprehensive analysis of Ibo periodic markets 
in Eastern Nigeria, based on functional hierarchy. Jackson (1971) ^^  has also identified 
hierarchical system of periodic markets of southern Ethiopia. Skinner (1965)^^ 
recognized five-tier hierarchy of periodic markets in China based on economic function 
of the centres. Among the Indian geographers, mostly have attempted composite index 
" Christaller, W. op. cit 
20 '^  Hill, P. and Smith R.H.T. (1972). The Spatial and Temporal Synchronization of Periodic Markets. 
Economic Geography, Vol.48, pp, 345-55. 
Ukwu, U .1. (1969). Markets in Iboland in Hodder, B.W.,and Ukwu, U. I. (ed.) Markets in West 
Africa, Ibadan. 
Jackson, R.T. (1971). Periodic Markets in Southern Ethiopia. Transaction Institute of British 
Geographers, vol. 36, pp. 97-105. 
Skinner, G.W. (1965). Marketing and Social structure in China. Journal of Asian Studies Vol 24 
pp. 3-43. ' • . 
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Parameters 
Table 3.15 
Weightage Scheme of Parameters 
Class of Parameters Weight 
Participants 
Distance 
Shops 
Market Area 
Census Status 
Services 
Security 
Administrative 
Status 
Connectivity 
& 
Accessibility 
Pedestrians 
Non- Pedestrians 
Average 1 km distance travelled by cosumers. 
Average 1 km distance travelled by traders 
Food grains shop 
Mill cloth shop 
Grocery shop 
Other shop 
50 Sq. km 
Rural 
Urban 
Traditional Health Services 
Agricultural and Domestic Services 
Police Station 
Block Headquarters 
Tahsil Headquarters 
Post Office 
Public Call Office 
National Highway 
State Highway 
Metalled Road 
Unmetalled Road 
Crossing or Junction 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1.5 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
value to examine the functional hierarchy of market centres in a region concerned. 
Some quantitative and qualitative attributes such as education, health, post office and 
telegraph, banking, market size and available infrastructure facilities have been used 
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for Composite Functional Index. Similarly, such type of method has been used to 
determine hierarchical order by Sen et al. (1971)^', Bhatt et al. (\976f, Jana 
(1978)^^ Routry (1981)", Sharma et al. (1984)^*, Khan (1991)^', Mallick (2001)^°, 
and Dash (2005)^'. 
The present hierarchical classification of periodic markets of Shahjahanpur 
district is also based on Composite Functional Index value computed from 25 
different quantitative and qualitative attributes given table 3.15. Each attribute has 
been given due to weight keeping in view its importance for the particular periodic 
market centre. The Composite Functional Index (CFI) is computed, using the given 
formula-
where, CFI = Composite Functional Index 
Fi = number of markets/units 
Wi = Weight of the particular function 
Thus, on the basis of calculated Composite Functional Index for each selected 
periodic market, four grades as regional, sub-regional, block level and local periodic 
markets have been recognized (table 3.16). 
^* Sen., L. K. and et al. (1971). Planning rural Growth Centres for Integrated Area Development-A 
Case Study in Miryalguda Taluka. National Institute of Community Development, Hyderabad. 
Bhatt and et al. (1976). Micro level Planning: A Case Study of Karnal Area, Haryana, India. 
Heritage Publications, New Delhi. 
Jana, M.M. (1978). Hierarchy of Market Centres in Lower Silabati Basin. Geographical Review of 
India, Vol 40, pp. 164-74. 
Routry, J. K. (1981). Spatial Frame-work for Block Level planning: Millial Block in Karim Nagar 
District-A Case Study. Research Bulletin, No. 16, pp. 1-9. 
Sharma, P. K. et al. (1984). Spatial Analysis of Hierarchy of Market Centres and Domestic market 
Potential Surface of Centra! Assam (India). Indian Journal of Marketing Geography Vol II 
No. 1, pp. 45-64. 
Khan, N. (199\). Agricultural Development and Marketing. H. K. Publishers, Delhi 
Mallick, R. K. (2001). Identification and Accessibility Analysis of Rural Service Centres in 
Kendrapa District, Orissa, India: A GIS-Based Application. International Journal of Applied 
Earth Observation and Geo-information, Vol. 3, Issue, pp. 99-106. 
Dash, N. (2005). Hierarchy of Market Centers in the Rural Hinterland of Cuttack -Bhubeneswar in 
Orissa, India. Indian Journal of Regional Science, Vol. XXXVII, No. 1, pp. 120-130. 
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Table 3.16 
Hierarchy of Selected Periodic Markets in Shahjahanpur District, 2005-06 
Composite 
Order Designation Name of PeriodicMarkets Functional Index 
I Regional Rawatpur 494.05 
Periodic Market 
II Sub-Regional Jalalabad, Allahganj, Bajhera, 300.54-436.88 
PeriodicMarkets Rafiabad Kalan, Sindhauli, Barua 
Patti, Miranpur Katra 
III Block Khutar, Budhawana, Rajpura, 164.18-300.53 
level/Assembly Nigohi Khas, Khudaganj, 
Periodic Markets Powayan, Zarenpur 
IV Local Periodic Rosa, Pipriya Harchand, Bharatpur, 27.82-164.17 
Markets Dabhaura, Kaneg, Burl, Sehra Mau 
South, Narautha, Parasin, 
Mohiuddinpur, Paraur, Brah 
Mohabbatpur, Ukhari, Rampur 
Kalan, Nawada Darabast, 
Bhatpura, Padaincha, Jawan, 
Alampur 
Table 3.16 highlights that Rawatpur is the regional periodic market in the 
district. It has the highest Composite Functional Index (494.05). About 5000 traders 
and consumers attend this market on a market day. They visit from the average 
distance of 23.65 km to dispose off their commodities and purchase/take the goods 
and services. It has the highest length in the exchange and consumption sphere. 
Moreover, it is located near a town of block headquarters (Kant) on state highway 29 
that provides the good connectivity with different markets and places of the district as 
well as of the state. The metalled and unmetalled roads make a good network with 
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their hinterland, which is rich in production of agricultural crops, i.e., wheat, paddy, 
vegetables, and livestock. This market also serves their tributary markets and villages 
by providing manufactured goods, which are supplied from adjacent and distant urban 
centres. 
The second order, sub-regional markets are Jalalabad, Allahganj, Bajhera, 
Rafiabad Kalan, Sindhauli, Barau Patti, and Miranpur Katra. The core location, 
accessibility, agricultural rich market catchment area, and market services are the 
main factors responsible for attraction of participants from surrounding space. These 
markets are located in the tovras, periphery of towns where people come for their 
formal works and exchange their marketable surplus. Moreover, the flow of industrial 
goods for the adjoining rural masses and the markets of lower strata are practically 
recognized in the centres. 
The third order of markets has the lower function after the first and second 
orders of markets. They are Khutar, Budhawana, Rajpura, Nigohi Khas, Khudaganj, 
Powayan, and Zarenpur. However, road cormectivity and security are the main 
gravitational forces that attract more traders and buyers of livestock vegetables and 
food grains among lower ranked markets. Rest 19 markets are generally of local 
importance. They provide goods and services in small surrounding trade area. 
3.7 Market Area 
Market or tributary area is the reflection of market size, range of goods and 
services dealt in a particular market. The extent and potentiality of demand of 
commodities from tributary region, determine the origin and development of the 
market centres. Thus, the market area and the size of the market are interdependent. 
The first theoretical model concerning the relationship between market and 
surrounding area was developed by Von Thunen. Different concentric rings of land 
use, based on economic rent have come out around a central city under an ideal 
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conditional Threshold limit and range of goods are the main tools to delimit the 
complementary region in any given market". Stine (1969) ^^  was the first to give the 
theoretical phenomena of periodic marketing on the basis of range of goods. The 
circular complementary area, if they are tangentially drawn, leave necessarily an 
unreserved area, then overlapping of area exist. To overcome the above problem, a 
hexagonal geometrical shape of trade area was claimed^^ Reilly (1984) ^ * developed a 
gravity model to determine the influence area of any market centre. The model states 
that two cities attract the trade from an intermediate town that is directly proportional 
to the population or two cities and inversely related to square of distance from the 
intermediate centre. As-
\2 TjT,=PjP,x{dJdJ 
where, a and b are two cities. P is the population and d is the distance from 
intermediate centre to respective centre a and b. 
A modified form of Reilly's gravity model is called break point model that has 
been formulated to determine the exact position with an intermediate area where trade 
is split between two competing centres^'. The trade area boundary between two 
centres a and b, where Db is the break point distance of trade b centre. P^ and P^  are 
population size of the respective centres while d is the distance between a and b. 
D,=dab/\ + PjP, 
Von Thunen, J.H. (1886). Dev Isoleirite Staat in Beziehung and land Wartscaft and Nationalo 
Konomie,Kostok. 
" Christaller, W. op.cit. 
^* Stine, J.H. (1969). op.cit. 
" Christaller, W. op. cit 
JJ Reilly, W. J. op. cit 
" Converse, P. D. (1984). New Law of Retail Gravitation. Journal of Marketing, Vol. 14, pp.379-84. 
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However, this model has been used by different scholars in the country to 
delineate the trade area or tributary area of a centre. Jackson (1927) has computed a 
•50 
theoretical trade area related to South Ethiopian markets using the formula . 
TA = Total Area / No. of Markets Centres 
In the present study, the trade area for 34 selected periodic markets is 
computed based on average distance travelled by consumers and traders in a given 
market. The above models, for delimiting the trade area, are concerned with the centre 
of permanent location and daily function. Thus, the travelling distance by consumers 
and traders is the best expression of centrality of periodic market centre. Based on the 
following formula trade areas of selected markets are given in table. 
i) Radius of Market Area = Mean Travelled distance by traders + Mean 
travelled distance by consumers / 2 
ii) Market Trade Area = nr 
-where, r is radius of market area, and n is equal to 3.143 
Moreover, the circular trade area may overlap or left unserved but it is not 
significant in terms of periodic market on a given day, may necessarily, be the trade 
area of another market on the other day. Due to the fact, the periodic markets are 
optimally arranged in time and space with inverse relation such as the larger the 
spatial separation, the greater proximity in time, so as to make convenience for traders 
and consumers in a region to fulfil their needs whenever they feel easy^'. 
*^ Jackson, R.T. (1971), op. cit 
Eighmy, T.H. (1972). Rural Periodic Markets and Extension of an Urban System: A West Nigerian 
Example, Economic Geography, Vol. 48, pp. 299-315. 
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Table 3.17 
Market Trade Area of Selected Periodic Markets Based on Mean Distance 
r 
Selected Markets 
Mohiuddinpur 
Pipriya Harchand 
Narautha 
RampurKalan 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Jawan 
Sindhauli 
Alampur 
Nawada Darabast 
Ukhari 
Khudaganj 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Baud 
Brah Mohabbatpur 
Rajpura 
Bhatpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Barua Patti 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Padaincha 
Sehra Mau South 
Kaneg 
Rosa 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Paraur 
Zarenpur 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Budhawana 
Jalalabad 
AUahganj 
rravelled by Consumers and Traders, 2005-06 
Radius of Market Area 
5.25 
6.75 
5.03 
4.80 
11.13 
8.40 
3.33 
9.18 
2.65 
4.05 
4.58 
5.55 
22.78 
9.05 
3.78 
5.10 
10.48 
4.53 
9.40 
9.58 
23.65 
4.43 
3.58 
3.43 
8.08 
4.10 
7.83 
3.30 
7.85 
8.35 
19.75 
8.90 
8.60 
11.70 
Market Trade Area 
86.63 
143.20 
79.52 
72.41 
389.00 
221.77 
34.85 
264.58 
22.07 
51.55 
65.78 
96.81 
1630.99 
257.42 
44.79 
81.75 
344.87 
64.35 
277.72 
288.15 
1757.95 
61.54 
40.17 
36.87 
204.94 
52.83 
192.45 
34.23 
193.68 
219.14 
1225.97 
248.96 
232.46 
430.25 
* Distance in Kilometres 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
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3.8 Market Functions 
Periodic markets as a central place provide goods and services to rural folk 
as well as urban population. There are three major functions in which periodic 
markets may be expected to perform. They are (i) to facilitate the local exchange, (ii) 
to facilitate inter-regional trade, and (iii) to provide urban goods and services in a 
region of dispersed population"*". In terms of inter-regional trade, the periodic markets 
serve as a bulking point for exportable surplus in the region and, secondly the 
periodic markets grow out of two directional long distance trades, serving both export 
and import channels'". The field data reveals that there are mainly two types of 
commodities sold in the periodic markets. First, goods of local origin and second 
goods obtained from outside (table 3.18). 
3.9 Market Charges 
A trader has to pay two types of costs, i.e., overhead and variable cost'*^ . The 
former includes license, storage, and certain cost of travel or transport. The most 
important is the time and opportunity cost in this category while the other group of 
cost includes the cost of casual labourer. It varies with the quantity of commodities. 
During field survey it has been noted that each periodic market charges the 
trader with some marginal taxes called bathaki, which varies from market to market 
and from commodity to commodity (table 3.19). These charges are collected by local 
bodies, i.e., Gram Panchayat, Nagar Panchayat, Zila Panchayat. and landlords, 
depending upon the holder of the market site. However, such market taxes are often 
coUeted discriminately both in kind and cash. List of market charges in selected 
markets is given in table 3.19. 
^^" Eighmy,T.H.(1972).op.cit 
Ghose, A. op. cit 
Hay, A.M. (1971). Notes on Economic Basis for Periodic Maricets in Developing Countries 
Geographical Analysis, Vol. 3, pp. 393-401. 
no 
Table 3.18 
Commodity Structure of Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
Local Goods Other Manufactured Goods 
1. Agricultural Crops 
a. Vegetables 
b. Fruits 
c. Food grains 
d. Pulses 
e. Oilseeds 
f. Species 
2. Livestock and Their products 
a. Buffalo 
b. Cattle 
c. Goat 
d. Meat 
e. Hides 
3. Other Food articles 
a. Vegetable oils 
b. Gur 
c. Sweets 
d. Chaat 
e. Pan 
4. Artisan Products 
a. Earthen vessels 
b. Baskets 
c. Ropes 
d. Agricultural implements 
e. Iron goods for domestic use 
f. Wooden goods 
g. Handloom cloth 
1. Fertilizers 
2. Pesticides 
3. Agricultural articles 
4. Domestic articles 
5. Vessels of steeliness & aluminum. 
6. Plastic goods 
7. Mill made cloth 
8. Readymade garments 
9. Hosiery goods 
10. Shoes and Slippers 
11. Luxury articles 
12. Salt 
13. Kerosene oil 
14. Tobacco 
15.Soap 
16.Bidi 
17. Cigarettes 
18. Match box 
19. Cosmetics 
20. Bangles 
21. Cold drinks 
22. Sugar 
5. Forest Products 
a. Fire woods 
b. Local fruits 
c. Herbs and Medicine 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
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Table 3.19 
Market Charges Paid by Traders in Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
Selected 
Markets 
Mohiuddinpur 
Pipriya 
Harchand 
Narautha 
Rampur Kalan 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Jawan 
Sindhauli 
Alampur 
Nawada 
Darabast 
Ukhari 
Khudaganj 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Bauri 
Brah 
Mohabbatpur 
Rajpura 
Bhatpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Barua Patti 
Rawatpur 
Parasin ' 
Padaincha 
Sehra Mau 
South 
Kaneg 
Rosa 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Paraur 
Zarenpur 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Budhawana 
Jalalabad 
Allahganj 
Food 
grains 
5 
5 
3 
5 
5 
7 
2 
5 
NC 
5 
3 
5 
5 
5 
3 
2 
5 
4 
5 
5 
2 
2 
5 
5 
5 
10 
10 
3 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Pulse 
s 
5 
5 
3 
5 
5 
7 
2 
5 
NC 
5 
3 
5 
5 
5 
3 
2 
5 
4 
5 
5 
2 
2 
5 
5 
5 
10 
5 
3 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Oil 
seeds 
5 
5 
3 
5 
5 
7 
2 
5 
NC 
5 
3 
5 
5 
5 
3 
2 
5 
4 
5 
5 
2 
2 
5 
5 
5 
10 
10 
3 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Vegetables 
/ Fruits 
10 
10 
5 
5 
10 
10 
5 
5 
NC 
5 
3 
10 
10 
5 
3 
5 
10 
5 
10 
10 
10 
2 
2 
5 
5 
10 
10 
3 
5 
5 
5 
5 
10 
5 
Live 
stock* 
-
20 
-
-
25 
25 
-
25 
-
. 
-
-
25 
20 
-
. 
20 
-
25 
25 
20 
10 
• 
^ 
30 
. 
30 
• 
25 
25 
25 
20 
. 
-
Cloth 
5 
10 
5 
5 
10 
10 
5 
10 
NC 
5 
5 
10 
10 
5 
5 
5 
10 
5 
5 
10 
10 
2 
2 
5 
5 
_ 
10 
5 
5 
5 
10 
10 
5 
5 
Grocery 
5 
5 
3 
5 
5 
7 
5 
5 
5 
NC 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3 
5 
5 
5 
5 
10 
2 
3 
5 
5 
10 
7 
3 
5 
5 
5 
10 
5 
5 
Other 
5 
5 
3 
5 
5 
7 
2 
5 
NC 
5 
3 
5 
5 
5 
3 
2 
5 
4 
5 
5 
2 
2 
5 
5 
10 
10 
5 
3 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
* Charges are paid by buyers. 
•*NC = No Charges 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
Chapter-IV 
PERIODIC MARKETS AND THE TRANSACTION OF CROPS IN 
SHAHJAHANPUR DISTRICT 
Periodic markets play a role in the transaction of rural and urban produce as 
well as in the socio-economic life of the people. They are the important centres for 
exchange and distribution of agricultural commodities. However, these markets serve 
not only as places for the transaction of goods and commodities but also provide an 
opportunity for the people to meet and discuss the matter of mutual interest, 
particularly, social, political, and the agro-economic conditions prevailing in the area. 
Moreover, the periodic markets, as nodal points or growth poles, are very 
significant for development, especially in agricultural sector in the developing 
countries. The agricultural surplus transacted either in original or processed form, 
reach the consumers at appropriate time, and place to fulfil the local demand through 
these centres. The farmers get the money through the transaction for investment in 
their agricultural activities. Hence, the presence of these markets is the pre-requisites 
for a breakthrough in the cumulative growth of agriculture in a region. Generally, in 
the semi-subsistence type of agriculture where production is mainly to fulfil the needs 
of family, periodic markets are the main source for providing facilities for selling 
their agricultural surplus to get money and incentive for increasing production 
(Shrivastava, 1977).* 
Agricultural activities in subsistence type of cultivation depend to a great 
extent on these markets. The demand structure of different commodities in the market 
results in diversification and alternation of farmer's decision for cultivation of a 
1 Shrivastava, V.K. (1977). Periodic Markets and Rural Development: Bahraich District-A Case 
study. National Geographer, 12, 1 June, pp. 47-55. 
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particular crop and help in modernization and mechanization of agriculture. They also 
work as stimulus for the revival of local trades and cottage industries (Kumar, 1995). 
There are different kinds of periodic markets, weekly, bi-weekly, tri-weekly, as well 
as wholesale and retail periodic markets and so on. 
Periodic markets are generally a system of direct marketing, which is 
essentially economical for both producer sellers and consumers. In these markets, 
there are two types of sellers, i.e., producer sellers and traders. The producer sellers 
visit the markets once or twice a week to sell their ovm surplus and work on their 
farms during the remaining days of the week. The traders bring the commodities 
either from urban centres or from villages for sale in periodic markets. They are also 
selling traders. The buying traders serve as consumers in the periodic markets and 
purchase the commodities for sale in urban/town markets or in villages (Eighmy, 
1972)''. On the basis of residential status they are called as village or urban traders. 
For this study, the data were collected through field survey of 34 periodic 
markets, which constitute 20 per cent of the total market of the study area. The data 
analysis (table 4.1) indicates that the transaction of agricultural produce in the study area 
has been taking place different agencies through which a produce from producer to 
consumer has to pass. The agencies, which are involved in marketing of agricultural 
produce, can be grouped as (1) formal and (2) informal agencies. 
The formal agencies refer to the organisation of government or semi-government 
and private trading organised companies. The former groups purchase the agricultural 
produce under the schemes of government procurement during glut season. 
2 Kumar, B. (1995). Marketing Rural Products in India. The Indian Journal of Commerce, Vol. 
XLVIII, No. 185, Part IV. 
3 Eighmy, T.H. (1972). Rural Periodic Markets and Extension of Urban System, A West Nigerian 
Example. Economic Geography, Vol. 40, pp. 333-47. 
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Table 4.1 
Transaction of Agricultural Commodities through Different Agencies in 
Shahjahanpur District, 2005-06 
Agencies Wheat Paddy Oilseeds Pulses Vegeta bles Fruits 
Live 
stock 
1. Formal Agencies 
A. Government Agencies 
a) Food Corporation of 
India (FCI)* 
b) Provincial Cooperative 
Federation (PCF)* 
c) U.P. Marketing Branch* 
d) State Warehousing 
Corporation (SWC)* 
e) Uttar Pradesh Agro* 
f) Uttar Pradesh Upbhokta 
Sangh* 
g) Regulated Markets** 
B. Private Agencies 
a) Imperial Tobacco 
Company Limited (ITC)* 
b) Adnani Export Limited* 
c) Cargill India Limited* 
d) Rice mills* 
2. Informal Agencies 
e) Floor mills*** 
f) Oil mills*** 
g) Periodic Markets*** 
771 
3096 5843 
3989 
1347 
754 
1015 
203483 
5843 
2743 
0 
1943 
1395199 
0 
0 
0 
0 
13051 
0 
0 
0 
0 
10213 
0 
0 
0 
0 
76933 
0 
0 
0 
0 
15757 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
28675 0 
9866 
13017 
-
101871 
9655 
0 
0 
264997 
0 
6915 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1236 
3510 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1460 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
41640 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3370 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
h) At home by Consumer N.A NA N.A N.A N.A N.A N.A 
Sources: 
* District Food and Marketing Office, Shahjahanpur, 2006 
** District Agricultural Marketing Office, Shahjahanpur, 2006 
*** Field Survey, 2005-06 
• Transaction in Tonnes 
They are Food Corporation of India (FCI), Provincial Cooperation Federation (PCF), 
U.P. Marketing Branch, State Warehousing Corporation (SWC), Uttar Pradesh Agro, 
Uttar Pradesh Upbhokta Sangh and regulated markets. These agencies purchase only 
some specific agricultural commodities like paddy and wheat under the scheme of 
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Minimum Support Price (MSP)*. However, private formal agencies like Imperial 
Tobacco Company (ITC) limited, Adnani Export limited, and Cargill India limited 
purchase wheat. Besides, rice mills purchase only rice/paddy. The informal agencies 
are concerned with informal trading system. They are flour, oil mills, and periodic 
markets. 
Table 4.1 reveals a fact regarding the transaction of agricultural commodities 
through different agencies. Transaction of wheat through periodic markets is 9655 
tonnes during 2005-06. While regulated markets accounts for 203483 tonnes, Uttar 
Pradesh Marketing for 3989 tonnes. Food Corporation of India (FCI) for 3096 tonnes. 
Provincial Corporative Federation (PCF) for 3096 tonnes, Uttar Pradesh agro for 754 
tonnes, Uttar Pradesh Upbhokta Sangh for 1015 tonnes. However, private agencies 
like Imperial Tobacco Company limited (ITC), Cargill India limited, and flourmills 
purchase 28675 tonnes, 9866 tonnes, and 101871 tonnes. 
Similarly, paddy is transacted 6915 tonnes in periodic markets, and 203483 
tonnes in regulated markets. Moreover, it is purchased 264997 tonnes by rice mills, 
5843 tonnes by PCF, 5843 tonnes by marketing branch, 2743 tonnes by SFC, and 1943 
tonnes by Uttar Pradesh Agro. In case of pulses 1460 tonnes, vegetables 41640 tonnes, 
fruits 3370 tonnes, oilseeds 3510 tonnes are marketed in periodic markets, and in 
regulated markets pulses 10213 tonnes, vegetables 76933 tormes, fruits 15757 tonnes, 
oilseeds 13051 tonnes are disposed off. Oil mills purchase 1236 tonnes oilseeds in the 
study area. 
4.1 Transaction of Crops in Periodic Markets 
Table 4.2 shows the marketable surplus/arrival of agricultural commodities 
(crops) in all selected markets is 13310 tonnes. Vegetables are accounted for the highest 
The minimum support price (MSP) for food grains for fair average quality (common) is fixed by 
the govt, each year on the basis of the recommendation of the Commission for Agricultural Costs 
and Prices, Procurement. It is insurance about prices for farmers that in the event of access supply, 
the agencies (market) will not be fall below minimum support price. 
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Table 4.2 
Transaction of Different Crops in Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
Periodic 
Markets 
Mohiuddinpur 
Pipriya 
Harchand 
Narautha 
Rampur Kalan 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Jawan 
Sindhauli 
Alampur 
Nawada 
Darabast 
Ukhari 
Khudaganj 
Miranpur 
Katra 
Dabhaura 
Bauri 
Brah 
Mohabbatpur 
Rajpura 
Bhatpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Barua Patti 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Padaincha 
Sehra Mau 
South 
Kaneg 
Rosa 
Rafiabad 
Kalan 
Paraur 
Zarenpur 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Budhawana 
Jalalabad 
Allahganj 
Total 
Wheat 
8.5 
7.8 
14 
15.6 
93 
20.2 
6.2 
81.2 
12.4 
14 
18.8 
72.8 
59.3 
12.5 
16 
15.5 
24.9 
15.6 
61.5 
70 
93.8 
9.4 
4.7 
25 
6.1 
4.3 
202 
32.3 
51.6 
17.1 
37.6 
100 
291.3 
416 
1931 
Paddy 
10.6 
11.7 
14.3 
13.1 
52.2 
23 
7.1 
65.4 
6.5 
13.4 
11.6 
61.5 
90.2 
10.7 
17.1 
11.6 
13.4 
31.2 
33.6 
17.5 
35 
8.2 
6.9 
12.2 
5.7 
36 
149.4 
4.3 
60.2 
6.8 
24.4 
41.3 
253.2 
247.9 
1407 
Pulses 
2.6 
2.1 
1.5 
3.7 
9.4 
4.1 
1.1 
18.2 
1 
3.6 
2.1 
18.7 
26.8 
2.8 
3 
2.5 
5.3 
7 
7.8 
6.8 
7.2 
1.2 
1.6 
4.2 
1 
25 
7.3 
2.7 
9.4 
2.1 
10.4 
8.3 
32.3 
25 
268 
Oilseeds 
8.8 
1.5 
5.1 
5 
15 
4.3 
4.4 
33.5 
3.7 
7.3 
11.6 
37.5 
52 
14.6 
10.4 
5.8 
14.5 
1.5 
24.1 
21.4 
65.9 
4 
3.8 
10.2 
2.2 
9.3 
60 
6.5 
30.8 
7.7 
14.6 
38.6 
93.6 
72.8 
702 
Vegetables 
104 
88.4 
208 
98.8 
156 
130 
62.4 
832 
54.1 
62.4 
59.3 
312 
386 
124.8 
140.4 
78.6 
208 
83.2 
468 
380 
260 
21.8 
23.4 
208 
26.5 
786.2 
312 
62.4 
218 
64.5 
291.2 
416 
873.6 
728 
8328 
Fruits 
11.4 
14.5 
5.2 
8.3 
20.8 
10.4 
3.1 
41.6 
2.1 
5.2 
5.2 
31.2 
54.6 
12.5 
6.2 
6 
8.4 
3 
18.8 
28.9 
23.4 
3.7 
1.4 
8.2 
3.4 
23.5 
20 
8.5 
20.4 
5.2 
46.7 
18.6 
124.8 
68.8 
674 
All 
145.9 
126 
248.1 
144.5 
346.4 
192 
84.3 
1071.9 
79.8 
105.9 
108.6 
533.7 
668.9 
177.9 
193.1 
120 
274.5 
141.5 
613.8 
524.6 
485.3 
48.3 
41.8 
267.8 
44.9 
884.3 
750.7 
116.7 
390.4 
103.4 
424.9 
622.8 
1668.8 
1558.5 
13310 
* Figure shows weight in tonnes 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
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marketable surplus (8328 tonnes). It is followed by wheat 1931 tonnes, rice 1407 tonnes 
oilseeds 702 tonnes, fruits 674 tonnes and pulses 268 tonnes. The highest proportion of 
vegetables is found due to local demand for the dietary requirement and the perishable 
nature of the commodities. 
The wheat, paddy (food grains), are ranked the second and the third in the 
transaction of crops. However, they are leading crops in the cultivation and production in 
the district (District Development Magazine, 2003)^ *. A large part of their production is 
carried for selling to regulated markets and other agencies. Remaining surplus is saved 
for future needs by the market participants, and sold throughout the year from time to 
time in meagre quantity, for getting cash. Pulses and fruits are the commodities of daily 
dietary needs but due to their low production and high price restrict their higher 
transaction in these markets. Oilseeds are the other important marketable commodities. 
However, their production is little but due to continuous demand and easy trading bound 
producers to dispose off their surplus in the periodic markets. 
The crop wise transaction shows regional variation in market to market from 
1668.8 tonnes in Jalalabad to 41.8 tonnes in Padaincha (table 4.2). The markets, in which 
more than 1000 tonnes transaction of crops, are Jalalabad (1668.8 tonnes), Allahganj 
(1558.5 tonnes) and Sindhauli (1071.9 tonnes). 
The highest transaction of crops has been recorded in Jalalabad because this 
market is located in sub-urban area. It has a wide hinterland in which the subsistence type 
agriculture is in practice. Good road connectivity from the surrounding villages and 
availability of marginal and small farmers, are the main pull factors for the highest 
transaction. However, the regulated market is also situated at this town but unfaimess in 
prices, deficiency in weighing, and lack of healthy transaction norms for producers, are 
centrifugal factors for small producer sellers to check their surplus for trade inside in the 
District Development Magazine (2003). Information and Public Relation Department. 
Shahjahanpur, pp. 23-24. 
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regulated market. Contrary to it, the periodic market is famous for providing quick cash, 
fair prices to the crops and good trade services, especially for the landless farmers and 
casual labourers. 
The analysis of table 4.2 illustrates that AUahganj ranks second in crop 
transaction among the selected periodic markets. Here, 1558.5 tonnes marketable crops 
are traded. Arrival of crops occurs from the vicinity of the Ramganga, the Bahgul and the 
Ganga rivers. Market location, accessibility, attractive policies of the market such as fair 
prices, good hospitality for traders pull more arrivals in this sub-regional market. 
Dhankutties (small units of household level industries for rice) and Aata Chakkies (units 
for processing the flour at household level) purchase paddy for rice, and wheat for the 
aata (flour).The processed rice and flour are in great demand in the market and in its 
threshold area for the daily cooking. Moreover, due to lack of horticulture diffusion in 
agriculture in the adjoining rural spaces of the market, the vegetables are supplied from 
the nearby towns, i.e., Jalalabad and Farrukhabad through the state highway 29. 
However, a big transaction of local summer fruits such as watermelon, muskmelon, and 
cucumber as well as mango has been found during the months of May to July. 
Transaction of crops is on third place in Sindhauli (1071.9 tonnes). It is situated 
at state highway 25 on the bank of the Khannuat river in fringe area of Shahjahanpur 
urban' centre. In periphery of the market, at least one dozen brick kilns and sugarcane 
crashers are sited in which a bulk of labourers is employed. Most of them are immigrants 
of eastern Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. They have the demand for vegetables, rice, pulses for 
sustaining their life. Moreover, landless, marginal and small farmers also settle 
abundantly in linear tract of the Khannuat and the Sukheta rivers. They carry their small 
surplus such as wheat, paddy, and oilseeds, sell them in this market, and purchase the 
vegetables and necessary commodities. Although, this market is situated in the region in 
which the mechanical method in agriculture is in practice yet lack of truck farming, 
vegetables are supplied from the city side rather than rural masses. 
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Table 4.3 
Proportion of Different Crops Transaction in Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
Periodic 
Markets 
Mohiuddinpur 
Pipriya 
Harchand 
Narautha 
Rampur Kalan 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Jawan 
Sindhauli 
Alampur 
Nawada 
Darabast 
Ukhari 
Khudaganj 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Bauri 
Brah 
Mohabbatpur 
Rajpura 
Bhatpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Barua Patti 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Padaincha 
Sehra Mau 
South 
Kaneg 
Rosa 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Paraur 
Zarenpur 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Budhawana 
Jalalabad 
Allahganj 
Total 
Wheat 
5.83 
6.19 
5.65 
10.79 
26.85 
10.52 
7.36 
7.58 
15.54 
13.23 
17.32 
13.64 
8.86 
7.03 
8.28 
12.92 
9.08 
11.02 
10.02 
13.34 
19.33 
19.46 
11.24 
9.33 
13.58 
0.47 
26.91 
27.67 
13.22 
16.54 
8.85 
16.06 
17.46 
26.69 
14.51 
Paddy 
7.27 
9.29 
5.76 
9.07 
15.07 
11.98 
8.42 
6.10 
8.15 
12.65 
10.68 
11.52 
13.48 
6.01 
8.86 
9.67 
4.88 
22.05 
5.47 
3.34 
7.21 
16.98 
16.51 
4.56 
12.69 
4.07 
19.90 
3.68 
15.42 
6.58 
5.74 
6.63 
15.17 
15.91 
10.57 
Pulses 
1.79 
1.67 
0.6 
2.56 
2.72 
2.13 
1.3 
1.69 
1.25 
3.4 
1.94 
3.5 
4 
1.57 
1.55 
2.08 
1.93 
4.95 
1.27 
1.29 
1.49 
2.48 
3.83 
1.57 
2.23 
2.83 
0.97 
2.31 
2.41 
2.03 
2.45 
1.33 
1.93 
1.6 
2.01 
Oilseeds 
6.03 
1.19 
2.06 
3.46 
4.33 
2.24 
5.22 
3.13 
4.64 
6.89 
10.69 
7.03 
7.78 
8.21 
5.39 
4.84 
5.28 
1.06 
3.93 
4.08 
13.58 
8.29 
9.09 
3.8 
4.89 
1.05 
7.99 
5.57 
7.89 
7.44 
3.44 
6.19 
5.61 
4.67 
5.27 
Vegetables 
71.28 
70.16 
83.84 
68.37 
45.03 
67.71 
74.02 
77.62 
67.79 
58.92 
54.6 
58.46 
57.71 
70.15 
72.71 
65.5 
75.77 
58.79 
76.25 
72.44 
53.57 
45.14 
55.98 
77.67 
59.02 
88.91 
41.56 
53.47 
55.84 
62.4 
68.53 
66.79 
52.35 
46.72 
62.57 
Fruits 
7.81 
11.5 
2.09 
5.75 
6 
5.42 
3.68 
3.88 
2.63 
4.91 
4.78 
5.85 
8.16 
7.03 
3.21 
5 
3.06 
2.12 
3.06 
5.51 
4.82 
7.66 
3.35 
3.07 
7.58 
2.66 
2.67 
7.29 
5.22 
5.02 
10.99 
2.99 
7.48 
4.41 
5.06 
All 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
•Figure shows percentage to total crop transaction 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
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The lowest transaction of crops (41.8 tonnes) is found in Padaincha. Interior 
location, small market catchment area, and poor road connectivity are the main factors 
for the small transaction of crops in this market. 
Table 4.3 and figure 4.1 reveal that proportion of different crops traded in selected 
markets; vegetables are accounted for the highest proportion (62.57 per cent) of total 
marketed surplus of crops. It is followed by wheat (14.51 per cent), paddy (10.57 per 
cent), oilseeds (5.27 per cent), fiiiits (5.06 per cent) and pulses (2.01 per cent). 
4.1.1 Transaction of Vegetables in Periodic Markets 
The study reveals that vegetables are the chief products of transacted crops in all 
periodic markets. It shares 62.71 per cent of total transacted crop surplus because of its 
freshness and perishable nature, which discourage the long distance for the transaction. 
Periodic markets are the ideal transaction centres for these perishable commodities and 
provide the trade services for 2-9 kilometres radius around the market (table 3.17). 
Moreover, due to backward nature of study area in context of storing, freezing, and 
transporting facilities at grass roots level, periodic markets are the only options for 
marginal and small holders to dispose off their perishable surplus (vegetables) at 
remunerative prices. However, in periodic markets mainly Potato, Colocasia, Sweet 
Potato, Cabbage, Cauliflower, Brinjal, Tomato, Onion, Garlic, Peas, Green beans. Bitter 
gourd. Bottle gourd .Coriander Cilantro, White goose-foot, Spinach, Okra or Lady's 
finger. Pumpkin, Jackfhiit, Radish, Carrot, Green Chilli, Lemon, and Turmeric are 
traded. 
Transaction of vegetables above the average (62.57 per cent) occurs in more than 
50 per cent of the selected periodic markets. They are Rosa (88.91 per cent), Narautha 
(83.84 per cent), Sehra Mau South (77.67 per cent), Sindhauli (77.62 per cent), Nigohi 
Khas (76.25 per cent), Rajpura (75.77 per cent), Barua Patti (72.44 per cent), Jawan 
(74.02 per cent). Baud (72.71 per cent), Mohiuddinpur (71.28 per cent), Pipriya 
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Harchand (70.16 per cent), Bajhera (68.53 per cent), Rampur Kaian (68.37 per cent), 
Alampur (67.79 per cent), Powayan (67.71 per cent), Budhawana (66.79 per cent), and 
Brah Mohhabatpur (65.5 per cent). 
Rosa market is on the top rank in transaction of vegetables (88.89 per cent). This 
market is situated in Rosa Railway Settlements in the city region of Shahjahanpur. The 
national highway 24 crosses from here. The great demand of vegetables rises in the 
market from the Shahjahanpur city, Rosa railway settlements, as well as periphery 
industrial area of the district where a great part of labourers and other workers are 
engaged in different industrial units such as rice mills, sugar mills, chemical fertilizers 
factory as well as Rosa thermal power station. Vegetables are supplied from the fringe 
area of Shahjahanpur city where horticulture diffusion in agriculture has been taken 
place, and from the district-regulated market (Rosa). 
The lowest proportion of vegetables transaction (45.03 per cent) is recorded in 
Khutar. This market is known as ideal market for livestock. However, due to location in 
the urban centre and being a block level market, vegetables are also transacted. 
4.1.2 Transaction of Wheat in Periodic Markets 
Next to vegetables, wheat is the most important crop transacted in periodic 
markets. Table 4.3 shows wheat transaction (14.51 per cent) is on second position in the 
selected periodic markets. Due to market location, physical, social, and agro-economic 
factors percentage of the wheat transaction varies market to market from 27.67 per cent 
in Paraur to 0.47 per cent in Rosa. Out of 34 selected periodic markets, 4 markets have 
been recorded during the field survey, in which more than 20 per cent wheat to total crop 
transaction of the market is traded. They are Paraur (27.27 per cent), Rafiabad Kalan 
(26.91 per cent), Khutar (26.85 per cent), and AUahaganj (26.69). 
The highest wheat transaction (27.67 per cent) is found in Paraur. This market is 
located near the Ramganga river and the bankati natural division. Backward agriculture 
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system persists in its threshold region where wages is paid in kind (wheat) forms. Due to 
lack of connectivity and accessibility of area with specialised markets, the farmers as well 
as the labourers are bound to dispose off their surplus in this periodic market to get 
immediate cash to meet urgent needs. 
Rafiabad Kalan has second rank in wheat transaction (26.91 per cent). It is due to 
that this market is situated in the Ganga and the Ramganga doab (interfluves) where new 
alluvial soils, are deposited by the rivers every year that enhances the wheat production. 
This sub-regional market has trade area of 192 sq. km over the surrounding region. The 
people of the region dispose off their output (wheat) at this centre and buy the fertilizers 
and other essential goods because the assembling and wholesale are the important 
features of the market. The purchased wheat is exported through state highway 43 to 
periphery districts Famikhabad and Badaun for selling at comparatively higher prices. 
Khutar, the periodic market, in which wheat transaction accoimts for 26.85 per 
cent of total transacted crops. This market lies in the region where the use of machines 
and tools in agriculture is higher than other areas. That is why the production and yield 
are also higher. The big farmers carry their product for selling by tractor-trolley to 
district-regulated market (away 45 kilometres from here) for getting lucrative price. 
However, the hinterland of the market is a wide and linear in the basin of the Gomati 
river from where marginal and small cultivators carry their wheat surplus. This block 
level market is also located at the junction of state highways 25 and 26 through them; 
wheat is parceled to the district headquarters town and adjoining districts Pilibhit and 
Lakhimpur Kheri. 
Similarly, wheat transaction has at least IM"" proportion of total crop transaction 
in AUahganj. This market is situated in the basin of the Ramganga river on the state 
highway 29. A large part of the market catchment area, lies in the west, north-west, and 
south-east direction, is connected with the gratitude of metalled and non-metalled roads. 
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There is subsistence type of agriculture in practice; wheat and paddy are the leading 
marketable crops in this region. The suitable location, connectivity, demand, faimess in 
prices and in weighing, good hospitality for traders, are pull factors for the higher arrival 
and transaction of wheat. In case of demand, it is generated by local household industrial 
units, for wheat flour. Moreover, wheat is also supplied for the big regulated markets 
(Farrukhabad and Shahjahanpur). 
The lowest wheat transaction (0.47 per cent) has been recorded in Rosa. This is a 
vegetable market and situated in urban area, in front of district-regulated market. It is a 
fact that the maximum wheat surplus is transacted in the regulated market but a very few 
villagers dispose off their small wheat produce in this market to get quick cash. 
4.1.3 Transaction of Paddy in Periodic Markets 
Table 4.3 analyses that paddy has third place to total crop transaction in selected 
periodic markets. The bulk of paddy surplus is carried in regulated markets. Only small 
surplus of paddy is marketed in these markets. The markets, which have more than 
average paddy transaction (10.57 per cent), are Bhatpura (22.65 per cent), Rafiabad 
Kalan (19.90 per cent), Parasin (16.98 per cent), Padaincha (16.51 per cent), AUahganj 
(15.91 per cent), Jalalabad (15.51 per cent), Khutar (15.07 per cent), Miranpur Katra 
(13.98 per cent), Nawada Darawast (12.65 per cent), Powayan (11.98 per cent), 
Khudaganj (11.52 per cent) and Ukhari (10.68 per cent). The paddy transaction is higher 
than that of average broadly in two types of periodic markets. Firstly, those markets have 
sub-regional and assembly nature such as Rafiabad Kalan, AUahganj, Jalalabad, Khutar, 
Miranpur Katra, and Khudaganj. There is not only the transaction of paddy more in 
percentage but also in absolute figure (table 4.2). They have their catchment areas more 
than 20 kilometres, and are cormected by roads. Secondly, small markets, which serve in 
radius 10-15 kilometres, are Bhatpura, Parasin, Padaincha, Nawada Darawast, and 
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Ukhari. They are held in the central vills^es due to fulfil the dietary requirement of local 
population. 
The field survey also reveals that the highest proportion of paddy transaction is 
found in Bhatpura (22.05 per cent). It is a primary market that located in the central 
village where small and marginal farmers dispose off their surplus paddy. Besides, direct 
consumers or the village traders purchase paddy for rice. The demand of paddy for 
processing to rice is also created by many Dhan kutties. They are situated in the 
catchment area of market. As rice is the main diet of the people in nearly rural masses 
(table 4.3). 
The lowest paddy transaction (4.3 per cent) is recorded in Paraur. It is because 
that this market is situated near the Ramganga river where two types of land is found. 
First one is locally called Oonchi Zameen {Bangor land or old alluvial tract) that has little 
fertility but it is suitable for growdng wheat and coarse grains. Second one is Khadari 
Zameen (low land or the new alluvial tract) that is good for paddy fanning but it is also 
remaining useless because this tract is always flood prone at time of paddy cultivation. 
However, a very small level of paddy is cultivated in the surrounding areas but it is saved 
by farmers for their own consuming purposes. Therefore, paddy transaction takes place 
occasionally in this market. 
4.1.4 Transaction of Pulses in Periodic Markets 
The overlook table 4.3 indicates that the transaction of pulses to the total 
transacted crops in the selected periodic markets. This tiny proportion reflects the poor 
condition of pulses cultivation in the study area. They are cultivated on 3.73 per cent area 
to total net sown area of the district (table 2.10). Moreover, the production of pulses in 
the study area is also low (less than one per cent of total food grain production)^. In spite 
of generally higher prices for pulses, their demand for nutritional security in rural as well 
District Statistical Magazine (2005), Economic and Statistical Office, Shahjahanpur, p.p. 40-41. 
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as urban spaces makes them more marketable surplus (table 4.3). Proportion of pulses 
transaction to total crop transaction varies market to market due to spatial demand and 
production. It is 1.79 per cent in Mohiuddinpur, 1.67 per cent in Pipriya Harchand, 0.6 
per cent in Narautha, 2.56 per cent in Rampur Kalan, 2.72 per cent in Khutar, 2.13 per 
cent in Powayan, 1.3 per cent in Jawan, 1.69 per cent in Sindhauli, 1.25 per cent in 
Alampur, 3.4 per cent in Nawada Darabast, 1.94 per cent Ukhari, 3,5 per cent in 
Khudaganj, 4 per cent Miranpur Katra, 1.57 per cent in Dabhaura, 1.55 per cent in Bauri, 
2.08 per cent in Barah Mohabbatpur, 1.93 per cent in Rajpura, 4.95 per cent in Bhatpura, 
1.27 per cent in Nigohi Khas, 1.29 per cent in Barua Patti, 1,49 per cent in Rawatpur, 
2.48 per cent in Parasin, 3.83 per cent in Padaincha, 1.57 per cent in Sehra Mau South, 
2.23 per cent in Kaneg, 2.83 per cent in Rosa, 2.57 per cent in Rafiabad Kalan, 2.31 per 
cent in Paraur, 2.41 per cent in Zarenpur, 2.03 per cent in Bharatpur, 2.45 per cent in 
Bajhera, 1.33 per cent in Budhawana, 1.93 per cent in Jalalabad, and 1.6 per cent in 
AUahganj. 
The highest share of pulses transaction (4.95 per cent) has been recorded in 
Bhatpura. This market is situated in the interior village where no main road crosses. The 
market catchment area is backward where size of landholding is below 2 hectares (small 
and marginal farmers) but being dry and fertile land the pulses are produced in this area 
and sell in this market for getting good return (prices). Similarly, low productivity in 
agriculture, abundance of marginal and casual workers, as well as landless labourers in 
the surroundings of the market, are the main causes to create demand of pulses for their 
daily nutritional needs. 
4.1.5 Transaction of Oilseeds in Periodic Markets 
Table 4.3 also illustrates that the average oilseeds transaction is 5.27 per cent in 
the selected markets. The chief tradable oilseeds are mustard, /// (sesame), alsi (linseed), 
groundnut, soya bean, and sunflower. Their transaction varies from 1.05 per cent in Rosa 
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to 13.58 per cent in Rawatpur. Out of 34 selected markets, in 15 markets oilseeds 
transaction is more than that of average (5.27 per cent). They are Rawatpur (13.58 per 
cent), Ukhari (10.69 per cent), Padaincha (9.09 per cent), Parasin (8.29 per cent), 
Dabhaura (8.21 per cent), Rafiabad Kalan (7.99), Zarenpur (7.89 per cent), Miranpur 
Katra (7.78 per cent), Bharatpur (7.44), Nawada Darabast (6.89 per cent), Budhawana 
(6.19 per cent), Mohiuddinpur ( 6.03 per cent), Jalalabad (5.61 per cent) Paraur (5.57 
percent), Bauri ( 5.39 per cent) and Rajpura (5.28 per cent). It is because oilseeds are 
produced by marginal and small as well as peasant group of farmers. Oilseeds are 
cuhivated in mixed farming such as with coarse grains during the kharif crop season and 
in rabi crop season with wheat and barely in the threshold areas of the markets. However, 
in some rural spaces their farming is as isolated crop. Due to higher and lucrative prices 
than other crops, they are disposed off in these markets. Moreover, quick cash as well as 
demand for different edible oils, for making different type of Namkeen (edible brackish 
material) and seeds make them like cash crop in these primary trading centres. 
The highest proportion (13.58 per cent) of oilseeds transaction is recorded in 
Rawatpur. This market is situated in the bangar land of the district, where, due to 
availability of sandy loam soils, and irrigation facilities from the Sharada canal and its 
minors, oilseeds are generally produced. Rawatpur regional market is the suitable centre 
for dispose off the oilseeds surplus. However, because of fragmented and small size of 
holding, yield of oilseeds is low in the market catchment area. The demand of oilseeds is 
noticed for village and cottage industry to make edible oil and Khar (livestock' diet), and 
for sowing purpose as well as supply for district-regulated market, Shahjahanpur. The 
lowest oilseeds transaction (1.05) is recorded in Rosa. Because, it is a small marketing 
centre and situated in the shadow of big district-regulated market that is in front of it. 
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4.1.6 Transaction of Fruits in Periodic Markets 
Fruits are is important commodities transacted in periodic markets and 
essential items of daily diet of human being. But, due to insufficient income in the rural 
areas, fruits transaction is tiny in the periodic markets. Table 4.3 reveals that average fruit 
transaction is 5.06 per cent to total crop transaction in the studied markets. There are 
mainly two types of fruits transacted. First one are local fruits such as ber (plum), bel 
(eagle mamelos), mango, jamun (blackberry), and cucumber, muskmelon, watermelon. 
Second are imported or external fruits, i.e., orange, grapes, banana, apple, papaya, 
cherries, and pear. 
The proportion of transacted fruits to the total transaction of crops varies from 
11.5 per cent in Pipriya Harchand to 2.06 per cent in Narautha. The markets, in which 
share more than that of average (5.06 per cent), are Pipriya Harchand (11.5 per cent), 
Bajhera (10.99 per cent), Miranpur Katra (8,16 per cent) Mohiuddinpur (7.81 per cent), 
Parasin (7.66 per cent), Kaneg (7.58 per cent), Jalalabad (7.48 per cent), Paraur (7.29 per 
cent), Dabhaura (7.03 per cent), Khudaganj (5.85 per cent), Rampur Kalan (5.75 per 
cent), Barua Patti (5.51 per cent), Powayan (5.42 per cent) and Zarenpur (5.22 per cent). 
However, the transaction of fruits is comparatively higher in those markets that are 
located either in the urban centres or in their periphery areas. They are Jalalabad, Bajhera, 
Miranpur Katra, and Khudaganj where due to good accessibility, lucrative prices; the 
arrival of general as well as local fruits is plenty. The transacted fruits through these 
markets are transported or supplied to different metropolitan, i.e., Bareilly and Lucknow 
in Uttar Pradesh as well as in Uttaranchal state through the highways. The remaining 
markets, dealing with fruit transaction more than district average, are located usually near 
the production region. These markets are convenient for the poor consumers, due to 
minimum possible time and transportation costs as well as price per unit weight. The 
weather extremity like loo (local wind blow in May) and scorching sun in the summer 
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compel to the participant to visit the nearest markets. Where summer fruits watermelon, 
muskmelon, cucumber, and mango are greatly demanded and traded. 
4.2 Participation of Crop Sellers in Periodic Markets 
The sellers involved in the transaction of different crop products such as 
vegetables, wheat, paddy, pulses, oilseeds, and fruits are called crop sellers. Table 4.4 
shows the participation of selected crop sellers in the absolute number. There are the 
vegetable sellers in the largest number (1755) in the selected periodic markets. It is 
followed by wheat sellers (1273), paddy sellers (945), oilseeds sellers (923), fruits sellers 
(565) and pulses sellers (400). 
4.2.1 Vegetable Sellers 
Table 4.5 illustrates that the average share of vegetable sellers in the selected 
markets is 29.94 per cent. It varies from 17.04 per cent in Rafiabad Kalan to 75.45 per 
cent in Rosa. The proportion of vegetable sellers is higher than 40 per cent in 6 markets. 
They are Rosa (75.45 per cent), Narautha (51.95 per cent), Jawan (48.78 per cent), 
Bhatpura (42.55 per cent), and Sehra Mau South (40.82 per cent). 
4.2.1.1 Participation of Different Vegetable Sellers 
Table 4.6 describes participation of different vegetable sellers, i.e., producer, 
village and urban sellers in the selected periodic markets. The table indicates that urban 
vegetable traders constitute the highest share (40.99 per cent). It is due to mostly 
vegetables are cultivated in the nearest concentric zone of town/city (Thunen, 1886)^ . 
Urban sellers carry vegetables from there as well as different parts of the district and 
adjacent regions to sell in the periodic markets. Unemployment and underemployment 
are main push factors in the urban areas to force the urban residents to trade vegetables 
for earning the livelihood and supplement to their income (Verma et al. 1999)'. 
6 Von Thunen, J.H. (1886). Dev Isoleirite Staat in Beziehmg and land Wartscaft andNationalo 
Konomie. Rostok. 
Verma, R.V. (1999). Some Perspectives of Educated Unemployment in Rural India: A Micro level 
Study. Regional Symbiosis, Vol. 7, pp. 11-24. 
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Table 4.4 
Participation of Different Crop Sellers in Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
S.No. Periodic Wheat Paddy Pulses Oilseed Vegetable Fruit AlT 
Markets Sellers Sellers Sellers Sellers Sellers Sellers 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
Mohiuddinpur 
Pipriya 
Harchand 
Narautha 
Rampur 
Kalan 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Jawan 
Sindhauli 
Alampur 
Nawada 
Darabast 
Ukhari 
Khudaganj 
Miranpur 
Katra 
Dabhaura 
Bauri 
Brah 
Mohabbatpur 
Rajpura 
Bhatpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Barua Patti 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Padaincha 
Sehra Mau 
South 
Kaneg 
Rosa 
Rafiabad 
Kalan 
Paraur 
Zarenpur 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Budhawana 
Jalalabad 
AUahganj 
11 
5 
9 
10 
72 
13 
4 
52 
8 
9 
12 
28 
38 
8 
10 
10 
32 
10 
28 
89 
120 
12 
6 
16 
8 
3 
130 
40 
22 
36 
48 
64 
150 
160 
10 
10 
13 
13 
50 
22 
6 
63 
6 
13 
11 
30 
43 
10 
16 
11 
25 
6 
25 
34 
45 
15 
11 
12 
14 
14 
47 
4 
38 
12 
32 
41 
122 
121 
5 
4 
3 
7 
18 
8 
2 
35 
3 
7 
4 
18 
20 
5 
6 
5 
20 
6 
10 
26 
28 
4 
6 
8 
4 
8 
14 
5 
12 
8 
20 
16 
31 
24 
12 
2 
7 
7 
28 
6 
6 
46 
5 
10 
16 
36 
50 
20 
10 
8 
40 
2 
22 
60 
90 
11 
10 
14 
6 
6 
82 
9 
28 
21 
40 
53 
90 
70 
Totol 1273 945 400 923 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
20 
17 
40 
19 
40 
25 
20 
160 
13 
20 
19 
50 
62 
30 
45 
25 
80 
20 
60 
122 
100 
14 
15 
40 
17 
126 
60 
20 
35 
31 
110 
80 
120 
100 
11 
8 
5 
8 
20 
10 
3 
40 
2 
5 
5 
30 
35 
12 
6 
6 
16 
3 
12 
37 
36 
7 
3 
8 
6 
10 
19 
8 
13 
10 
60 
18 
60 
33 
69 
46 
77 
64 
228 
84 
41 
396 
37 
64 
67 
192 
248 
85 
93 
65 
213 
47 
157 
368 
419 
63 
51 
98 
55 
167 
352 
86 
148 
118 
310 
272 
573 
508 
1755 565 5861 
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Table 4.5 
Proportion of Different Crop Sellers in Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
Periodic Markets 
Mohiuddinpur 
Pipriya Harchand 
Naraudia 
Rampur Kalan 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Jawan 
Sindhauli 
Alampur 
Nawada Darabast 
Ukhari 
Khudaganj 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Bauri 
Brah Mohabbatpur 
Rajpura 
Bhatpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Barua Patti 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Padaincha 
Sehra Mau South 
Kaneg 
Rosa 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Paraur 
Zarenpur 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Budhawana 
Jalalabad 
Allahganj 
Total 
Wheat 
Sellers 
15.94 
10.87 
11.69 
15.62 
31.58 
15.48 
9.76 
13.13 
21.62 
14.06 
17.91 
14.58 
15.32 
9.42 
10.75 
15.38 
15.02 
21.28 
17.83 
24.18 
28.64 
19.05 
11.76 
16.33 
14.55 
1.79 
36.93 
46.51 
14.86 
30.51 
15.48 
23.53 
26.18 
31.49 
21.72 
Paddy 
Sellers 
14.49 
21.74 
16.88 
20.31 
21.93 
26.19 
14.63 
15.91 
16.22 
20.31 
16.42 
15.63 
17.34 
11.76 
17.20 
16.92 
11.74 
12.77 
15.92 
9.24 
10.74 
23.81 
21.57 
12.24 
25.45 
8.38 
13.35 
4.65 
25.68 
10.17 
10.32 
15.07 
21.29 
23.82 
16.12 
Pulses 
Sellers 
7.25 
8.69 
3.9 
10.94 
7.89 
9.52 
4.88 
8.84 
8.11 
10.94 
5.97 
9.37 
8.06 
5.88 
6.45 
7.69 
9.39 
12.77 
6.37 
7.06 
6.68 
6.35 
11.76 
8.16 
7.27 
4.79 
3.98 
5.81 
8.11 
6.78 
6.45 
5.88 
5.41 
4.72 
6.82 
Oilseed 
Sellers 
17.39 
34.35 
9.09 
10.94 
12.28 
7.14 
14.63 
11.62 
13.51 
15.62 
23.88 
18.75 
20.16 
23.53 
10.75 
12.31 
18.78 
4.25 
14.01 
16.3 
21.48 
17.46 
19.61 
14.29 
10.91 
3.59 
23.29 
10.46 
18.92 
17.79 
12.9 
19.48 
15.71 
13.78 
15.75 
Vegetable 
Sellers 
28.99 
36.96 
51.95 
29.69 
17.55 
29.76 
48.78 
40.4 
35.14 
31.25 
28.36 
36.04 
25 
35.29 
48.39 
38.46 
37.56 
42.55 
38.22 
33.15 
23.87 
22.22 
29.41 
40.82 
30.91 
75.45 
17.04 
23.26 
23.65 
26.27 
35.48 
29.41 
20.94 
19.68 
29.94 
Fruit 
Sellers 
15.94 
17.39 
6.49 
12.5 
8.77 
11.9 
7.32 
10.1 
5.4 
7.81 
7.46 
15.63 
14.11 
14.12 
6.45 
9.23 
7.51 
6.38 
7.64 
10.05 
8.59 
11.11 
5.88 
8.16 
10.91 
5.99 
5.4 
9.3 
8.78 
8.47 
19.35 
6.62 
10.47 
6.49 
9.64 
All 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
•Figure shows percentage to total crop sellers 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
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They purchase vegetables from regulated markets or urban centres and sell in periodic 
markets. However, it has been noted during the field investigation that the urban traders 
visit to periodic markets that are held along the road for purchasing and selling the 
vegetables. The analysis of table 4.6 exhibits that in three markets (Alampur, Parasin, and 
Paraur), exceptionally, no participation of urban vegetable traders has been recorded. It is 
due to their interior location, poor accessibility, and local or primary nature of the 
markets. There are in 17 markets out of 34 studied markets, the share of vegetable urban 
traders is less than that of average (40.23 per cent). They are Mohiuddinpur (20 per cent), 
Pipriya Harchand (17.65 per cent), Narautha (25 per cent), Jawan (25 per cent), Sindhauli 
(25 per cent), Nawada Darabast (10 per cent), Ukhari (5.26 per cent), Dabhaura (6.67 per 
cent), Bauari ( 11.11 per cent), Brah Mohabbatpur (12 per cent), Rajpura (25 per cent), 
Bhatpura (20 per cent), Nigohi Khas (33.33 per cent), Padaincha (6.67 per cent), Sehra 
Mau South (15 per cent) Kaneg (5.88 per cent), Rafiabad Kalan (13.33 per cent), 
Zarenpur (8.57 per cent), and Bharatpur (3.22 per cent). 
However, in 14 markets, the participation of vegetable urban sellers more than 
that average (40.23 per cent). Location, good road connectivity, nature, size of catchment 
of market are the main geographical factors, responsible for the higher concentration of 
vegetable urban traders. Their share is 52.63 per cent in Rampur Kalan, 60 per cent in 
Khutar, 64.52 per cent in Miranpur Katra, 40.98 per cent in Barua Patti, 50 per cent in 
Rawatpur, 87.3 per cent in Budhawana, 75 per cent in Jalalabad and 70 per cent in 
AUahganj. 
The rank of village traders is second among traders dealing with vegetables in the 
selected periodic markets. On an average, it accounts for 32.99 per cent to the total 
vegetable sellers. Their share varies market-to-market form 2.5 per cent in Khutar to 65 
per cent in Jawan. The proportion of vegetable village traders more than that of average 
(32.99 per cent) is found in 21 periodic markets. It is 65 per cent in Jawan, 61.54 per cent 
in Alampur, 60 per cent in Nawada Darabast, Dabhaura, Rafiabad Kalan, and Paraur, 
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Table 4.6 
Participation of Different Vegetable Sellers in Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
Periodic Markets 
Mohiuddinpur 
Pipriya Harchand 
Narautha 
Rampur Kalan 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Jawan 
Sindhauli 
Alampur 
Nawada Darabast 
Ukhari 
KhudaganJ 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Bauri 
Brah Mohabbatpur 
Rajpura 
Bhatpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Barua Patti 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Padaincha 
Sehra Mau South 
Kaneg 
Rosa 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Paraur 
Zarenpur 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Budhawana 
Jalalabad 
Allahganj 
Total 
Producer Sellers 
6 
6 
10 
4 
15 
6 
6 
40 
5 
6 
10 
6 
10 
10 
15 
12 
30 
10 
10 
40 
35 
8 
6 
12 
6 
12 
16 
8 
25 
15 
25 
20 
10 
15 
470 
(30) 
(25.29) 
(25) 
(21.05) 
(37.5) 
(24) 
(30) 
(0.25) 
(38.46) 
(30) 
(52.63) 
(12) 
(16.13) 
(33.33) 
(33.33) 
(48) 
(37.5) 
(50) 
(16.67) 
(32.79) 
(35) 
(57.14) 
(40) 
(30) 
(35.29) 
(9.53) 
(26.67) 
(40) 
(71.43) 
(48.39) 
(22.73) 
(25) 
(8.33) 
(15) 
(26.78) 
Village 
10 
8 
20 
5 
1 
12 
13 
80 
8 
12 
8 
14 
12 
18 
25 
10 
30 
6 
30 
32 
15 
6 
8 
22 
10 
4 
36 
12 
7 
15 
35 
20 
20 
15 
579 
Traders 
(50) 
(47.06) 
(50) 
(26.32) 
(2.5) 
(48) 
(65) 
(50) 
(61.54) 
(60) 
(42.1) 
(28) 
(19.35) 
(60) 
(55.56) 
(40) 
(37.5) 
(30) 
(50) 
(26.23) 
(15) 
(42.86) 
(53.33) 
(55) 
(58.82) 
(3.17) 
(60) 
(60) 
(20) 
(48.39) 
(31.82) 
(25) 
(16.67) 
(15) 
(32.99) 
Urban Traders 
4 
3 
10 
10 
24 
7 
1 
40 
0 
2 
1 
30 
40 
2 
5 
3 
20 
4 
20 
50 
50 
0 
1 
6 
1 
110 
8 
0 
3 
1 
50 
40 
90 
70 
706 
(20) 
(17.65) 
(25) 
(52.63) 
(60) 
(28) 
(5) 
(25) 
0 
(10) 
(5.26) 
(60) 
(64.52) 
(6.67) 
(11.11) 
(12) 
(25) 
(20) 
(33.33) 
(40.98) 
(50) 
0 
(6.67) 
(15) 
(5.88) 
(87.3) 
(13.33) 
0 
(8.57) 
(3.22) 
(45.45) 
(50) 
(75) 
(70) 
(40.23) 
All 
20 
17 
40 
19 
40 
25 
20 
160 
13 
20 
19 
50 
62 
30 
45 
25 
80 
20 
60 
122 
100 
14 
15 
40 
17 
126 
60 
20 
35 
31 
110 
80 
120 
100 
1755 
•Figure in bracket shows percentage to total vegetable sellers 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
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58.82 per cent in Kaneg, 55.56 per cent in Baud, 55 per cent in Sehra Mau South, 53.33 
per cent in Padaincha, 50 per cent in Mohiuddinpur, Narautha, Sindhauli and Nigohi 
Khas, 48.39 per cent in Bharatpur, 42.86 per cent in Parasin, 42.1 per cent in Ukhari, 40 
per cent in Brah Mohabbatpur, and 37.5 per cent in Rajpura. It is because that in the rural 
areas, vegetable trading is the main source of the livelihood, especially for socially 
backward people (Kachhi and Kujra who are traditionally sellers of vegetables), casual 
workers, and agricultural labourers. The highest proportion of village traders is in Jawan 
(65 per cent). This market is located in the agricultural advanced area of the district 
where mechanized cultivation is in practice. In spite of it, majority of village traders 
belongs to landless labourers and marginal farmers. They are in the business of 
vegetables for their rozi, roti (income and employment) throughout the year (Hapke, 
2001)*. They purchase vegetables from neighbouring town Powayan and sell in this 
market to get earning. 
Table 4.6 also highlights the proportion of producer sellers in the selected 
periodic markets. The vegetable producer sellers stand at third position and account for 
26.78 per cent of the total sellers in these markets. It varies market to market from 0.25 
per cent in Sindhauli to 71.43 per cent in Zarenpur. The markets, in which their 
proportion is higher than that of average (26.78 per cent), are Mohiuddinpur (30 per 
cent), Khutar (37.5 per cent), Jawan (30 per cent), Alampur (38.46 per cent), Nawada 
Darabast (30 per cent), Ukhari (52.63 per cent), Dabhaura (33.33 per cent), Rajpura (37.5 
per cent), Brah Mohabbatpur (48 per cent), Bhatpura (50 per cent), Barua Patti (32.79 per 
cent), Rawatpur (35 per cent), Parasin (57.14 per cent), Padaincha ( 40 per cent), Sehra 
Mau South (30 per cent), Kaneg (35.29 per cent), Paraur (40 per cent), Zarenpur (71.43 
per cent) and Bharatpur (48 .39 per cent). Location and connectivity of markets with the 
Hapke, H.M. (2001). Petty Traders, Gender, and Development in South Indian Fishery. Economic 
Geography, Voi. 77, No. 3, pp. 225-249. 
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vegetable cultivation areas, exchange as well as consumption sphere of the rural masses 
are the leading factors for their higher share. The highest proportion of these sellers (71. 
43 per cent) is found in Zarenpur market because it is located on the right side of the 
Ramganga river at crossing point of roads that connect the market from district 
headquarters city and tahsil headquarters town. It is well knitted with non-metalled 
seasonal roads (the roads that ruin and break down during floods in rainy season every 
year) from the interior villages of the Ramganga and its tributaries' catchment areas in 
which a major section of producers belong to a strata of landless, marginal, and small 
farmers. They carry the vegetables by bullock carts, cycles and on foot for selling. 
4.2.2 Wheat Sellers 
Table 4.5 also reflects the share of wheat sellers in different selected markets of the 
district. The average share of wheat sellers is 21.72 per cent. This proportion varies from 
46.51 per cent in Paraur to 1.79 per cent in Rosa. The markets, which have share of wheat 
sellers more than that of average (21.72 per cent), are Paraur (46.51 per cent), Rafiabad 
Kalan (36.53 per cent), Khutar (31.58 per cent), AUahganj (31.49 per cent), Bharatpur 
(30.51 per cent), Rawatpur (28.64 per cent), Jalalabad (26.18 per cent), and Barua Patti 
(24.18 per cent). These markets show the higher frequency of wheat sellers. The farmers 
with small size of marketable surplus of wheat are dominant in the catchment areas of 
these markets. They prefer to sell their surplus at these centres with a view to save time 
and travel costs and to get immediate cash money to purchase the other commodities in 
the same markets. However, Paraur is a small market but due to its backward catchment 
areas where only coarse grains and wheat are produced, make comparatively more 
concentration of wheat sellers. Moreover, Rafiabad Kalan, Khutar, Bharatpur, Rawatpur, 
Jalalabad markets have a good arrival of wheat sellers because these are big and medium 
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markets (table 3.11). Due to good price and quick payment, accessibility, hospitality and 
satisfaction for sellers, as well as availability of other commodities of general and 
agricultural uses, pull a bulk of wheat sellers in these markets. 
4.2.2.1 Participation of Different Wheat Sellers 
Table 4.7 shows the proportion of wheat sellers in the selected periodic markets. 
The higher concentration of wheat sellers is in absolute number 160 in Allahanj, 150 in 
Jalalabad, 130 in Rafiabad Kalan, and 120 in Rawatpur, due to the large or assembly 
nature of the markets. The table also reveals the average share (50.43 per cent) of wheat 
producer sellers, village sellers (34.96 per cent), and urban sellers (14.61 per cent) to the 
total wheat sellers engaged in the transaction of wheat in the same markets. The share of 
wheat producer sellers varies from 26.92 per cent in Sindhauli to 100 per cent in Rosa. 
The markets, in which the proportion of wheat producer sellers is higher than that of 
average (50.43 per cent), are Rosa (100 per cent), Pipriya Harchand (80 per cent), 
Nawada Darabast (77.78 per cent), Alampur (75 per cent), Dabhaura (75 per cent), Paraur 
(75 per cent), Mohiuddinpur (72.23 per cent), Bauri.(70 per cent), Narautha (66.67 per 
cent), Padaincha (66.67 per cent), Bharatpur (66.67 per cent), Bajhera (64.58 per cent), 
Sehra Mau South (62.5 per cent), Kaneg (62,5 per cent), Brah Mohabbatpur (60 per cent), 
Nigohi Khas (57.14 per cent), Barua Patti (56.18 per cent), Zarenpur (54.54 per cent). It 
is due to backward socio-economic condition of producers, nature, and size of the market 
that contribute higher proportion of wheat producer sellers. 
Table 4.7 also illustrates that the average proportion of wheat village traders is 
34.96 per cent in the selected periodic markets. This share is uneven due to nature and 
location of the periodic markets. It is zero per cent in Rosa and 61.54 per cent in 
Sindhauli. The markets, which have higher proportion of wheat village sellers than that of 
the mean (34.96 per cent), are in Khutar (44.44 per cent), Sindhauli (61.54 per cent), 
Powayan (38.46 per cent), Jawan (50 per cent), Rajpura and Allahganj, (37.50 per cent), 
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Table 4.7 
Participation of Different Wheat Sellers in Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
S. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
Periodic Markets 
Mohiuddinpur 
Pipriya Harchand 
Narautha 
Rampur Kalan 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Jawan 
Sindhauli 
Alampur 
Nawada Darabast 
Ukhari 
Khudaganj 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Bauri 
Brah Mohabbatpur 
Rajpura 
Bhatpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Barua Patti 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Padaincha 
Sehra Mau South 
Kaneg 
Rosa 
Rafiabad kalan 
Paraur 
Zarenpur 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Budhawana 
Jalalabad 
AUahganj 
Total 
Prodi 
8 
4 
6 
7 
26 
6 
2 
14 
6 
7 
8 
12 
16 
6 
7 
6 
12 
4 
16 
50 
60 
6 
4 
10 
5 
3 
70 
30 
12 
24 
31 
34 
50 
80 
642 
icer Sellers 
(72.23) 
(80) 
(66.67) 
(70) 
(36.11) 
(46.15) 
(50) 
(26.92) 
(75) 
(77.78) 
(75) 
(42.86) 
(42.1) 
(75) 
(70) 
(60) 
(37.5) 
(40) 
(57.14) 
(56.18) 
(50) 
(50) 
(66.67) 
(62.5) 
(62.5) 
(100) 
(53.85) 
(75) 
(54.54) 
(66.67) 
(64.58) 
(53.12) 
(33.33) 
(50) 
(50.43) 
Village 
3 
1 
2 
2 
32 
5 
2 
32 
2 
2 
4 
8 
10 
2 
3 
4 
12 
4 
iO 
27 
35 
4 
2 
4 
3 
0 
50 
10 
8 
12 
10 
20 
60 
60 
445 
Traders 
(27.27) 
(20) 
(22.22) 
(20) 
(44.44) 
(38.46) 
(50) 
(61.54) 
(25) 
(22.22) 
(25) 
(28.57) 
(26.32) 
(25) 
(30) 
(40) 
(37.5) 
(40) 
(35.71) 
(30.34) 
(29.17) 
(33.33) 
(33.33) 
(25) 
(37.5) 
0 
(38.46) 
(25) 
(36.36) 
(33.33) 
(20.83) 
(31.25) 
(40) 
(37.5) 
(34.96) 
Urban Traders 
0 
0 
1 
1 
14 
2 
0 
6 
0 
0 
0 
8 
12 
0 
0 
0 
8 
2 
2 
12 
25 
2 
0 
2 
0 
0 
10 
0 
2 
0 
7 
10 
40 
20 
186 
0 
0 
(11.11) 
(10) 
(19.44) 
(15.39) 
0 
(11.54) 
0 
0 
0 
(28.57) 
(31.58) 
0 
0 
0 
(25) 
(20) 
(7.14) 
(13.48) 
(20.83) 
(16.67) 
0 
(12.5) 
0 
0 
(7.69) 
0 
(9.09) 
0 
(14.58) 
(15.63) 
(26.67) 
(12.5) 
(14.61) 
All 
11 
5 
9 
10 
72 
13 
4 
52 
8 
9 
12 
28 
38 
8 
10 
10 
32 
10 
28 
89 
120 
12 
6 
16 
8 
3 
130 
40 
22 
36 
48 
64 
150 
160 
1273 
•Figure in bracket shows percentage to total wheat sellers 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
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Nigohi Khas (35.71 per cent), Rafiabad Kalan (38.46 per cent), Zarenpur (36.36 per 
cent). These markets are situated on the graticule of roads near the town in which a big 
portion of the sellers is involved in purchasing of wheat from the producers of the 
surrounding rural spaces to trade it in periodic markets. 
The highest proportion of wheat village sellers (61.54 per cent) is in Sindhauli. It 
is due to the market lies in the region where mechanized agriculture is in practice and big 
farmers sell their wheat surplus in the regulated markets or in the field as farm gate sell. 
Nevertheless, because of being traditional and rural social set up in the area, a great part 
of the output of wheat is saved for the future needs or food security. A little share of this 
saving is exchanged for other essential commodities in the villages, which are brought by 
village traders. These village traders, due to good prices and fair dealing in weighing and 
well behaviour of urban traders (buyers), sell their purchased product in this market. 
The share of wheat urban sellers (14.51 per cent) is in third position in the 
studied markets (Table 4.7). Out of 34 selected periodic markets, there are 24 markets in 
which, participation of urban traders is found. It is more than that of average (14.51 per 
cent) in Miranpur Katra (31.58 per cent), Khudaganj (28.57 per cent), Jalalabad (26.67 
per cent), Rajpura (25 per cent), Rawatpur (20.83 per cent), Bhatpura (20 per cent), 
Khutar (19.44 per cent), Parasin (16,67 per cent), Budhawana (15.63 per cent), and 
Powayan (15.39 per cent). These markets are situated in city or town influence area. The 
jobless and under employed urban residents visit the rural spaces of town catchments as 
well as other remote periodic markets to purchase wheat surplus. They sell this surplus in 
above-mentioned markets to earn the livelihood or to the supplement for their income. 
4.2.3 Paddy Sellers 
Table 4.5 also highlights the proportion of paddy sellers in the selected periodic 
markets. The average share of these sellers is 16.12 per cent, which varies between 4.65 
per cent and 26.19 per cent in the different periodic markets. It is due to uneven 
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production and demand in hinterland of the markets. The share of paddy sellers have 
been recorded more than 20 per cent in Powayan (26.19 per cent), Zarenpur (25.68 per 
cent), Kaneg (25.45 per cent), AUahganj (23.82 per cent), Parasin (23.81 per cent), 
Khutar (21.93 per cent), Padaincha (21.57 per cent), Pipriya Harchand (21.54 per cent), 
Jalalabad (21.39 per cent), Rampur Kalan (20.31 per cent), and Nawada Darabast (20.31 
per cent). Paddy is the chief crop in the surroundings of these markets that reflects the 
higher proportion of paddy sellers. 
4.2.3.1 Participation of Different Paddy Sellers 
Table 4.8 shows the marketwise participation of paddy sellers in the selected 
markets. It explains the proportion of different type of paddy sellers such as producer 
sellers (55.27 per cent), village traders (42.55 per cent), and urban traders (1.59 per cent) 
to total paddy sellers. Paddy producer sellers have the highest share of the total paddy 
sellers. It is due to the producer sellers usually belong to small and marginal landholders. 
They bring their small surplus in these markets to dispose off at remunerative price. The 
percentage distribution of paddy producer sellers shows also marketwise variation from 
31.25 per cent in Bauri to 84.62 per cent in Rampur Kalan. It is higher than that of 
average (55.77 per cent) in the markets of Rampur Kalan (84.62 per cent), Miranpur 
Katra (76.74 per cent), Rosa (71.43 per cent), Alampur (66.67 per cent), Jalalabad (65.57 
per cent), AUahganj (63.64 per cent), Budhawana (63.57 per cent), Powayan (59.09 per 
cent), and Rafiabad Kalan (57.45 per cent). The higher proportion of paddy producer 
sellers is attributed to their location either in urban centres or in urban influence area, 
where the producer sellers of all categories participate to sell their marketable products. 
After sale, they purchase the commodities of their daily use from the same markets. 
However, two markets, i.e., Budhawana and Alampur are located in the heart of paddy 
cultivation region along the Bahgul and the Kannaut rivers, where larger share of 
producers visit the nearest centres for selling their surplus to save time and travel costs. 
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Table 4.8 
Participation of Different Paddy Sellers in Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
Periodic 
Markets 
Mohiuddinpur 
Pipriya 
Harchand 
Narautha 
Rampur Kalan 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Jawan 
Sindhauli 
Alampur 
Nawada 
Darabast 
Uidiari 
Khudaganj 
MiranpurKatra 
Dabhaura 
Bauri 
Brah 
Mohabbatpur 
Rajpura 
Bhatpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Barua Patti 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Padaincha 
Sehra Mau 
South 
Kaneg 
Rosa 
Rafiabad 
Kalan 
Paraur 
Zarenpur 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Budhawana 
Jalalabad 
Ailahganj 
Total 
Producer Sellers 
5 
4 
7 
11 
31 
13 
3 
30 
4 
5 
4 
21 
33 
4 
5 
5 
13 
18 
3 
8 
22 
7 
4 
5 
6 
10 
27 
2 
16 
4 
14 
26 
80 
77 
527 
(50) 
(40) 
(53.85) 
(84.62) 
(62) 
(59.09) 
(50) 
(47.62) 
(66.67) 
(38.46) 
(36.36) 
(70) 
(76.74) 
(40) 
(31.25) 
(45.45) 
(52) 
(52.94) 
(50) 
(32) 
(48.89) 
(46.67) 
(36.36) 
(41.67) 
(42.86) 
(71.43) 
(57.45) 
(50) 
(42.11) 
(33.33) 
(43.75) 
(63.41) 
(65.57) 
(63.64) 
(55.77) 
Village 
5 
6 
6 
2 
19 
8 
3 
30 
2 
8 
5 
9 
10 
6 
10 
5 
12 
16 
3 
16 
22 
8 
7 
7 
8 
4 
18 
2 
20 
8 
18 
14 
42 
44 
403 
Traders 
(50) 
(60) 
(46.15) 
(15.38) 
(38) 
(36.36) 
(50) 
(47.62) 
(33.33) 
(61.54) 
(45.45) 
(30) 
(23.26) 
(60) 
(62.50) 
(45.45) 
(48) 
(47.06) 
(50) 
(64) 
(48.89) 
(53.33) 
(63.64) 
(58.33) 
(57.14) 
(28.57) 
(38.30) 
(50) 
(52.63) 
(66.67) 
(56.25) 
(34.15) 
(34.43) 
(36.36) 
(42.65) 
Urban Traders 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
3 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
2 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
15 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(4.55) 
0 
(4.76) 
0 
0 
(18.18) 
0 
0 
0 
(6.25) 
(9.09) 
0 
0 
0 
(4) 
(2.22) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(4.26) 
0 
(5.26) 
0 
0 
(2.44) 
0 
0 
(1.59) 
All 
10 
10 
13 
13 
50 
22 
6 
63 
6 
13 
11 
30 
43 
10 
16 
11 
25 
34 
6 
25 
45 
15 
11 
12 
14 
14 
47 
4 
38 
12 
32 
41 
122 
121 
945 
•Figure in bracket shows percentage to total paddy sellers 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
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Table 4.8 also reveals that village traders, who dealing with paddy trade are on the 
second position. Their average participation is 42.65 per cent that varies market to market 
from 15.38 per cent in Rampur Kalan to 66.27 per cent in Bharatpur. It is due to agro-
socio-economic conditions of the particular market catchment area. Among the selected 
markets, more than 50 per cent markets have been recorded, in which the percentage of 
village traders is higher than that of average (42.65 per cent). They are Pipriya Harchand 
(60 per cent), Narautha (46.15 per cent), Jawan (50 per cent), Sindhauli (47.62 per cent), 
Nawada Darabast (61.54 per cent), Ukhari (45.45 per cent), Dabhaura (60 per cent), 
Bauri (62.50 per cent), Brah Mohabbatpur (45.45 per cent), Rajpura (48 per cent), 
Bhatpvira (47.06 per cent), Nigohi Khas (50 per cent), Barua Patti (64 per cent), Rawatpur 
(48.89 per cent), Parasin (53.33 per cent), Padaincha (63.64 per cent), Sehra Mau South 
(58.33 per cent), Kaneg (57.14 per cent), Zarenpur (52.63 per cent), Bharatpur (66.67 per 
cent), Bajhera (56.25 per cent). It is due to fact that the paddy village traders in rural 
spaces of the study area visit the remote villages to collect the raw paddy at lower prices 
and sell it in these periodic markets to get monetary benefit. The highest proportion of 
paddy village traders (66.67 per cent) is found in Bharatpur because it is located in the 
interior area from the main roads in vicinity of the Ganga river. There is tremendous 
distribution of newer alluvial soils, which are suitable for the paddy production. 
However, abundance of Patel (long grass) in the surrounding riverine lands, poor road 
connectivity from the threshold villages and robbery in the way trim down the direct 
participation of producer sellers. Therefore, due to these spatial characteristics, village 
traders are the suitable option for rural residents to dispose off their surplus. These village 
traders supply their purchased paddy to big traders in this market. 
The participation of paddy urban sellers is meagre (1.59 per cent) in the selected 
periodic markets. It is because that mostly paddy is grown in rural areas which are away 
from the urban centres. Moreover, during the paddy-harvesting period, the other earning 
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opportunities such as making and selling toys, sweets are available in towns and their 
influence region. These spatio-temporal factors reduce the share of urban sellers in paddy 
trading in the periodic markets of study area. 
4.2.4 Pulses Sellers 
Table 4.5 also illustrates that the average proportion of pulses sellers is 6.82 per 
cent in the selected periodic markets. It is uneven in different markets due to nature and 
location of the periodic markets. It is 3.9 per cent in Narautha and 12.77 per cent in 
Sindhauli. Among 34 selected markets, 17 markets are in which proportion of pulses 
sellers is higher than that of average (6.82 per cent). They are Bhatpura (12.77 per cent), 
Padaincha (11.76 per cent), Nawada Darabast (10.94 per cent), Rampur Kalan (10.94 per 
cent), Powayan (9.52 per cent), Rajpura (9.39 per cent), Khudaganj (9.37 per cent), 
Sindhauli (8.84 per cent), Pipriya Harchand (8.69 per cent), Sehra Mau South (8.16 per 
cent), Alampur (8.11 per cent), Zarenpur (8.11 per cent), Khutar (7.89 per cent), Brah 
Mohabbatpur (7.69 per cent), Kaneg (7.27 per cent), Mohiuddinpur (7.25 per cent), and 
Barua Patti (7.06 per cent). It is because of market location, nature of catchment area of 
the market where generally pulses are produced by marginal and small producers. They 
sell their products direct, either as producer sellers or to village traders who carried the 
pulses from the hinterland of markets. However, the markets are located near the towns 
where the participation of pulses urban sellers is also high such as in Rampur Kalan. 
4.2.4.1 Participation of Different Pulses Sellers 
Table 4.9 shows participation of various kinds of pulses sellers in the selected 
periodic markets. It is clear from the table that producer sellers, village traders, and urban 
traders have their participation by 17 per cent, 47.75 per cent, and 35.25 per cent to the 
total sellers in the selected markets on an average. The average participation of producer 
sellers is the lowest (17 per cent) in the studied markets. It reflects that the production of 
pulses is small in the study area (District statistical Magazine, 2005). 
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Table 4.9 
Participation of Different Pulses Sellers in Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
U 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
Periodic Markets 
Mohiuddinpur 
Pipriya Harchand 
Narautha 
Rampur Kalan 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Jawan 
Sindhauli 
Alampur 
Nawada Darabast 
Ukhari 
Khudaganj 
MiranpurKatra 
Dabhoura 
Bauri 
Brah Mohabbatpur 
Rajpura 
Bhatpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Barua Patti 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Padaincha 
Sehra Mau South 
Kaneg 
Rosa 
Raflabad Kalan 
Paraur 
Zarenpur 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Budhawana 
Jalalabad 
Allahganj 
TP A 1 
Total 
Producer Sellers 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
0 
4 
1 
0 
6 
6 
1 
1 
2 
0 
0 
4 
2 
4 
2 
4 
4 
6 
6 
68 
(20) 
0 
0 
(14.29) 
0 
(12.5) 
0 
(5.71) 
(33.33) 
(28.57) 
(25) 
(11.11) 
(10) 
(20) 
(16.67) 
0 
(20) 
(16.67) 
0 
(23.08) 
(21.43) 
(25) 
(16.67) 
(25) 
0 
0 
(28.57) 
(40) 
(33.33) 
(25) 
(20) 
(25) 
(19.35) 
(25) 
(17) 
Village 
3 
4 
3 
5 
2 
6 
2 
25 
2 
4 
3 
2 
3 
4 
4 
4 
10 
4 
8 
12 
8 
3 
4 
4 
4 
6 
8 
3 
6 
6 
10 
6 
5 
8 
191 
Traders 
(60) 
(100) 
(100) 
(71.42) 
(11.11) 
(75) 
(100) 
(71.43) 
(66.67) 
(57.14) 
(75) 
(11.11) 
(15) 
(80) 
(66.67) 
(80) 
(50) 
(66.66) 
(80) 
(46.15) 
(28.57) 
(75) 
(66.66) 
(50) 
(100) 
(75) 
(57.14) 
(60) 
(50) 
(75) 
(50) 
(37.5) 
(16.13) 
(33.33) 
(47.75) 
Urban Traders 
1 
0 
0 
1 
16 
1 
0 
8 
0 
1 
0 
14 
15 
0 
1 
1 
6 
1 
2 
8 
14 
0 
I 
2 
0 
2 
2 
0 
2 
0 
6 
6 
20 
10 
141 
(20) 
0 
0 
(14.29) 
(88.89) 
(12.5) 
0 
(22.86) 
0 
(14.29) 
0 
(77.78) 
(75) 
0 
(16.67) 
(20) 
(30) 
(16.67) 
(20) 
(30.77) 
(50) 
0 
(16.67) 
(25) 
0 
(25) 
(14.29) 
0 
(16.67) 
0 
(30) 
(37.5) 
(64.52) 
(41.67) 
(35.25) 
All 
5 
4 
3 
7 
18 
8 
2 
35 
3 
7 
4 
18 
20 
5 
6 
5 
20 
6 
10 
26 
28 
4 
6 
8 
4 
8 
14 
5 
12 
8 
20 
16 
31 
24 
400 
^Figure in bracket shows percentage to total pulses sellers 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
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That is why the pulses are carried by small number of producers in these markets. 
The durable nature of small size of marketable surplus also discourages the producer 
sellers to visit these markets for selling pulses. Out of 34 studied markets, 8 markets, in 
which arrival of pulses producer sellers is nil. They are Pipriya Harchand, Narautha, 
Khutar, Jawan, Brah Mohabbatpur, Nigohi Khas, Kaneg, and Rosa. However, the average 
proportion of village traders is the highest (47.75 per cent to total pulses sellers) in the 
selected periodic markets. It is due to rural traders who are itinerant traders or landless 
labourers, visit remote villages where pulses cultivation is in practice to purchase them at 
lower prices or exchange from other commodities. These purchased pulses are carried by 
them in the periodic markets for selling. In this way, they get profit and make employed 
themselves throughout the year. That is why the share of pulses village traders is more 
than that of average (47.75 per cent) in 3/4th selected markets. They are Mohiuddinpur 
(60 per cent), Pipriya Harchand (100 per cent), Narautha (100 per cent), Rampur Kalan 
(71.42 per cent), Powayan (75 per cent), Jawan (100 per cent), Sindhauli (71.43 per cent), 
Alampur (66.67 per cent), Nawada Darabast (57.14 per cent), Ukhari (75 per cent), 
Dabhaura (80 per cent), Bauri (80 per cent), Rajpura (50 per cent), Bhatpura (66.66 per 
cent), Nigohi Khas (80 per cent), Parasin (75 per cent), Padaincha (66.66 per cent), Sehra 
Mau South (50 per cent), Kaneg (100 per cent), Rosa (75 per cent), Rafiabad Kalan 
(57.14 per cent), Paraur (60 per cent), Zarenpur (50 per cent), Bharatpur (75 per cent), 
and Bajhera (50 per cent). 
Moreover, the participation of urban pulses traders is 35.25 per cent to total 
pulses traders in the selected markets. Out of 34 selected periodic markets, there are 10 
markets, in which no pulses urban traders has been recorded. On the other hand, 17 
markets have their participation below the average (35.25 per cent) while in 7 markets, it 
is higher than 60 per cent. They are Khutar (88.89 per cent), Khudaganj (77.78 per cent), 
Miranpur Katra (75 per cent), Rawatpur (50 per cent), Budhawana (37.5 per cent). 
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Jalalabad (64.52 per cent), and Allahganj (41.67 per cent). These markets are situated 
either in the towns and their periphery areas or on roads. Here, the urban traders transact 
pulses in two ways. Firstly, they purchase the pulses from other traders and sell in the 
same markets. Secondly, the traders purchase the pulses from the regulated or other 
periodic markets and sell them in these periodic markets for the requirement of the 
markets and their catchment areas. 
4.2.5 Oilseed Sellers 
The average participation of oilseed sellers is 15.75 per cent in the selected 
periodic markets (table 4.5). It varies from 3.59 per cent to 34.35 per cent in the different 
markets. Among 14 markets, the proportion of oilseed sellers has been recorded above 
the average (15.75 per cent). They are Pipriya Harchand (34.35 per cent), Ukhari (23.88 
per cent), Dabhauia (23.53 per cent), Rafiabad Kalan (23.29 per cent), Rawatpur (21.48 
per cent), Miranpur Katra (20.16 per cent), Budhawana (19.48 per cent), Padaincha 
(19,61 per cent), Zarenpur (18.92 per cent), Rajpura (18.78 per cent), Khudaganj (18.75 
per cent), Bharatpur (17.79 per cent), and Parasin (17.46 per cent). The higher 
participation of oilseed sellers in these market centres is attributed to mainly the size of 
holding of producer sellers who are usually marginal and land less farmers. 
4.2.5.1 Participation of Different Oilseed Sellers 
Table 4.10 shows the participation of oilseed traders in the selected periodic 
markets. The table also indicates that the percentage of different kinds oilseed sellers to 
total oilseed traders. The average percentage of oilseed producer sellers is 67.49 per cent. 
It is followed by village traders (22.64 per cent) and urban traders (9.86 per cent) 
respectively. The share of oilseed producer sellers ranges in different selected periodic 
markets from 35.71 per cent in Khutar to 100 per cent in Jawan. However, it is more than 
that of average (67.49 per cent) in the 22 markets. They are Mohiuddinpur (83.33 per 
cent), Pipriya Harchand (100 per cent), Narautha (71.43 per cent), Rampur Kalan 
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Table 4.10 
Participation of Different Oilseed Sellers in Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
S.N. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
Periodic Markets 
Mohiuddinpur 
Pipriya Harchand 
Narautha 
Rampur Kalan 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Jawan 
Sindhauli 
Alampur 
Nawada Darabast 
Ukhari 
Khudaganj 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Bauri 
Brah Mohabbatpur 
Rajpura 
Bhatpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Barua Patti 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Padaincha 
Sehra Mau South 
Kaneg 
Rosa 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Paraur 
Zarenpur 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Budhawana 
Jalalabad 
Allahganj 
Total 
Producer Sellers 
10 
2 
5 
6 
10 
4 
6 
30 
4 
8 
12 
20 
25 
15 
8 
6 
20 
2 
15 
40 
60 
10 
8 
12 
5 
2 
60 
8 
20 
20 
30 
40 
50 
50 
623 
(83.33) 
(100) 
(71.43) 
(85.71) 
(35.71) 
(66.67) 
(100) 
(65.21) 
(80) 
(80) 
(75) 
(55.56) 
(50) 
(75) 
(80) 
(75) 
(50) 
(100) 
(68.18) 
(66.67) 
(66.67) 
(90.91) 
(80) 
(85.71) 
(83.33) 
(33.33) 
(73.17) 
(88.89) 
(71.43) 
(95.24) 
(75) 
(75.47) 
(55.56) 
(71.43) 
(67.49) 
Village Traders 
2 
0 
2 
1 
12 
2 
0 
15 
1 
2 
4 
10 
10 
5 
2 
2 
16 
0 
6 
15 
20 
1 
2 
2 
1 
0 
20 
1 
6 
1 
8 
10 
20 
10 
209 
(16.67) 
0 
(28.57) 
(14.29) 
(42.86) 
(33.33) 
0 
(32.61) 
(20) 
(20) 
(25) 
(27.78) 
(20) 
(25) 
(20) 
(25) 
(40) 
0 
(27.27) 
(25) 
(22.22) 
(9.09) 
(20) 
(14.29) 
(16.67) 
0 
(24.39) 
(11.11) 
(21.43) 
(4.76) 
(20) 
(18.87) 
(22.22) 
(14.28) 
(22.64) 
Urban Traders 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
6 
15 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 
1 
5 
10 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
2 
0 
2 
0 
2 
3 
20 
10 
91 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(21.43) 
0 
0 
(2.17) 
0 
0 
0 
(16.67) 
(30) 
0 
0 
0 
(10) 
0 
(4.55) 
(8.33) 
(11.11) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(66.67) 
(2.43) 
0 
(7.14) 
0 
(5) 
(5.66) 
(22.22) 
(14.28) 
((9.86) 
All 
12 
2 
7 
7 
28 
6 
6 
46 
5 
10 
16 
36 
50 
20 
10 
8 
40 
2 
22 
60 
90 
11 
10 
14 
6 
6 
82 
9 
28 
21 
40 
53 
90 
70 
923 
•Figure in bracket shows percentage to total oilseed sellers 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
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(85.71 per cent), Jawan (100 per cent), Alampur (80 per cent), Nawada Darabast (80 per 
cent), Ukhari (75 per cent), Bauri (80 per cent), Barah Mohabbatpur (75 per cent), 
Bhatpura (100 per cent), Parasin (90.91 per cent), Padaincha (80 per cent), Sehra Mau 
South (85.71 per cent), Kaneg (83.33 per cent), Rafiabad Kalan (73.17 per cent), Paraur 
(88.89 per cent), Zarenpur (71.43 per cent), Bharatpur (95.24 per cent), Bajhera (75 per 
cent), Budhawana (75.47 per cent), and Allahganj (71.43 per cent). It is due to a 
tremendous population of cultivators belongs to small, marginal, and landless segments 
in the study area. They produce different kinds of oilseeds, i.e., mustard, groundnut, alsi 
(linseed), til (sesame), sunflower and soya bean in both rabi and kharif crops season. Due 
to comparatively higher price value of oilseeds than that of other crops and quick cash, 
the producers prefer to sell them directly in the periodic markets. However, farm 
production, time, distance, means of transportation and socio-economic condition of 
producer also play important role in the marketing of oilseeds. Besides, in category of 
oilseed producer sellers, some big farmers have also been noted during the field survey. 
The table 4,10 illustrates that the average participation of oilseed village traders is 
22.64 per cent that varies market to market from 4.76 per cent in Bharatpur to 42.86 per 
cent in Khutar. However, no village trader has been recorded in Bhatpura, Rosa, Pipriya 
Harchand, and Jawan. 
The table 4.10 also reveals that oilseed urban traders are on the third rank. Their 
average participation to the total oilseed sellers is 9.86 percent. It is not homogeneous in 
selected periodic markets. It is zero in the 20 markets, and in the remaining 14 markets 
from 2.17 per cent to 6.67 per cent. Good road connectivity and location of market in the 
towns or in their vicinity make the more concentration of oilseed urban traders such as 
66.27 per cent in Rosa, 30 per cent in Miranpur Katra, 22.22 per cent in Jalalabad, 21.43 
per cent in Khutar, 16.67 per cent in Khudaganj, 14.28 per cent in Allahganj and 11.11 
per cent in Rawatpur. 
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4.2.6 Fruit Sellers 
The table 4.5 shows the average proportion of fruit sellers is 9.84 per cent in 
selected periodic markets. It varies from 4.4 per cent in Alampur and Rafiabad Kalan to 
19.35 per cent in Bajhera. The higher share of fruit sellers are found more than average 
(9.84 per cent) in those markets, which are situated, either near the production regions or 
in the periphery of towns. They are Mohiuddinpur (15.94 per cent), Pipriya Harchand 
(17.39 per cent), Rampur Kalan (12.5 per cent), Powayan (11.9 per cent), Sindhauli (10.1 
per cent), Khudaganj (15.63 per cent), Miranpur Katra (14.11 per cent), Dabhaura (14.12 
per cent), Barua Patti (10.05 per cent), Parasin (11.11 per cent), Kaneg (10.91 per cent), 
Bajhera (19.35 per cent), and Jalalabad (10.47 per cent). 
4.2.6.1 Participation of Different Fruit Sellers 
Table 4.11 shows the participation of fruit sellers in selected periodic markets. 
The table also explains proportion of the different fruit sellers such as producer sellers 
(15.93 per cent), village traders (46.38 per cent), and urban traders (37.69 per cent). The 
highest average proportion of fruit village traders (46.38 per cent) is recorded in the 
selected periodic markets. Their participation shows spatial variation from market to 
market. It is neutral (0 per cent) in Miranpur Katra and Khutar but fully fledge 
participation (100 per cent) in Narautha, Rampur Kalan, Powayan, Alampur, Bauri, 
Bhatpura, Padaincha and Kaneg. It has been found during the field survey that mostly 
village traders are itinerant by nature. They purchase fruits from the cultivated area in the 
season of summer when local fruits are in demand but in other seasons purchase from 
urban centres to sell in the markets. 
The table illustrates that the average proportion of urban traders is 37.69 per cent 
to total sellers dealing with fruits in the selected markets. They have second rank. Their 
proportion is not equal in every periodic market. It has been recorded higher in Miranpur 
Katra (91.43 per cent), Khutar (90 per cent), Khudaganj (90 per cent) Rosa (90 per cent). 
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Table 4.11 
Participation of Different Fruit Sellers in Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
Periodic Markets 
Mohiuddinpur 
Pipriya Harchand 
Narautha 
Rampur Kalan 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Jawan 
Sindhauli 
Alampur 
Nawada Darabast 
Ukhari 
Khudaganj 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Bauri 
Brah Mohabbatpur 
Rajpura 
Bhatpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Barua Patti 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Padaincha 
Sehra Mau South 
Kaneg 
Rosa 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Paraur 
Zarenpur 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Budhawana 
Jalalabad 
Allahganj 
Total 
Producer Sellers 
0 
1 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
8 
0 
1 
2 
1 
3 
4 
0 
1 
4 
0 
2 
7 
6 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
4 
2 
3 
3 
20 
5 
5 
4 
90 
0 
(12.5) 
0 
0 
(10) 
0 
0 
(20) 
0 
(20) 
(40) 
(3.33) 
(8.57) 
(33.34) 
0 
(16.67) 
(25) 
0 
(16.67) 
(18.92) 
(16.67) 
(14.29) 
0 
(12.5) 
0 
0 
(21.05) 
(25) 
(23.08) 
(30) 
(33.33) 
(27.78) 
(8.33) 
(12.12) 
(15.93) 
Village Traders 
10 (90.91) 
6 
5 
8 
0 
10 
3 
30 
2 
4 
3 
2 
0 
8 
6 
5 
8 
3 
9 
14 
12 
6 
3 
7 
6 
1 
14 
6 
10 
7 
40 
10 
2 
2 
262 
(75) 
(100) 
(100) 
0 
(100) 
(100) 
(75) 
(100) 
(80) 
(60) 
(6.67) 
0 
(66.67) 
(100) 
(83.33) 
(50) 
(100) 
(75) 
(37.84) 
(33.33) 
(85.71) 
(100) 
(87.5) 
(100) 
(10) 
(73.68) 
(75) 
(76.92) 
(70) 
(66.67) 
(55.56) 
(3.33) 
(6.06) 
(46.38) 
Urban Traders 
1 (9.09) 
1 
0 
0 
18 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
27 
32 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 
1 
16 
18 
0 
0 
0 
0 
9 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
53 
27 
213 
(12.5) 
0 
0 
(90) 
0 
0 
(5) 
0 
0 
0 
(90) 
(91.43) 
0 
0 
0 
(25) 
0 
(8.33) 
(43.24) 
(50) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(90) 
(5.26) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(16.66) 
(88.33) 
(81.82) 
(37.69) 
All 
11 
8 
5 
8 
20 
10 
3 
40 
2 
5 
5 
30 
35 
12 
6 
6 
16 
3 
12 
37 
36 
7 
3 
8 
6 
10 
19 
8 
13 
10 
60 
18 
60 
33 
565 
•Figure in bracket shows percentage to total fruit sellers 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
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Jalalabad (88.33 per cent), Allahganj (81.82 per cent), Rawatpur (50 per cent), Barua 
Patti (43.24 per cent). It is because that these markets are located in the towns or their 
periphery. Generally, fruits flow from urban areas to rural spaces for exchange and 
consumption. 
The participation of fruit producer sellers is the lowest (15.93 per cent) to total 
crop sellers in selected periodic markets (table 4.11). The study area is backward in 
horticulture development and production of fruits. However, mango and riverine fruits, 
i.e., watermelon, muskmelon, and cucumber are cultivated in rural masses in the flood 
catchment areas of the rivers. Producer sellers carry their surplus by bullock carts and 
tractor-trolleys in the periodic markets and sell them at cheap prices either in heaps or 
one by one. That is why those markets are situated in the vicinity of the rivers, have 
proportion of the producer sellers more than mean (15.93 per cent). They are Ukhari (40 
per cent), Dabhaura (33.34 per cent), Bajhera (33.33 per cent), Bharatpur (30 per cent), 
Budhawana (27.78 per cent), Rajpura ( 25 per cent), Paraur (25 per cent) , Zarenpur 
(23.08 per cent), Rafiabad Kalan (21.05 per cent), Sindhauli (20 per cent), Nawada 
Darabast (20 per cent), Barua Patti (18.92 per cent), Rawatpur ( 16.67 per cent), and 
Brah Mohabbatpur (16.66 per cent). 
4.3 Participation of Crop Producer Sellers and Non-Producer Sellers 
Table 4.12 reveals participation of producer and non-producer crop sellers to 
total crop sellers in the selected markets. There is 19.47 per cent share of producer sellers 
and 80.53 per cent share of non-producer sellers. However, the participation of producer 
sellers (19.47 per cent) is not homogenous in the selected markets. It varies market to 
market from 3,69 per cent in Rosa to 64.86 per cent in Alampur. It is more than average 
(19.47 per cent) in 23 periodic markets. They are Mohiuddinpur (21.74 per cent), Pipriya 
Harchand (19.56 per cent), Rampur Kalan (20.31 per cent), Powayan( 22.62 per cent), 
Jawan (29.27 per cent), Alampur (64.86 per cent), Nawada Darabast (20.31 per cent). 
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Table 4.12 
Participation of Crop Producer and Non-Producer Sellers in Selected Periodic 
Markets, 2005-06 
S.No. Periodic Markets Producer Sellers Non-Producer Sellers 
Total 1141 (19.47) 4720 
•Figure in bracket shows percentage to total crop sellers 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
(80.53) 
All 
Traders 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
Mohiuddinpur 
Pipriya Harchand 
Narautha 
Rampur Kalan 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Jawan 
Sindhauli 
Alampur 
Nawada Darabast 
Ukhari 
Khudaganj 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Bauri 
Brah Mohabbatpur 
Rajpura 
Bhatpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Barua Patti 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Padaincha 
Sehra Mau South 
Kaneg 
Rosa 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Paraur 
Zarenpur 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Budhawana 
Jalalabad 
Allahganj 
15 
9 
14 
13 
27 
19 
12 
61 
24 
13 
19 
26 
35 
20 
20 
19 
40 
11 
25 
73 
86 
18 
13 
19 
12 
6 
88 
24 
40 
33 
59 
53 
87 
108 
(21.74) 
(19.56) 
(18.18) 
(20.31) 
(11.84) 
(22.62) 
(29.27) 
(15.4) 
(64.86) 
(20.31) 
(28.36) 
(13.54) 
(14.11) 
(23.53) 
(21.51) 
(29.23) 
(18.78) 
(23.4) 
(15.92) 
(19.84) 
(20.52) 
(28.57) 
(25.49) 
(19.39) 
(21.82) 
(3.59) 
(25) 
(27.91) 
(27.03) 
(27.97) 
(19.03) 
(19.48) 
(15.18) 
(21.26) 
54 
37 
63 
51 
201 
65 
29 
335 
13 
51 
48 
166 
213 
65 
73 
46 
173 
36 
132 
295 
333 
45 
38 
79 
43 
161 
264 
62 
108 
85 
251 
219 
486 
400 
(78.26) 
(80.44) 
(81.82) 
(79.69 
(88.16) 
(77.38) 
(70.73) 
(84.59) 
(35.14) 
(79.69) 
(71.64) 
(86.46) 
(85.89) 
(76.47) 
(78.49) 
(70.77) 
(81.22) 
(76.59) 
(84.08) 
(80.16) 
(79.48) 
(71.43) 
(74.51) 
(80.61) 
(78.18) 
(96.41) 
(75) 
(72.09) 
(72.97) 
(72.03) 
(80.97) 
(80.52) 
(84.82) 
(78.74) 
69 
46 
77 
64 
228 
84 
41 
396 
37 
64 
67 
192 
248 
85 
93 
65 
213 
47 
157 
368 
419 
63 
51 
98 
55 
167 
352 
86 
148 
118 
310 
272 
573 
508 
5861 
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Ukhari (28.36 per cent), Dabhaura (23.53 per cent), Baud (21.51 per cent), Brah 
Mohabbatpur (29.23 per cent), Bhatpura (23.4 per cent), Barua Patti (19.84 per cent), 
Rawatpur (20.52 per cent), Parasin (28.57 per cent), Padaincha (25.49 per cent), Kaneg 
(21.82 per cent), Rafiabad Kalan (25 per cent), Paraur (27.91 per cent), Zarenpur (27.03 
per cent), Bharatpur (27.97 per cent), Budhawana (19.48 per cent), and Allahganj (21.26 
per cent). It is because that participation of small and marginal producer sellers is in the 
majority in the transaction of agro-products in periodic markets. 
The average participation of crop non-producer sellers (80.53 per cent) in selected 
periodic markets. It is high due to prevailing unemployment and under employment in the 
study area. It has already been mentioned that ZIA^ of workforce in the study area is 
engaged in agriculture activities but a lion's share of them is marginal workers (land less 
and casual labourers). 
They trade crops in the periodic markets for their livelihood or supplement for 
income to sustain their lives. Their proportion varies market to market from 35.14 per 
cent in Alampur to 96.41 per cent in Rosa. The highest participation of non-producer 
sellers (96.41 per cent) lies in Rosa because of urban location and dealing with vegetables 
and food grains. They purchase these marketable commodities from the regulated 
markets or producers from the fringe area of the city and sell in this market. The table 
also highlights that there are only 11 markets, in which the share of non-producer sellers 
is more than that of average (80.53 per cent). They are Narautha (81.82 per cent), Khutar 
(88.16 per cent), Sindhauli (84.59 per cent), Khudaganj (86.46 per cent), Miranpur Katra 
(85.89 per cent), Rajpura (81.22 per cent), Nigohi Khas (84.08 per cent), Sehra Mau 
South (80.61 per cent), Rosa (96.41 per cent), Bajhera (80.97 per cent), and Jalalabad 
(84.82 per cent). Because, above markets are situated in urban areas or in their periphery. 
They are the main production and supply centres of vegetables in the study area. 
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4.3.1 Holding-wise Participation of Crop Producer Sellers 
Size of holding and participation of producer sellers in the periodic markets has 
inverse relationship, i.e., higher concentration of producer sellers belong to lower size of 
land holdings (Khan, N. et al. 2006)'. 
Table 4.13 shows holding wise participation of producer sellers selected in 
periodic markets. It indicates different categories of landholders such as landless and 
marginal farmers (below than 1 hectare), small farmers (1-2 hectares), semi-medium 
farmers (2-4 hectares), medium and big farmers (above the 4 hectares). The table shows 
more than 95 per cent crop producer sellers belong to marginal, small, and semi-medium 
categories of farmers who have holding less than 4 hectares while only less than 5 per 
cent are from medium and big farmers (above the 4 hectares). 
The individual category of marginal farmers is on top rank (50.57 per cent) 
among total participation of producer sellers in selected periodic markets. It is followed 
by small farmers (34.01 per cent), semi-mediiun farmers (10.95 per cent), medium and 
big farmers (4.47 per cent). 
The proportion of marginal landholders varies market to market from 26.85 per 
cent to 83,33 per cent. These markets are the chief centres for the marginal and land less 
fanners to agro-commodities exchange, and meeting places where they discuss the 
agricultural, political, and regional issues. This is why out of 34 selected periodic 
markets; the share of marginal farmers is higher than that of average (50.57 per cent) in 
25 markets. It is 66.67 per cent in Mohiuddinpur, 77.78 per cent in Pipriya Harchand, 
62.29 per cent in Narautha, 57.14 per cent in Rampur Kalan, 57.89 per cent in Powayan, 
66.67 per cent in Jawan, 68.85 per cent in Sindhauli, 64.17 per cent in Alampur, 61.54 
per cent in Nawada Darabast, 63.16 per cent in Ukhari, 75 per cent in Dabhaura, 
Khan, N. et al. (2006). Livestock Marketing and Diversification of Agriculture. Vista Publishing 
House, Delhi 
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Table 4.13 
Holding wise Distribution of Crop Producer Sellers in Selected Periodic Markets, 
2005-06 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
Periodic 
Markets 
Mohiuddinpur 
Pipriya 
Harchand 
Narautha 
Rampur Kalan 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Jawan 
Sindhauli 
Alampur 
Nawada 
Darabast 
Ukhari 
Khudaganj 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Bauri 
Brah 
Mohabbatpur 
Rajpura 
Bhatpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Barua Patti 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Padaincha 
Sehra Mau 
South 
Kaneg 
Rosa 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Paraur 
Zarenpur 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Budhawana 
Jalalabad 
Allahganj 
Total 
Below 
1 Hectare 
10 (66.67) 
7 
9 
8 
12 
11 
8 
42 
13 
8 
12 
10 
15 
15 
14 
10 
23 
8 
13 
36 
42 
11 
8 
11 
8 
5 
36 
17 
22 
14 
32 
28 
30 
29 
577 
(77.78) 
(64.29) 
(57.14) 
(44.44) 
(57.89) 
(66.67) 
(68.85) 
(64.17) 
(61.54) 
(63.16) 
(38.46) 
(42.86) 
(75) 
(70) 
(52.63) 
(57.5) 
(72.73) 
(52) 
(49.31) 
(48.84) 
(61.11) 
(61.54) 
(57.89) 
(66.67) 
(83.33) 
(40.9) 
(70.83) 
(55) 
(42.42) 
(54.24) 
(52.83) 
(34.48) 
(26.85) 
(50.57) 
1-2 Hectares 
4 
2 
5 
4 
9 
5 
3 
14 
8 
4 
5 
10 
12 
4 
5 
8 
11 
3 
8 
23 
32 
6 
4 
6 
4 
1 
32 
4 
11 
15 
21 
16 
40 
49 
388 
(26.67) 
(22.22) 
(35.71) 
(30.77) 
(33.33) 
(26.32) 
(25) 
(22.95) 
(33.33) 
(30.77) 
(26.32) 
(38.46) 
(34.28) 
(20) 
(25) 
(42.1) 
(27.5) 
(27.27) 
(32) 
(31.51) 
(37.21) 
(33.33) 
(30.76) 
(31.58) 
(33.33) 
(16.67) 
(36.36) 
(16.67) 
(27.5) 
(45.45) 
(35.59) 
(30.19) 
(45.98) 
(45.37) 
(34.01) 
2-4 Hectares 
1 
0 
0 
1 
3 
3 
1 
3 
2 
1 
2 
4 
4 
1 
1 
1 
6 
0 
3 
9 
9 
1 
1 
2 
0 
0 
13 
2 
5 
3 
5 
7 
12 
19 
125 
(6.66) 
0 
0 
(7.69) 
(11.11) 
(15.79) 
(8.33) 
(4.92) 
(8.33) 
(7.69) 
(10.52) 
(15.38) 
(11.43) 
(5) 
(5) 
(5.26) 
(15) 
0 
(12) 
(12.33) 
(10.46) 
(5.56) 
(7.69) 
(10.52) 
0 
0 
(14.77) 
(8.33) 
(12.5) 
(9.09) 
(8.47) 
(13.21) 
(13.79) 
(17.59) 
(10.95) 
Above 
4 Hectares 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
2 
1 
0 
0 
2 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
5 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
7 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
5 
11 
51 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(11.11) 
0 
0 
(3.28) 
(4.17) 
0 
0 
(7.69) 
(11.43) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(4) 
(6.85) 
(3.49) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(7.95) 
(4.17) 
(5) 
(3.03) 
(1.69) 
(3.77) 
(5.75) 
(10.18) 
(4.47) 
All 
15 
9 
14 
13 
27 
19 
12 
61 
24 
13 
19 
26 
35 
20 
20 
19 
40 
11 
25 
73 
86 
18 
13 
19 
12 
6 
88 
24 
40 
33 
59 
53 
87 
108 
1141 
•Figure in bracket shows percentage to total producer sellers 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
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70 per cent in Bauri, 52.63 per cent in Brah Mohabbatpur, 57.5 per cent in Rajpura, 72.73 
per cent in Bhatpura, 52 per cent in Nigohi Khas, 61.11 per cent in Parasin, 61.54 per 
cent in Padaincha, 57.89 per cent in Sehra Mau South, 66.67 per cent in Kaneg, 83.33 
per cent in Rosa, 70.83 per cent in Paraur, 55 per cent in Zarenpur, 54.24 per cent in 
Bajhera, 52.83 per cent in Budhawana. 
The participation of small landholders (34.01 per cent to total producer sellers) 
is on second position in the selected periodic markets (table 4,13). It ranges from 20 per 
cent in Dabhaura to 45.98 per cent in Jalalabad. The proportion of small farmers is more 
than average (34.01 per cent) in 10 markets. They are Narautha (35.71 per cent), 
Khudaganj (38.46 per cent), Miranpur Katra (34.28 per cent), Brah Mohabbatpur (42.10 
per cent), Rawatpur (37.21 per cent), Rafiabad Kalan (36.36 per cent), Bharatpur (42.42 
per cent), Bajhera (35.59 per cent), Jalalabad (45.98 per cent), and AUahganj (45.37 per 
cent). It is due to the remote location of the markets as well as non-availability of the 
regulated markets, the small and marginal farmers sell their surplus in these periodic 
markets. 
Contrary to it, Jalalabad has the highest proportion of small farmers (45.98 per 
cent) despite existence of regulated and well connectivity. The subsistence agriculture in 
the fringe area is one of the most important factors that encourage the small farmers' 
participation in this market. Moreover, Good road connectivity from the surrounding 
villages, quick cash, fair prices for agro-crops and good trade services are the pull factors, 
especially for the small, marginal, and landless farmers to dispose off the crops in this 
periodic market. 
The table also illustrates that the participation of medium and big farmers is lower 
in the periodic markets because they sell their agro-surplus in fields (farm gate sale) or 
carry to regulated markets. Their share is 4.47 per cent to the total producer sellers in the 
studied markets. 
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4.4 Price Structure of Different Crops 
In periodic markets, the prices of commodities are affected by location of market, 
characteristics of hinterland, nature of demand and supply of goods, durability of 
commodities, accessibility and transportation cost. Table 4.14 and 4.15 highlight the 
average annual retail prices of different agricultural crops during 2005-06 in the selected 
periodic markets. There are average prices for w^ heat Rs.7.30 per kg, paddy Rs.8.45 per 
kg, pulses Rs. 15.99 per kg, oilseeds Rs. 15.64 per kg, potato Rs.3.77 per kg, onion 
Rs.6.73 per kg, tomato Rs.5.56 per kg, green chili Rs.9.06 per kg, mango Rs. 11.58 per 
kg, and watermelon Rs.0.38 per kg. 
4.4.1 Price Structure of Wheat 
Table 4.14 reveals that the price of wheat is more than that of average (Rs.7.30 
per kg) in 17 markets. It is Rs.7.8 per kg in Rosa, Rs.7.73 per kg in AUahganj, Rs.7.71 
per kg in Jalalabad, Rs.7.70 per kg in Miranpur Katra, Rs.7.69 per kg in Rafiabad Kalan, 
Rs,7.61 per kg in Powayan, Rs.7.60 per kg in Khutar, Rs.7.55 per kg in Rampur Kalan, 
Rs.7.53 per kg in Khudaganj, Rs.7.51 per kg in Narautha, Rs.7.5 per kg in Mohiuddinpur, 
Rs.7.48 per kg in Pipriya Harchand, and Jawan, Rs.7.47 per kg Sindhauli, Rs.7.42 per kg 
in Rawatpur and Bajhera, Rs.7.35 per kg in Dabhaura and Barua Patti, Rs.7,32 per kg in 
Nawada Darabast and Nigohi Khas. It is due to the high specific demand and good road 
connectivity from cultivation and consumption sphere of the markets. The highest price 
of wheat (Rs.7.80 per kg) is in Rosa. There is the impact of regulated market that is in 
front of it. However, traders purchase wheat in Rosa periodic market, at higher price from 
the producers who carry little surplus in thaella or bori (kinds of small bags) on foot or 
by bicycle. This purchased crop is disposed off in the regulated market. The lowest 
average price of wheat is Rs.6.52 per kg in Bharatpur. It is due to its interior location, 
poor accessibility, good supply, meagre arrival of external traders. 
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Table 4.14 
Price Structure of Wheat, Paddy, Pulses, 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
Periodic Marlcets 
Mohiuddinpur 
Pipriya Harchand 
Narautha 
Rampur Kalan 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Jawan 
Sindhauli 
Aiampur 
Nawada Darabast 
Ukhari 
Khudaganj 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Bauri 
Brah Mohabbatpur 
Rajpura 
Bhatpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Barua Patti 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Padaincha 
Sehra Mau South 
Kaneg 
Rosa 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Paraur 
Zarenpur 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Budhawana 
Jalalabad 
Allahganj 
Total 
and Oilseeds in 
2005-06 
Wlieat 
7.5 
7.48 
7.51 
7.55 
7.6 
7.61 
7.48 
7.47 
7.15 
7.32 
7 
7.53 
7.7 
7.35 
6.9 
7.05 
7.22 
7.12 
7.32 
7.35 
7.42 
6.62 
6.8 
7.15 
7.23 
7.8 
7.69 
6.85 
6.95 
6.52 
7.42 
7.12 
7.71 
7.73 
7.30 
Rice 
8.62 
8.71 
8.65 
8.85 
8.95 
8.67 
8.8 
8.32 
7.96 
8.05 
8.01 
8.45 
8.76 
7.98 
7.85 
8.05 
8.35 
8.53 
8.71 
8.55 
8.74 
7.55 
7.56 
8.56 
8.92 
9.15 
8.85 
8.52 
8.02 
7.51 
8.7 
8.41 
8.95 
8.97 
8.45 
Selected Periodic Markets, 
Pulses 
15.94 
15.81 
15.96 
15.95 
16.12 
15.91 
15.94 
15.82 
15.94 
15.89 
15.86 
16.14 
16.25 
15.84 
15.86 
16.02 
16.01 
15.94 
15.83 
16.1 
16.23 
15.79 
15.82 
16.12 
16.24 
16.52 
15.99 
15.62 
15.64 
15.86 
16.12 
15.94 
16.24 
16.24 
15.99 
Oilseeds 
14.71 
14.23 
14.58 
14.58 
15.23 
15.12 
15.04 
16.11 
15.36 
15.65 
15.24 
16.26 
16.8 
15.42 
15.31 
15.91 
15.92 
15.67 
15.87 
15.97 
16.01 
15.63 
15.79 
15.84 
16.12 
16.23 
15.98 
15.64 
15.62 
15.61 
16.08 
15.85 
16.2 
16.22 
15.64 
* Figure shows retail price in rupee per leg 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
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Table 4.15 
Price Structure of Different Vegetables and Fruits in 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
Periodic Markets 
Mohiuddinpur 
Pipriya Harchand 
Narautha 
Rampur Kalan 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Jawan 
Sindhauli 
Aiampur 
Nawada Darabast 
Ukhari 
Khudaganj 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Bauri 
Brah Mohabbatpur 
Rajpura 
Bhatpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Barua Patti 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Padaincha 
Sehra Mau South 
Kaneg 
Rosa 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Paraur 
Zarenpur 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Budhawana 
Jalalabad 
Allahganj 
Total 
Potato 
3.92 
3.78 
3.84 
3.89 
3.96 
4.01 
3.98 
3.92 
3.45 
3.42 
3.23 
4.05 
4.15 
3.85 
3.68 
3.95 
3.81 
3.46 
3.84 
3.68 
3.99 
3.52 
3.46 
3.95 
4.01 
4.2 
3.89 
3.25 
3.12 
3.01 
3.95 
3.84 
4.12 
4.14 
3.77 
2005-06 
Onion 
7.04 
7.14 
7.01 
6.96 
7.23 
7.14 
6.96 
6.9 
6.85 
6.45 
6.44 
7.12 
7.21 
6.94 
6.52 
6.54 
6.85 
6.81 
6.84 
6.42 
6.46 
6.21 
6.51 
6.05 
6.36 
6.95 
6.94 
6.63 
5.95 
5.92 
6.85 
6.45 
7.11 
7.15 
6.73 
Tomato 
5.94 
5.89 
5.64 
5.98 
6.11 
5.96 
5.89 
5.84 
5.23 
5.34 
4.9 
5.36 
5.49 
5.12 
5.14 
5.34 
5.45 
5.23 
5.4 
5.42 
5.89 
5.84 
5.54 
5.89 
5.89 
6 
5.42 
4.92 
5.12 
5.28 
5.34 
5.46 
5.84 
5.83 
5.56 
Selected Periodic Markets, 
Chilli 
9.04 
9.03 
9.06 
9.11 
9.94 
9.08 
9.04 
9.05 
8.9 
8.86 
8.79 
9.23 
9.84 
8.94 
8.97 
8.96 
9 
8.98 
9.05 
9.03 
9.05 
8.85 
8.86 
9.03 
9.12 
9.45 
8.99 
8.58 
8.84 
8.79 
9.01 
8.96 
9.25 
9.27 
9.06 
Mango 
11.8 
11.5 
11.6 
11.6 
12 
11.5 
11 
11 
11.5 
11.2 
12.2 
12.5 
11 
12 
11.6 
11.7 
11.4 
11.2 
11.3 
11.4 
11.5 
10.5 
10.5 
12 
11.8 
10.5 
12.8 
10.9 
12.4 
12.3 
10.5 
11.8 
12.5 
12.6 
11.58 
Watermelon 
0.5 
0.45 
0.52 
0.46 
0.55 
0.46 
0.42 
0.38 
0.31 
0.25 
0.22 
0.35 
0.56 
0.25 
0.36 
0.42 
0.44 
0.39 
0.41 
0.38 
0.45 
0.22 
0.25 
0.46 
0.5 
0.51 
0.37 
0.24 
0.18 
0.16 
0.43 
0.22 
0.5 
0.41 
0.38 
•Figure shows retail price in rupee per kg. 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
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4.4.2 Price Structure of Paddy 
Table 4.14 also shows the average retail price of paddy (Rs.8.45 per kg) in the 
selected periodic markets. It ranges from Rs.7.51 per kg to Rs.9.l5 per kg to different 
periodic markets. Out of 34 studied markets, there are 14 markets, in which price of 
paddy is lower than the average price (Rs.8.45 per kg). It is Rs.8.35 per kg in Rajpura, 
Rs.8.32 per kg in Sindhauli, Rs.7.96 per kg in Alampur, Rs.8.05 per kg in Nawada 
Darabast, and Barah Mohhabatpur, Rs.8.01 per kg in Ukhari, Rs.7.98 per kg in Dabhaura, 
Rs.7.85 per kg in Bauri, Rs.7.55 per kg in Parasin, Rs.7.56 per kg in Padaincha, Rs.8.02 
per kg in Zarenpur, Rs.7.51 per kg in Bharatpur and Rs.8.41 per kg in Budhawana. These 
markets are located in the paddy cultivation regions. Therefore, much supply, minimum 
transport, and time costs play important role for lower price of paddy. 
4.4.3 Price Structure of Pulses 
Pulses are called the protein of the poor. It has much demand for rural areas but 
due to the low production in the study area, their price is higher in the selected periodic 
markets where the average price of pulses is Rs. 15.99 per kg (table 4.13). It has been 
noted during the field investigation that due to different socio-spatial factors such as 
participation of lower strata of population, availability of pulses, and location of markets 
in the cultivation sphere, the price of pulses varies from Rs. 15.62 per kg to Rs. 16.52 per 
kg in different markets. The price of pulses below average (Rs. 15.99 per kg) has been 
recorded in the markets. They are Mohiuddinpur (Rs. 15.94 per kg), Pipriya Harchand 
(Rs.15.81 per kg), Narautha (Rs.15.96 per kg), Powayan (Rs.15.91 per kg), Jawan 
(Rs.15.94 per kg), Nigohi Khas (Rs.15.83 per kg), Parasin (Rs.15.79 per kg), Padaincha 
(Rs. 15.82 per kg), Zarenpur (Rs. 15.64 per kg), Budhawana (Rs.15.94 per kg). Equal to 
the average price of pulses (Rs. 15.99 per kg) has been recorded in Rafiabad Kalan. 
However, 13 periodic markets have been recorded in which the prices of pulses are above 
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the mean price. They are mostly located in the pulses deficit regions. The remaining 
markets have the price of pulses equal either equal to average or more than the average 
price (Rs.15.99 per kg). They are Khutar (Rs.16.12 per kg), Khudaganj (Rs.16.14 per kg), 
Miranpur Katra (Rs. 16.25 per kg), Brah Mohabbatpur (Rs. 16.02 per kg), Rajpura 
(Rs. 16.01 per kg), Barua Patti (Rs.16.10 per kg), Rawatpur (Rs. 16.23 per kg), Sehra Mau 
South (Rs.6.12 per kg), Kaneg (Rs. 16.24 per kg), Rosa (Rs. 16.52 per kg), Bajhera 
(Rs.16.12 per kg), Jalalabad (Rs. 16.24 per kg), and Allahganj (Rs. 16.24 per kg). 
4.4.4 Price Structure of Oilseeds 
Table 4.14 indicates that the price of oilseeds in different selected periodic 
markets, in which the average price of oilseeds, is Rs. 15.64 per kg. It is not homogeneous 
in all studied markets. Due to location, supply of oilseeds, nature of market catchment 
area, and availability of edible oil processing units (cottage industries), price of oilseeds 
varies from market to market. It is from Rs. 14.23 per kg in Pipriya Harchand to Rs. 16.80 
per kg in Miranpur Katra. There is the only single market, Paraur in which price of pulses 
(Rs. 15.64 per kg) is equal to the average price. The highest price of oilseeds is noticed in 
Miranpur Katra. It is because that this market has good location in urban area and road 
connectivity with the Bareilly metropolitan and neighbouring towns, i.e., Tilhar and 
Shahjahanpur. There is a great quantity of oilseeds demanded for edible oils by oil mills 
(cottage industries). 
4.4.5 Price Structure of Vegetables 
Table 4.15 reveals that marketwise price structure of vegetables and fruits in the 
selected markets. It is affected by location of the market, socio-agro-economic condition 
of market periphery area, supply and demand, weather and agricultural operation seasons 
and temporal factors. 
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4.4.5.1 Price Structure of Potato 
Table 4.14 highlights the average retail price of potato is Rs.3.77 per kg. It varies 
market to market from Rs.3.1 per kg in Bharatpur to Rs.4.20 per kg in Rosa. It is more 
than Rs.4 per kg in Rosa (Rs.4,2 per kg), Miranpur Katra (Rs.4.15 per kg), Jalalabad 
(Rs.4.12 per kg), Khudaganj (Rs.4.05 per kg), Kaneg and Powayan (Rs.4.01 per kg). 
Their higher price in these markets is due to the high demand for direct consumption as 
well as for different household industries. 
4.4.5.2 Price Structure of Onion 
Onion is an inseparable part of cooking in general, and in study area particular. Its 
average price (Rs.6.73 per kg) has been recorded in selected periodic markets during 
2005-06 (table 4.15). It varies market to market from Rs.5.92 per kg in Bharatpur to 
Rs.7.15 per kg in Allahganj. Price of onion is more than Rs.7 per kg in nine markets 
among the total studied markets due to lower cultivation and production and much 
demand in consumption sphere of markets. These markets are Khutar (Rs.7.23 per kg), 
Miranpur Katra (Rs.7.21 per kg), Pipriya Harchand and Powayan (Rs.7.14 per kg), 
Khudaganj (Rs.7.12 per kg), Jalalabad (Rs.7.11 per kg), Mohiuddinpur (Rs.7.04 per kg), 
and Narautha (Rs.7.01 per kg). 
4.4.5.3 Price Structure of Tomato 
The table 4.15 also shows market wise retail price distribution of tomato. The 
average price of tomato is Rs.5.56 per kg in the selected periodic markets. It has 
marketwise variation from Rs.4.9 per kg to Rs.6.11 per kg. There are 19 markets, in 
which the price of tomato is lower than the average (Rs.5.56 per kg). It is Rs.4.9 per kg in 
Ukhari, Rs.4.92 per kg in Paraur, Rs.5.12 per kg in Zarenpur and Dabhaura, Rs.5.14 per 
kg in Baud, Rs.5.23 per kg in Alampur and Bhatpura, Rs.5.28 per kg in Bharatpur, 
Rs.5.34 per kg in Nawada Darabast, Brah Mohabbatpur and Bharatpur, Rs.5.36 per kg in 
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Khudaganj, Rs.5.40 per kg in Nigohi Khas, Rs.5.42 per kg in Barua Patti and Rafiabad 
Kalan, Rs.5.45 per kg in Kaneg and Rajpura, Rs.5.46 per kg in Budhawana, Rs.5.49 per 
kg Miranpur Katra, and Rs.5.54 per kg in Padaincha. These markets are situated near the 
tomato cultivation areas, where supply factor reduces the price. However, remaining 
markets, are in the periphery of the tomato source regions, have higher price of tomato 
from Rs.5.64 per kg to Rs.6.11 per kg respectively. It is due to the transportation charges 
incurred high demand in the markets of producing area. 
4.4.5.4 Price Structure of Green Chilli 
Table 4.15 indicates the retail price structure of chilli in the selected periodic 
markets. The average price of this commodity is Rs.9.06 per kg. Due to the uneven 
specific demand and supply, the price of green chilli varies from Rs.8.58 per kg to 
Rs.9.94 per kg in different studied markets. They are Rampur Kalan (Rs.9.11 per kg), 
Khutar (Rs.9.94 per kg), Powayan (Rs.9.08 per kg), Khudaganj (Rs.9.23 per kg), 
Miranpur Katra (Rs.9.84 per kg), Kaneg (Rs.9.12 per kg), Rosa (Rs.9.45 per kg), 
Jalalabad (Rs.9.25 per kg), and Allahganj (Rs.9.27 per kg). 
4.4.6 Price Structure of Fruits 
Fruits are the integral part of daily diet and important commodities of periodic 
markets. The retail price of mango and watermelon has been recorded during 2005-06 in 
the studied periodic markets. 
4.4.6.1 Price Structure of Mango 
Table 4.15 shows the average price of mango is Rs. 11.58 per kg. Due to 
perishable nature of the commodity, the price of mango is often affected with supply, 
accessibility, and consumption behaviour of the people in different markets. It is Rs.10.5 
per kg in Bajhera, Rosa, Padaincha and Parasin, Rs. 10.90 per kg in Paraur, Rs.l 1 per kg 
in Jawan, Sindhauli and Miranpur Katra, Rs.l 1.20 per kg in Bhatpura and Nawada 
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Darabast, Rs.n.30 per kg in Nigohi Khas, Rs. 11.40 per kg in Barua Patti and Rajpura, 
Rs.l 1.50 per kg in Rawatpur, Alampur, and Pipriya Harchand. 
4.4.6.2 Price Structure of Watermelon 
Watermelon is one of local fruits, which are produced in zaid crop season and 
marketed in the months April to July. It is called the glucose of the poor. They take it in 
liquid form to save from scorching the sun and the loo in the study area. Table 4.15 
shows the price structure of watermelon. The average retail price of watermelon is 
Rs.0.38 per kg in the selected periodic markets. The watermelon is sold in weight (kg) in 
the urban or distance periodic markets. However, those markets are situated in the 
vicinity of the watermelon production sphere, where they are sold at cheap prices in 
heaps. It is costly than that of average (Rs.0.38 per kg). In the markets, those are situated 
away from source regions (cultivation spheres) as well as have a good demand. It is 
Rs.0.5 per kg in Mohiuddinpur and Jalalabad, Rs. 0.45 per kg in Pipriya Harchand, 
Rawatpur and Barua Patti, Rs.0.51 per kg in Rosa, Rs.0.52 per kg in Narautha, Rs.0.46 
per kg in Rampur Kalan, Sehra Mau South and Powayan, Rs.0.55 per kg in Khutar, 
Rs.0.42 per kg in Jawan and Brah Mohabbatpur, Rs.0.56 per kg Miranpur Katra, Rs.0.44 
per kg in Rajpura, Rs 0.39 per kg in Bhatpura, Rs 0.43 per kg in Bajhera, Rs.0.41. per kg 
in Nigohi Khas, and Allahganj. It is a bulky and perishable fruit, has requirement of fast 
means of transportation and quick selling. Therefore, its prices fluctuate three-four times 
in a market day. 
4.5 Marketing Channels for Crops 
Marketing channels are a commodity flow system in which goods move from the 
producer to the consumer through time, space and ownership. The different agricultural 
crops namely wheat, paddy, pulses, oilseeds, vegetables, and fruits undergo from 
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different marketing channels in selected periodic markets. The length and structure of 
marketing channels vary with the nature of commodities. 
4.5.1 Marketing Channels for Wheat 
1. Producer-Consumer (Direct Sale) 
2. ?TodMceT-Aata chakki wala (Small Processor)-Consumer 
3. Producer-Village Trader-Urban Trader-Wholesaler-Retailer-Consumer 
4. Producer-Shopkeeper-Wholesaler-Miller- Consumer 
5. Producer-UrbanA^illage Trader-Government Agency-Fair Price Shop-Consumer 
6. Producer-UrbanA i^llage Trader-Regulated Market-Govemment/Private Agencies-
Wholesaler-Retailer-Consumer 
Shopkeeper 
Aata chakki 
(Processor) 
Marketing Channels for Wheat 
Producer 
Fare Price 
Shop 
Regulated 
Market 
Miller 
Village 
Trader 
Government 
Agency 
Consumer 
Urban 
Trader 
Private 
Agency 
Wholesaler 
Retailer 
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4.5.2 Marketing Channels for Paddy 
1. Producer-Consumer (Direct Sale) 
2. Producer-D/jan kutti wala (Small Processor)-Consumer 
3. Producer-Shopkeeper-Wholesaler-Miller-Retailer-Consumer 
4. Producer-UrbanA'^ illage Trader-Government Agency-Fair Price Shop-Consumer 
5. Producer-UrbanA^illage Trader-Regulated Market-Govemment/Private Agencies-
Wholesaler-Retailer-Consumer 
Shopkeeper 
Dhan kutti 
(Processor) 
Marketing Channels for Paddy 
Producer 
Fare Price 
Shop 
Regulated 
Market 
Miller 
Village 
Trader 
Government 
Agency 
Consumer 
I 
Urban 
Trader 
Private 
Agency 
I 
Wholesaler 
Retailer 
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4.5.3 Marketing Channels for Pulses 
1. Producer-Consumer (Direct sale) 
2. Producer-Dofl/ kutti wala (Small Processor)-Consumer 
3. Producer-Village Trader-Urban Trader-Wholesaler-Miller-Retailer-Consumer 
4. Producer-Shopkeeper-Wholesaler-Miller-Retailer-Consumer 
5. Producer- Urbarv'Village Trader-Private Agencies-Wholesaler-Retailer-Consumer 
Marketing Channels for Pulses 
Producer 
Shopkeeper 
Daal kutti 
(Processor) 
Private 
Agency 
Miller 
Village 
Trader 
Urban 
Trader 
Wholesaler 
Consumer Retailer 
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4.5.4 Marketing Channels for Oilseeds 
1. Producer-Consumer (Direct Sale) 
2. Producer- Speller wala (Small Processor)-Consumer 
3. Producer-Village Trader-Urban Trader-Wholesaler-Oil mills-Retailer-Consumer 
4. Producer-Shopkeeper-Wholesaler-Oil mills-Retailer-Consumer 
5. Producer-UrbanA i^llage Trader-Regulated market-Oil mills-Wholesaler-Retailer-
Consumer 
Marketing Channels for Oilseeds 
' ' 
' 
Producer 
' 
Shopkeeper 
Speller wala 
(Processor) 
^' 
Regulated 
Market 
t 
Oil mills 
^^ 
1 
V 
Village 
Trader < 
^ ' 
Urban 
Trader 
' 
Consumer 
Wholesaler 
1 ' 
Retailer 
^ -— 
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4.5.5 Marketing Channels for Vegetables 
1. Producer-Consumer (Direct Sale) 
2. Producer-D^a6a wala (Small Processor)-Consumer 
3. Producer-Urban Trader-Retailer-Consumer 
4. Producer-Town Market-Retailer-Periodic Market-Consumer 
5. Producer-Village Trader-Periodic Market-Consumer 
6. Producer-Regulated-Wholesaler-Retailer-Periodic Market-Consumer 
Marketing Channels for Vegetables 
Producer 
Shopkeeper 
Dhaba wala 
(Processor) n u Regulated 
Market 
Periodic 
Market 
Urban 
Trader 
Town 
Market 
Wholesaler 
Consumer Retailer 
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4.5.6 Marketing Channels for Fruits 
1. Producer-Consumer (Direct Sale) 
2. Producer-^c/iar or Murraba wala (Small Processor)-Consumer 
3. Producer-Urban Trader-Retailer-Consumer 
4. Producer-Town market-Retailer-Periodic Market-Consumer 
5. Producer-Village Trader-Periodic Market-Consumer 
6. Produce-Regulated-Wholesaler-Retailer-Periodic Market-Consumer 
1 
] Marketing Channels for Fruits 
' 
1 ' 
Pr 
Shopkeeper 
Achaar/Murraba 
wala (Processer) 
w 
Regulated 
Market 
L 
Periodic 
Market 
• Cc 
oducer 
H Town 
Market 
" 
Urban 
Trader 
Wholesaler 
1 
)nsumer Retailer -^ 
- • 1 1 
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4.6 Methods of the Transaction of Agricultural Commodities in Periodic Markets 
There are mainly two types of transaction of agricultural commodities in the 
periodic markets. The first is the wholesale transaction and the second is the retail 
transaction. However, the wholesale is not in practice in every periodic market. It is 
recorded only to regional, sub-regional, and block level market centres. The 
wholesale transaction is a process in which the producers sell their commodities to 
whole seller on a more or less the same rate. It is not economical but time saving 
process in comparison to retail transaction. The retail transaction is a direct marketing 
process in which the producer seller and consumer come close to each other for the 
transaction. In this process, the former get relatively more profit than wholesale 
transaction rate and transaction in periodic markets are operated through any one of 
the following methods 
1) Under Cover Method 
2) Auction Method 
3) Open Bid Method 
4.6.1 Under Cover Method 
This is a primitive method, which is rarely in operation in selected periodic 
markets. In this method, Arahtiya from both groups buyer and seller, clasp their hands 
under a cover cloth, usually small towel or dhoti and press the fingers to indicate the 
rate at which their buyer is ready. 
4.6.2 Auction Method 
This is a whole sale trading process in which the buyer declares his bids aloud 
to auctioneer, who may be arahatiya, broker or seller himself The goods are 
eventually sold to the highest bidder. However, in the same markets, double auction 
system prevails at the first auction. The market officials auction each heap of 
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commodities to dalal/hroker. In the second auction the dalal/hrokev auctions their 
purchases to the other buyers. 
4.6.3 Open Bid Method 
In this method, the transaction is settled by direct bidding between buyers and 
sellers individually. This is common practice in both wholesaling and retailing trade. 
Here, the buyers may come for transaction at a time convenient to them. Sometimes, 
they take the commodities with them and sometimes they leave the commodities with 
the sellers on the promise to take it the same day. 
Besides, there is another system known as Dhara system in which heap of 
grains or vegetables of different qualities are sold at a flat rate. 
4.7 Market Functionaries 
The study of market functionaries, involve in trading of agricultural 
commodities, is an important aspect of rural marketing system in India. This system 
of marketing is saddled with a long chain of intermediaries, who in turn reduced the 
affective share of producers to consumers' price to a considerable extent. The number 
of intermediaries or functionaries and their operations vary with the nature of 
commodities. The important functionaries involved in agricultural marketing system 
are village traders, commission agents, itinerant traders, weigh men, arahtiyas. 
However, there are only two functionaries' arahtiyas and weighmen involved in 
trading of farm product in periodic markets. The arahtiyas bring the producer sellers 
and buyers close to each other and hold them to settle the transaction. Weighmen are 
responsible for weighing of commodities after settling the transaction. These 
functionaries are involved, especially in wholesale trading, which occurs in a few 
periodic markets. In the case of retail marketing, in which none intermediaries' 
involvement is the common features of periodic markets. 
Chapter-V 
PERIODIC MARKETS AND THE TRANSACTION OF LIVESTOCK 
IN SHAHJAHANPUR DISTRICT 
Livestock husbandry is an integral entity of rural economy in India. It plays a 
catalystic role in modelling socio-economic profile of rural masses through the 
production of milk, meat and assisting the agricultural operations in many ways. It 
emeraged as an important growth leverage of Indian economy and considered as an 
option of rural employment and upgrading of rural health through increasing nutrition 
intake per head. Livestock often are considered separately from the crops, theoratically, 
but these two components are well integrated and have very strong symbiosis between 
them. Livestock farming and cropping is viewed as a good form of sustainable agriculture 
(Bujarbaruah, and Rohila, 2001', Leeuw, 1971^ Food and Fertilizer Technology, 2006)^ 
It is thought as profitable system of production for low income farmers. Animal 
husbandry enhances the income of marginal and small farmers (Okaeyto, 1977'*). Their 
(small and marginal farmers) economic importance is also projected through their 
involvement in household livestock rearing, especially of small specie like goat and 
poultry. These livestock are described as economic resource for the poor in India (Khan, 
et al. 2006,' Maity, and Das, 2000^ Kumar, et al. 2000^) 
Bujarbaruah, K.M. and Rohilla, P.P. (2001). Role of Livestock in Farming System of NEH 
RegionJndian Farming, Vol. 51, No. 9, pp. 39-40. 
De Leeuw, P.N. (1971). The Prospects of Livestock Production in the Northern Guinea Zone 
Savannas, Samaru. Agrie News 113, pp.124-133. 
Food and Fertilizer Technology (2005). Integrated Crop-Livestock Production for the Slope lands 
of Asia. pp. 1-5. www.agnet 
Okaiyeto, P. (1977). The Social and Economic Importance of Cattle in Nigeria. Zoria Faculty of 
Veterinary Medicine, Ahmedu Bello University. 
Khan, N. et al. (2006). Livestock Marketing and Diversijication of Agriculture. Vista Internationa! 
Publishing House, New Delhi, pp. 6-7,1 8-31,49-62, 101-113. 
Maity, S.B. and Das, M.M (2000). Goat Farming-A profitable enterprise at Bundelkhand Region 
Indian Farming, Vol. 50, No. 8, pp, 28-29. 
Kumar, J. et al. (2000). An Economic Analysis Production and Disposal Pattern of Milk in 
Haryana. Agricultural Marketing, Vol. XLIII, No. 2 pp. 27-29. 
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Agriculture is now, on the ways of revolution in many of developing countries of 
Asia and Latin America. Globalization of agricultural trade and removal of restriction of 
foreign and private capital investment in agriculture and the free entry of multinational 
companies in agriculture, in agri-business and agri-processing sectors have resulted in 
transformation, commercialization and diversification of existing agriculture or farming 
system, which evovled through experience over long period based on the existing socio-
o 
economic and physio-agronomic conditions of the concerned areas (Rubel, 1969, 
Bujarbaruch, and Rohilla, 200l', Randhwa,1962'°). Such changes may have profound 
effects on the health, employment, nutritional intake, food security and environment 
(Jost, 2004", Neumann, 2000'^). 
However, India is now following the policy of market oriented agriculture under 
the auspices of WTO. Agriculture has been passing through the phases of diversification 
of farming system for getting more economic viability and employment generation in the 
rural areas. Livestock farming tends to be developed more profitable and value added 
diversified agriculture. Subsistance mode of production is moving toward the 
commercialization and the quantity driven production system tend to shift for the quality 
oriented production. It is estimated that the demand of livestock and their product grew 
up at very fast rate in and out of the country due to expansion of urbanization, population 
10 
12 
Rubel, P. G. (1969). Herd Composition and Social Structure: on Building Models Nomadic 
Pastoral Societies. Man, Vol. 6 No. 2, pp. 268-273. 
Bujarbaruah, K.M. and Rohilla, P.P. (2001). Role of Livestock in Farming System of NEH 
Region. Indian Farming, Vol. 51, No. 9, pp. 39-40. 
Randhwa, M. S. (1962). Agriculture and Animal Husbandry India. Advisory Planning 
Commission, ICAR, New Delhi. 
Jost, C. (2004). Men, Women, Children, and Livestock: A Livelihood Analysis of Region Kuchi 
Focused on Gender and Animal Health Kabul, GRM International, 37. www.tufts.adu/vel/ vet 
common. 
Neumann, C. (2000). Livestock Development and Impact on the Diet Quality and Growth and 
Development of Children. Los Angle, UCLA, p-9. www.ceir.org. 
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growth, improvement in income and living standard of people, rising prises of vegetables 
and increasing demand of meat in international market. India, being a tropical country, 
can produce fat free meat, milk and milk products to cater the increasing demand of these 
commodities at local, regional, national and international level through the systematic, 
sustainable, and economically viable stratagies for livestock revolution in the country. 
Demand driven livestock revolution has been started and a steady growth has been 
recorded in the production of livestock as well as their products during post trade 
libralization period (Thomson, 2006'^). 
Neverthless, the stratagy of production expansion, both in the quality and 
quantity, will be saturated at certain level and economic viability of the farming system 
might be hampered like the cropping system in the country due to the absence of efficient 
and renumerative marketing system for the marketable livestock surplus. Such level of 
development for animal husbandary need a det^led understanding of existing marketing 
system of livestock and their products at different levels of market channels right from 
farmgate to the terminal points and finally to the consumption site. Accurate market 
information empowers producers to make informal decision on enterprise selections and 
appropriate production focus. The agricultural planners have not given due attention to 
marketing of livestock and their products as compared to the scientific breeding, feeding 
and health which got much importance in management of the livestock farming system. 
Hence, the efficient marketing system, if developed, vdll increase the production 
efficiency in agriculture, in general and livestock, in particular. Marketing is an important 
aspect of any livestock system which provide the mechanism, thereby the producer 
exchanges their livestock and their product for cash (FAO-CDR 2006'"). 
13 
Thomson, E.(2006). A Water Management, Livestock, and Opium Economy: Livestock 
^^  Production and Health. Kabul AREU, p.27. 
FAO-CDR (2006). Pastoral Systems Research in Sub-Saharan Africa, Livestock Marketing 
Studies, pp. 1 -18, http://www.fao.org . 
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Periodic markets, however, are the most important nodal points for transaction of 
the livestock and their products at grass roots level. The animal husbandry and the 
livestock marketable surplus are generated chiefly in market areas. The cattle, buffalo as 
well as goats are brought to the markets through walking by producer sellers from 
different villages of rearing centres. Long distance transport of the livestock increases 
heavy transport and over head cost, which encourage the livestock transaction in near by 
periodic markets in large proportion. These centres also play role in linking the livestock 
trade with the terminal markets where large scale livestock transaction as wholesale is 
undertaken. 
Unfortunately, livestock marketing at grass roots level has not been well 
understood by researchers for assessing and understanding the efficiency, performance, 
and potential of periodic markets in developing countries like India. It is due to paucity of 
data on spatio-temporal dimensions of marketing of livestock, their prices, channels of 
flow of livestock and their products, in published form (F.A.O. 2006'^ Khan, et al. 
2006 ). The absence of data and relevant studies on magnitude of regional and seasonal 
supply as well as price structure at different stages of market channels may impede and 
frustrate the success of livestock revolution in the country at present. Thus, the livestock 
marketing studies are essential to provide vital informations on the operation and 
efficiency of livestock marketing system for effective research, planning, and policy 
formation in livestock sector. 
The present study is based fully on the primary data collected through field 
survey. Secondary data were not available regarding transaction of livestock through 
periodic markets. Fourteen periodic markets, one from each block of the study area have 
been selected on the basis of stratified random sampling technique. 
Abid. pp. 1-18. 
Khan, et al. (2006). op. cit. 
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5.1 Transaction of Livestock in Periodic Markets 
Livestock marketing is in rudimentary and traditional form of tertiary economic 
activity. Transaction of livestock has not been undertaken by any well organised 
marketing system, imlike marketing of agricultural products as well as marketing of 
manufactured goods. Livestock transaction is a special feature of the rural periodic 
markets in the country, in general, and north India, in particular (Khan, et al. 2006). 
Table 5.1 shows that total number of livestock transaction in the selected periodic 
markets is 336908 heads in a year. 
Table 5.1 
Transaction of Livestock in Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
s 
N. 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
12 
14 
Periodic Markets 
Pipriya Harchand 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Rajpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Kaneg 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Total 
Bufialo 
13312 
12272 
10608 
8242 
19448 
7072 
3952 
11232 
13104 
1326 
5408 
13364 
8424 
17056 
144820 
(52.14) 
(50.32) 
(46.05) 
(41.71) 
(53.51) 
(31.05) 
(28.46) 
(46.70) 
(44.48) 
(16.24) 
(33.23) 
(42.48) 
(36.08) 
(44.38) 
(42.99) 
Cattle 
2236 
1976 
1872 
1690 
4524 
6240 
1560 
4264 
6266 
1014 
2756 
6084 
5772 
5876 
52130 
(8.76) 
(8.10) 
(8.13) 
(8.55) 
(12.45) 
(27.40) 
(11.24) 
(17.73) 
(21.27) 
(12.42) 
(16.93) 
(19.34) 
(24.72) 
(15.29) 
(15.47) 
Goats 
9984 
10140 
10556 
9828 
12376 
9464 
8372 
8554 
10088 
5824 
8112 
12012 
9152 
15496 
139958 
(39.10) 
(41.58) 
(45.82) 
(49.74) 
(34.05) 
(41.55) 
(60.30) 
(35.57) 
(34.25) 
(71.34) 
(49.84) 
(38.18) 
(39.20) 
(40.32) 
(41.54) 
All 
25532 
24388 
23036 
19760 
36348 
22776 
13884 
24050 
29458 
8164 
16276 
31460 
23348 
38428 
336908 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
•Figure in bracket shows percentage to total livestck transaction 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
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Market wise analysis shows regional variation. It varies from 8164 heads in Parasin to 
38428 heads in Bajhera. Similarly, the species wise number of transacted livestock 
also varies from market to market. The study reveals that buffalo, cattle and goats, 
important species of livestock are brought in the markets for transaction. The 
proportion of buffalo is the highest (42.99 per cent), which is followed by goats 
(41.54 per cent) and cattle (15.47 per cent). The highest proportion of buffalo 
transaction is due to domination of buffalo rearing in the study region. The region is 
traversed by the Ganga, the Ramganga, the Garra, the Gomati and their tributaries' 
flow and the major section of farmers prefer to rear buffalo because buffalo need little 
care in rainy and winter seasons as well as in flood than that of cattle. Moreover, 
buffalo are used for multi-purpose such as in agriculture, transport, milk, and meat. 
Besides, the social groups (OBC) * like Gujjar, Aaheer castes who are traditional 
rearer of cattle, buffalo are predominant in the region. 
5.1.1 Transaction of Buffalo in Periodic Markets 
The share of total buffalo transaction is the highest in absolute numbers 
(19448 heads) and 53.51 per cent to total livestock of the market at Miranpur Katra 
because it is a sub-regional market, located on national highway 24, and has a good 
road network with district headquarters, Shahjahanpur and regional headquarters, 
Bareilly. There is a great need of buffalo for meat, milk for the dietary requirement of 
urban population. Bajhera has the second place in the transaction of buffalo (17056 
heads). This market is in the region where subsistence type of cultivation is in 
practice and more than 70 per cent people of surroundings depend on agriculture to 
their livelihood. Buffalo (he) are used for agricultural purposes, i.e., ploughing and 
transportation in the flood catchment area of Ramganga river and its tributaries where 
hazardous flood occurred every year. 
OBC- Other Backward Caste (a group of socially, economically, and educationally backward 
people in Indian social system). 
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The abundance of fallow lands and grasses and dominance of the Gujjar and the 
Aaheer castes (they are traditionally livestock rearer) are favourable geographical 
factors make it a good potential region to rear buffalo. Bajhera, a livestock market 
(table 3.10) is the ideal place to transact buffalo in the region (fig. 5.1 & 5.2). 
Rawatpur and Pipriya Harchand are the important trading centres for the 
transaction of buffalo. In Pipriya Harchand 13312 heads of buffalo are transacted 
annually. Their share is 52.14 per cent to total livestock transaction of the market. 
This market has wide trade area of 143 sq. km from where buffalo are carried for 
transaction. Although Pipriya Harchand in Banda block that exists in one of the series 
of regions of Uttar Pradesh, where mechanical method in agriculture is practiced at 
large scale (District Development Magazine, 2003)'^ Yet, Livestock, in general and 
buffalo, in particular are reared for mainly meat and milk in the flood catchment area 
of the Gomati river and its tributaries. 
The lowest transaction of buffalo (1326 heads) as well as their lowest 
percentage (16.24) to total livestock transaction in the market has been recorded in 
Parasin. Meagre innovation of the technology in agriculture and the small hinterland 
of the market for rearing buffalo as well as large-scale cattle rearing reduce the 
availability of buffalo in this market. 
5.1.2 Transaction of Cattle in Periodic Markets 
Cattle have rank third among livestock transaction in selected periodic 
markets (table 5.1). The third rank of cattle in is caused with reduction in demand of 
cattle in the study area, due to expansion of mechanization in agriculture as well as 
religious sanction for slaughter in the country. The average proportion of cattle 
transaction to total livestock transaction is 15.47 per cent in the selected periodic 
markets. Rawatpur market is on the apex position in marketing of cattle. There are 
17 District Development Magazine (2003). Information and Public Relation Department, 
Shahjahanpur, pp. 23-24. 
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6266 heads cattle transacted, which are 21.27 per cent to total livestock transaction of 
the market in all seasons of a year. This market is situated in the tract of bangar land 
of Shahjahanpur district where the Sharda canal and its minors' network is sufficient 
for irrigation. But, due to the small size of land holdings and traditional method of 
farming, cattle are demanded, for cultivation as well as transportation of agricultural 
output. Cow is preferred to rear for milk due to dry condition of the market catchment 
area. These geographical factors make it, as a regional market. 
The second market where the largest number of cattle (6240 heads) transacted 
is Dabhaura. It is fact that this market is located in the doab (interfluves) of the 
Ramganga and the Bahgul rivers. Cultivation of the area is traditional where male 
cattle (oxen) are used in agriculture and transportation. Cows are also reared for milk 
purpose. Poor road connectivity restricts visiting of outer traders. However, it is 
known as an ideal centre for the buying and selling of cattle, and has 257 sq. km 
market trade area in valley of the Ramganga river. 
5.1.3 Transaction of Goats in Periodic Markets 
The goats contribute 41.54 per cent in the total transaction and have, second 
rank. Their demand excessively high in the markets for both meat and rearing 
purposes because their meat is largely accepted in each social group, unlike beef 
They are reared by the poor and women in the area, as the goats are called women's 
resource and poor's cow. The area is dominated by small size of landholders and 
agricultural labourers. Goat transaction provides quick cash for these workers, so they 
prefer to rear. The study of livestock transaction also reveals a spatial variation in 
composition of various groups of livestock in individual markets. 
In regard of goat transaction, Bajhera is the leading market where the 
largest numberof goats (15496 heads) is transacted in a year (table 5.1). This market 
is a sub-regional livestock market, situated in a grid of roads. 
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There is adequate supply of goats from the tributary markets and surrounding rural 
spaces. High demand of goats for mutton is recorded to regional urban centres as well 
as nearly sub-urban centre (5 km away). However, this market is situated on the artery 
route between Bareilly and Fatehgarh (military headquarters). In these two big army 
cantonment boards, goats are demanded for meat throughout the year. Besides, goats 
are also transacted for milk and rearing purposes, as they are chief sources for nutritional 
and economic security in the market catchment area. 
5.2 Use wise Transaction of Livestock in Periodic Markets 
Table 5.2 
Use wise Transaction of Livestock in Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
s. 
N. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
12 
14 
• Pir 
Periodic 
Markets 
Pipriya 
Harchand 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Miranpur 
Katra 
Dabhaura 
Rajpura 
Nigohl Khas 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Kaneg 
Rafiabad 
Kalan 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Total 
Meat 
13988 
15132 
13832 
10712 
23920 
8320 
9412 
11388 
15756 
2626 
8632 
11700 
7176 
24232 
176826 
(54.79) 
(62.05) 
(60.05) 
(54.21) 
(65.81) 
(36.53) 
(67.79) 
(47.35) 
(53.49) 
(32.17) 
(53.04) 
(37.19) 
(30.73) 
(63.06) 
(52.48) 
8632 
7332 
6500 
6448 
7280 
8320 
2704 
7670 
6552 
4342 
4472 
10868 
8528 
7800 
97448 
Milk 
(33.81) 
(30.06) 
(28.22) 
(32.63) 
(20.03) 
(36.53) 
(19.48) 
(31.89) 
(22.24) 
(53.18) 
(27.48) 
(34.55) 
(36.53) 
(20.3) 
(28.92) 
Draught 
2912 
1924 
2704 
2600 
5148 
6136 
1768 
4992 
7150 
1196 
3172 
8892 
7644 
6396 
62634 
(11.41) 
(7.88) 
(11.74) 
(13.16) 
(14.16) 
(26.94) 
(12.73) 
(20.76) 
(24.27) 
(14.65) 
(19.49) 
(28.26) 
(32.74) 
(16.64) 
(18.59) 
All 
25532 
24388 
23036 
19760 
36348 
22776 
13884 
24050 
29458 
8164 
16276 
31460 
23348 
38428 
336908 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
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5.2.1 Transaction of Meat Livestock in Periodic Markets 
Table 5.2 highlights the share of various kinds of use wise livestock transaction 
in the selected periodic markets. It reveals that transacted meat livestock share is 52.48 
per cent to the total transaction. It is followed by 28.92 per cent for milk and 18.59 per 
cent for draught purpose respectively. The share of meat livestock varies from market to 
market. It ranges from 2626 heads in Parasin to 24232 heads in Bajhera. The livestock 
transacted for meat in different markets are 23920 heads in Miranpur Katra, 15756 heads 
in Rawatpur, 15132 heads in Khutar, 13988 heads in Pipriya Harchand, 13832 heads in 
Powayan, 11700 heads in Rafiabad Kalan, 11388 heads in Nigohi Khas, 10712 heads in 
Sindhauli, 9412 heads in Rajpura, 8632 heads in Kaneg, 8320 heads in Dabhaura and 
7176 heads in Bharatpur (Table 2). 
The table also shows that the largest number of meat livestock (24232 heads) is 
transacted in Bajhera. Due to its location along the road that links two big army 
cantormient boards, a regional urban, and sub-urban centres where demand of meat, 
especially for mutton is very high. Moreover, Miranpur Katra has been recorded 
second big market for transaction of meat livestock (23920 heads). This market is 
situated between two urban centres, Tilhar and Katra. The national highway 24 passes 
from here, which connects two capitals (Delhi-national capital and Lucknow-state 
capital). These metropolitan cities have great demand of meat throughout the year. The 
smallest number of (1248 heads) meat livestock transaction has been recorded in 
Bharatpur. The poor accessibility and interior location reduce the transaction of livestock 
for meat in this market. 
5.2.2 Transaction of Milk Livestock in Periodic Markets 
The arrival of marketable milch animals shows rather low share, i.e., 29 per cent 
of the total livestock in selected periodic markets. The largest number of milch animals is 
transacted in Rafiabad Kalan. It is because of that this market is situated on bank of the 
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Arel river and state highway 43 passes from here. Two great rivers (The Ganga in south 
and The Ramganga in north) flow at a distance of 15 kilometres. The vicinity of these 
rivers provides green fodders and good grasslands for grazing of livestock. Besides, 
Bankati jungle is 8 kilometres away from here. It also provides grazing facility for 
animals. The low productivity of land, meagre sources for irrigation, poor accessibility 
make animal husbandry as main source for livelihood in surroundings of the market. 
Population of the region is engaged in milk production and milk products such as Khoa 
and Ghee*. Therefore, in this market, the largest number of milch livestock transaction 
(10868 heads) takes place. 
Pipriya Harchand has the second position in transaction of milch animals 
among the selected periodic markets. However, it is situated in the development block 
where agricultural productivity is higher than that of district average (26.15 quintals per 
hectare)'^. The flood catchment area of the Gomati and the Bhainsi rivers where milk 
animals are reared. It is fact that there is a lion's share of marginal and land less farmers. 
Closeness of the natural divisions, i.e., the Gomati tract, and the forest belt also create the 
ideal conditions for animal rearing. It is the hinterland of this market from where 
participants come for selling and buying milch livestock. 
However, the share of milch livestock to total transacted livestock within a market is 
the highest 53.18 per cent in Parasin (fig.5.3). It is due to the people of surrounding areas 
are small landholders and labourers, who rear livestock for food and economic security. 
5.2.3 Transaction of Draught Livestock in Periodic Markets 
The share of draught livestock transaction is 18.58 per cent to the total 
transaction of livestock in selected periodic markets. It varies from market to market. It is 
higher than average (18.59 per cent) in Bharatpur (32.74 per cent), Rafiabad Kalan (28.26 
Khoa is a milk-oriented product that is used for making sweets as well as other north Indian food 
dishes, and ghee is Indian clarified butter. 
District Statistical Magazine (2005). District Economic and Statistical Office. Shahjahanpur, pp. 48. 
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per cent), Dabhaura (26.94 per cent), Rawatpur (24.27 per cent), Nigohi Khas (20.76 per 
cent), and Kaneg (19.49 per cent). However, remaining markets have the livestock below 
the average transaction (18.58 per cent) in the selected markets. The largest number of 
livestock for draught purposes (8892 heads) is transacted in Rafiabad Kalan. It is because 
that they are used in agriculture as well as transportation. Subsistence type of agriculture 
and poor accessibility create demand of draught livestock for farming and for carrying 
goods. 
The highest proportion of draught livestock (32.74 per cent) is found in 
Bharatpur market because it is located in the interior part of the district and 62 kilometres 
away from the district headquarters. Agricultural as well as transportation works are 
conducted with the help of livestock in surrounding region of the market. Moreover, 
Varshik Pashu Mela (annual livestock fair) which is held in month of May on the 
occasion of Jaistha Dashahara,^^ at this place. It is also an important factor for attraction 
of higher marketable arrival of livestock. 
5.3 Use wise Transaction of Buffalo in Periodic Markets 
There are various uses of buffalo, i.e., meat, milk, and agricultural activities as 
ploughing and driving the carts. Table 5.3 illustrates that buffalo transaction is mainly for 
milk, slaughter and meat purposes, in which 70174 heads out of 144820 heads of buffalo 
transaction has recorded for meat in a year. It is followed by 40612 heads for milk and 
34034 heads for draught purposes, which are transacted in the selected periodic markets 
during same period. 
The total number of use wise transaction of buffalo has also spatial variation from 
market to market. Their transaction for slaughter varies from 234 heads in Parasin to 
12272 heads in Miranpur Katra, 7384 heads in Bajhera, 7644 heads in Khutar 7384 heads 
19 Jaistha Dashahara, a festival is celebrated by the Hindu in north India in May (Jayaitha, Shukla 
5-12). The Hindu dip ten times in the Ganga river to wash away their sins and trade livestock for 
the use of kharie/crop (Paddy, course grains and pulses that are cultivated from June-September). 
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in Rawatpur, 5408 heads in Sindhauli and 2808 heads in Kaneg market. Three markets 
namely Dabhaura (1612 heads), Bharatpur (1248 heads) and Parasin (234 heads) where 
rather low number of buffalo transaction is recorded for slaughter. It is fact that the 
surrounding area of the markets is backward in agriculture. Livestock are reared mainly 
for cultivation and transportation purposes that reduce the arrival of buffalo for meat. The 
transaction of milk buffalo also varies from market to market. Their number ranges from 
468 heads in Parasin to 5252 heads in Rafiabad Kalan, among the selected periodic 
markets. 
Table 5.3 
Use wise Transaction of Buffalo in Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
S 
9 
10 
11 
12 
12 
14 
*Figu: 
Periodic 
Markets 
Pipriya 
Harchand 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Miranpur 
Katra 
Dabhaura 
Rajpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Kaneg 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Total 
re in bracket shows 
Meat 
6552 
7644 
5408 
3848 
12272 
1612 
2288 
5408 
7384 
234 
2808 
2964 
1248 
10504 
70174 
percentaj 
(49.22) 
(62.29) 
(50.98) 
(46.69) 
(63.10) 
(22.79) 
(57.89) 
(48.15) 
(56.35) 
(17.65) 
(51.92) 
(22.18) 
(14.81) 
(61.59) 
(48.46) 
Milk 
4576 
3120 
3016 
2392 
4056 
3380 
728 
3224 
2496 
468 
1040 
5252 
3276 
3588 
40612 
(34.38) 
(25.42) 
(28.43) 
(29.02) 
(20.86) 
(47.79) 
(18.42) 
(28.7) 
(19.05) 
(35.29) 
(19.23) 
(39.3) 
(38.89) 
(21.04) 
(28.04) 
ge to total buffalo transaction 
Draught 
2184 
1508 
2184 
2002 
3120 
2080 
936 
2600 
3224 
624 
1560 
5148 
3900 
2964 
34034 
(16.41) 
(12.29) 
(20.59) 
(24.29) 
(16.04) 
(29.41) 
(23.68) 
(23.15) 
(24.6) 
(47.06) 
(28.85) 
(38.52) 
(46.3) 
(17.38) 
(23.5) 
All 
13312 
12272 
10608 
8242 
19448 
7072 
3952 
11232 
13104 
1326 
5408 
13364 
8424 
17056 
144820 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
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While transaction for draught uses varies from 624 heads in Parasin to 3224 heads in 
Rawatpur. The proportion of different groups of buffalo to their total transaction in each 
market reflects very dissimilar situation among the concerned markets. The share of 
buffalo for slaughter varies between 14.81 per cent in Bharatpur to 63.10 per cent in 
Miranpur Katra. The field survey reveals that those markets situated near the urban 
centre/city attract the large proportion of meat buffalo because there is high demand of 
meat in urban centres, in general and particular in the Muslims dominated areas. That is 
why, the share of meat buffalo transaction has been recorded 63.10 per cent in Miranpur 
Katra, 62.69 per cent in Khutar, and 61.59 per cent in Bajhera. 
The share of buffalo transacted for milk in different markets varies between 
18.42 per cent in Rajpura to 47.79 per cent in Dabhaura. More than 60 per cent of the 
selected periodic markets have their proportion less than 25 per cent in the transaction of 
buffalo for milk. It is due to meagre development of dairy in the study area. However, the 
markets located in the vicinity of rivers have high share of milk buffalo such as 47.79 per 
cent in Dabhaura, 38.89 per cent in Bharatpur, 39.3 per cent in Parasin, 34.38 per cent in 
Pipriya Harchand and 29.02 per cent in Sindhauli. The highest proportion of milk buffalo 
(47.79 per cent) is recorded in Dabhaura because animal husbandry is as a chief 
profession for sustaining the life in the hinterland of this market. Here, milk is also 
processed to produce milk items such as khoa and Ghee, at large scale. 
In the case of draught buffalo, only 10 markets out of 14 have transaction 
more than 2000 heads. The share of transacted draught buffalo to total buffalo transaction 
has variation in the different selected periodic markets. It is 47.06 per cent in Parasin, 
46.03 per cent in Bharatpur, 38.52 per cent in Rafiabad Kalan, 29.41 per cent in 
Dabhaura, 28.85 per cent in Kaneg, 24.6 per cent in Rawatpur, 23.68 per cent in Rajpura, 
23.15 per cent in Nigohi Khas, 20.59 per cent in Powayan, 17.38 per cent in Bajhera, 
16.41 per cent in Pipriya Harchand and 12.29 per cent in Khutar. Parasin has been 
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recorded for the highest share (47.06 per cent) of draught buffalo to total transacted 
buffalo. It is because the surrounding areas of the market are backward in agriculture and 
poor in the availability of means of transportation (Fig.5.3). 
5.4 Use wise Transaction of Cattle in Periodic Markets 
Cattle are very important species of livestock to agriculture and dairy. They 
have second rank in livestock population (244535 heads) after buffalo (315190 heads) in 
20 the study area (District Statistical Magazine, 2005) . 
Table 5.4 
Use wise Transaction of Cattle in Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
12 
14 
Periodic Markets 
Pipriya Harchand 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Rajpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Kaneg 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Total 
1508 
1560 
1352 
1092 
2496 
2184 
728 
1872 
2340 
442 
1144 
2340 
2028 
2444 
23530 
Milk 
(67.44) 
(78.95) 
(72.22) 
(64.62) 
(55.17) 
(35) 
(46.67) 
(43.9) 
(37.34) 
(43.59) 
(41.51) 
(38.46) 
(35.14) 
(41.59) 
(45.14) 
Draught 
728 
416 
520 
598 
2028 
4056 
832 
2392 
3926 
572 
1612 
3744 
3744 
3432 
28600 
*figure in bracket shows percentage to total cattle transaction 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
(32.56) 
(21.05) 
(27.78) 
(35.38) 
(44.83) 
(65) 
(53.33) 
(56.1) 
(62.66) 
(56.41) 
(58.49) 
(61.54) 
(64.86) 
(58.41) 
(54.86) 
AH 
2236 
1976 
1872 
1690 
4524 
6240 
1560 
4264 
6266 
1014 
2756 
6084 
5772 
5876 
52130 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
20 
District Statistical Magazine (2005). District Economic and Statistical Office. Shahjahanpur, pp. 64-65. 
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Table 5.4 shows use wise transaction of cattle in selected periodic markets. It is 
accounted 54.86 per cent for draught purpose and 45.14 per cent for milk respectively. 
The study region has higher proportion of cattle transaction than that of milk animals. It 
is a reflection of the socio-economic and agricultural conditions in the surrounding area 
of the respective markets. Generally, the region under study follows the subsistence and 
traditional form of agriculture. Here, cattle (oxen) play very crucial role, especially for 
ploughing the field and carrying burden of transport. That is why the share of draught 
cattle is more than the average (54.86 per cent) in 8 markets, out of 14 selected markets. 
They are Dabhaura (65 per cent), Bharatpur (64.86 per cent), Rawatpur (62.66 per cent), 
Rafiabad Kalan (61.54 per cent), Kaneg (58.49 per cent in), Parasin (58.61 per cent) and 
Nigohi Khas (56.01 per cent). The remaining markets, which show low proportion of the 
draught cattle, are Rajpura (53.33 per cent), Miranpur Katra (44.83 per cent), Sindhauli 
(35,38 per cent), Pipriya Harchand (32.56 per cent), Powayan (27.78 per cent), and 
Khutar (21.05 per cent). 
The table also shows transaction of milk cattle in selected markets. The milk 
cattle, 7 ,^95 per cent to total transaction of cattle in Khutar is on top position. It is 
followed by 72.22 per cent in Powayan, 67.44 per cent in Pipriya Harchand, 64.62 per 
cent in Sindhauli, and 55.17 per cent in Miranpur Katra. It is due to the mechanization of 
agriculture has contributed in reduction of cattle in total number but increased the cattle 
for milk in the surrounding areas of these markets. 
Moreover, the transaction of milk cattle is less than 50 per cent to the total cattle 
transaction in Rajpura (46.67 per cent), Nigohi Khas (43.9 per cent), Bajhera (41.59 per 
cent), Kaneg (41,5 Iper cent) and Rafiabad Kalan (38.46 per cent). It is because; the cattle 
are reared mainly for draught purpose in the periphery of these markets that reduce the 
proportion of milk cattle in the total transacted cattle. 
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5.5 Use wise Transaction of Goats in Periodic Markets 
Table 5.5 exhibits the use wise transaction of goats in selected markets. The total 
goats (139958 heads), are transacted in all selected markets in which the 2/3"* (76.20 per 
cent) of total goats are traded for meat and 1/4'" (23.80 per cent) for milk. 
Table 5.5 
Use wise Transaction of Goats in Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
12 
14 
Periodic Markets 
Pipriya Harchand 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Rajpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Kaneg 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Total 
Meat 
7436 
7488 
8424 
6864 
11648 
6708 
7124 
5980 
8372 
2392 
5824 
8736 
5928 
13728 
106652 
(74.48) 
(73.85) 
(79.80) 
(69.84) 
(94.12) 
(70.88) 
(85.09) 
(69.91) 
(82.99) 
(41.07) 
(71.79) 
(72.73) 
(64.77) 
(88.59) 
(76.20) 
Milk 
2548 
2652 
2132 
2964 
728 
2756 
1248 
2574 
1716 
3432 
2288 
3276 
3224 
1768 
33306 
(25.52) 
(26.15) 
(20.20) 
(30.16) 
(5.88) 
(29.12) 
(14.91) 
(30.09) 
(17.01) 
(58.93) 
(28.21) 
(27.27) 
(35.23) 
(11.41) 
(23.80) 
All 
9984 
10140 
10556 
9828 
12376 
9464 
8372 
8554 
10088 
5824 
8112 
12012 
9152 
15496 
139958 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
•Figure in bracket shows percentage to total goat transaction 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
Out of 14 selected markets, 5 markets have been recorded where the transaction of 
meaty goats is more than average (76.20 per cent). It is 94.12 per cent in Miranpur Katra, 
88.59 per cent in Bajhera, 85.09 per cent in Rajpura, 82.99 per cent in Rawattpur and 
79.80 per cent in Powayan. 
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The highest share (94.12 per cent) of goat transaction has been found in Miranpur 
Katra. Due to the fact that tributary area of the market is dominant in goat rearing 
because there is higher concentration of small, marginal and landless farmers. They are 
mainly rear goats to get good economic return that supports their livelihood. They also 
have little fodder, short gestation intervals (150 days) as well as short maturity period and 
easier to handle, especially by women and children. Besides, the traders, who purchase 
goats from remote villages and other markets, also sell them here due to lucrative prices. 
As it has already been mentioned that this market is on the national highway 24 that 
coimects vdth the huge masses of urban population. Good accessibility and attractive 
policy of market owner such as protection, accommodation for traders enable them 
(participants) for healthy trading of meaty goat at large scale. 
Bajhera also has 88.59 per cent share in transaction of meaty goats to total 
transaction of goats. As aforesaid that Bajhera is located on grid of roads where great 
demand for meaty goats (mutton) have been recorded throughout the year. As it is a 
supply centre for mutton to regional urban centre and nearly urban centre (5 km away) as 
well as two big army cantonment boards (Bareilly and Fatehgarh). 
The table also shows transaction of goats for milk in different selected markets. It 
varies from market to market. The proportion of milk goat transaction is 58.93 per cent in 
Parasin, 35.23 per cent in Bharatpur, 30.16 per cent in Sindhauli, 30.9 per cent in Nigohi 
Khas. However, in remaining periodic markets, transaction of milk goats is less than 30 
per cent. It is 29.12 per cent in Dabhaura, 28.01 per cent in Kaneg, 27.27 per cent in 
Rafiabad Kalan, 26.15 per cent in Khutar, 25.52 per cent in Pipriya Harchand, 20.20 per 
cent in Powayan, 17.01 per cent in Rawatpur, 14.91 per cent in Rajpura, 11.41 per cent in 
Bajhera and 5.88 per cent in Miranpur Katra. 
These variations present the regional reflection, in regard of marginal farmers 
and landless labourers of surroundings of the respective markets. High concentration of 
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land less agricultural labourers leads to high share of milch goats. This fact lies in table 
6.5 that the highest share of milk goat transaction has been recorded in Parasin. This 
market is situated in the areas where a big proportion of population belongs to below 
poverty line. They rear goats for nutritional as well as economic security. Their (goats) 
early maturation increases market value, which provides them good economic return. 
5.6. Participation of Different Livestock Sellers 
The sellers, who deal livestock in periodic markets, are called livestock sellers. 
Table 5.6 highlights the participation of different livestock traders in selected periodic 
markets. 
Table 5.6 
Participation of Different Livestock Sellers in Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Periodic 
Markets 
Pipriya Harchand 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Rajpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Kaneg 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Total 
Buffalo Sellers 
140 
351 
366 
167 
565 
167 
300 
270 
500 
70 
130 
165 
249 
580 
4020 
(52.04) 
(71.49) 
(68.03) 
(56.61) 
(71.07) 
(49.70) 
(75.57) 
(69.95) 
(63.78) 
(44.59) 
(43.77) 
(41.56) 
(67.48) 
(63.46) 
(62.57) 
Cattle Sellers 
84 
56 
70 
57 
113 
142 
61 
68 
167 
50 
115 
149 
95 
137 
1364 
(31.23) 
(11.41) 
(13.01) 
(19.32) 
(14.21) 
(42.26) 
(15.37) 
(17.62) 
(21.30) 
(31.85) 
(38.72) 
(37.53) 
(25.75) 
(14.99) 
(21.23) 
Goat Sellers 
45 
84 
102 
71 
117 
27 
36 
48 
117 
37 
52 
83 
25 
197 
1041 
(16.73) 
(17.11) 
(18.96) 
(24.07) 
(14.72) 
(8.04) 
(9.07) 
(12.44) 
(14.92) 
(23.57) 
(17.51) 
(20.91) 
(6.78) 
(21.55) 
(16.20) 
269 
491 
538 
295 
795 
336 
397 
386 
784 
157 
297 
397 
369 
914 
6425 
All 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
Figure in bracket shows percentage to total livestock sellers 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
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Their proportion is 62.57 per cent for buffalo sellers, 21.23 per cent for cattle sellers, and 
16.20 per cent for goat sellers respectively. 
5.6.1 Buffalo Sellers 
The average proportion of buffalo sellers is 62.57 per cent to total livestock 
sellers. It is higher than that of average (62.57 per cent) in eight markets. They are 
Rajpura (75.57 per cent), Miranpur Katra (71.01 per cent), Khutar (71.49 per cent), 
Nigohi (69.95 per cent), Powayan (68.03 per cent), Bharatpur (67.48 per cent), Rawatpur 
(63.78 per cent), and Bajhera (63.46 per cent). The high share of buffalo sellers reflects 
immense rearing pattern and uses of buffalo in the catchment area of the markets. 
The highest share (75.57 per cent) occurs in Rajpura because this market is 
located in the tract where less fertile bangar land is found. Due to the subsistence nature 
of agriculture, livestock are needed for the cultivation. Moreover, landless and marginal 
farmers as well as casual labourers are in a great extent. They are either engaged in 
buffalo rearing for livelihood or supplement to their income and nutritional intake. They 
dispose off their livestock surplus in this market. Being good road connectivity with its 
threshold area and weekly nature of the market encourage the good share of the buffalo 
sellers. 
Rafiabad Kalan is the market in which least fraction (41.56 per cent) of buffalo 
sellers have recorded. It is due to higher share of cattle as well as goat sellers. In 
surrounding area of the market, cattle (he) are used in agriculture and cows for milk. 
Goats are reared, and traded by casual and landless labourers for the economic and 
nutritional security. 
5.6.1.1 Participation of Different Buffalo Sellers 
Table 5.7 highlights the distribution of different kinds of buffalo sellers in 
selected periodic markets. The highest proportion of producer sellers (93.91 per cent) and 
little share of village traders (4.10 per cent) as well as urban traders (1.99 per cent) to 
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total buffalo traders have been noticed. Maximum concentration of producer sellers 
(93.91 per cent) reflects the nature of occupational structure of the study area where large 
number of population is engaged in animal rearing, in general and buffalo, in particular. 
Besides, livestock trading is also an occupation for village traders and urban traders. 
Table 5.7 
Participation of Different Buffalo Sellers in Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
S. « . J- n>i I * Producer Village Urban .„ 
No. Pe"»dic Markets gellers Traders Traders ^" 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Pipriya Harchand 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Rajpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Kaneg 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
140 
320 
350 
160 
500 
165 
300 
250 
450 
70 
130 
160 
230 
550 
(100) 
(91.17) 
(95.63) 
(95.81) 
(88.89) 
(98.81) 
(100) 
(92.59) 
(90) 
(100) 
(100) 
(96.67) 
(93.37) 
(94.83) 
0 
18 
16 
0 
30 
2 
0 
20 
30 
0 
0 
0 
19 
30 
0 
(5.13) 
(4.37) 
0 
(5.31) 
(1.19) 
0 
(7.41) 
(6) 
0 
0 
0 
(7.63) 
(5.17) 
0 
13 
0 
7 
35 
0 
0 
0 
20 
0 
0 
5 
0 
0 
0 
(3.7) 
0 
(4.19) 
(6.19) 
0 
0 
0 
(4) 
0 
0 
(3.33) 
0 
0 
140 
351 
366 
167 
565 
167 
300 
270 
500 
70 
130 
165 
249 
580 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
Total 3775 (93.91) 165 (4.10) 80 (1.99) 4020 (100) 
*Figure in bracket shows percentage to total buffalo sellers 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
Their share is little (6.09 per cent) in selected periodic markets. The markets, in which 
proportion of producer sellers is less than average, are Khutar (91.17 per cent), Miranpur 
Katra (88.29 per cent), Nigohi (92.59 per cent), Rawatpur (90 per cent), and Bharatpur 
(93.37 per cent). It is due to these markets (except Bharatpur) are located on highway 
or 
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near the urban centres. The location of Bharatpur is interior from the main road, where 
village traders (7.63 per cent) purchase buffalo to sell them in other big markets for 
getting profit. 
5.6.2 Cattle Sellers 
Table 5.6 also shows the mean proportion of cattle sellers is 21.23 per cent, has 
the second rank among the total sellers in the selected periodic markets. It is due to 
increasing of mechanization in agriculture, demand of cattle have decreased for 
cultivation. Besides, the social and religious conditions check the traders to transact cattle 
for slaughter. 
Table 5.8 
Participation of Different Cattle Sellers in Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
S.No. Periodic Markets Producer Sellers 
Village 
Traders 
Urban 
Traders All 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Pipriya Harchand 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Rajpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Kaneg 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Total 
80 
50 
65 
50 
108 
142 
61 
65 
160 
50 
115 
145 
95 
132 
1318 
(96.43) 
(89.29) 
(92.86) 
(87.72) 
(95.57) 
(100) 
(100) 
(95.59) 
(95.81) 
(100) 
(100) 
(97.31) 
(100) 
(96.35) 
(96.63) 
4 
4 
5 
7 
3 
0 
0 
3 
3 
0 
0 
4 
0 
5 
38 
(4.76) 
(7.14) 
(7.14) 
(12.28) 
(2.66) 
0 
0 
(4.42) 
(1.79) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(3.65) 
(2.79) 
0 
2 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
8 
0 
(3.57) 
0 
0 
(1.77) 
0 
0 
0 
(2.39) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(0.59) 
84 
56 
70 
57 
113 
142 
61 
68 
167 
50 
115 
149 
95 
137 
1364 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
"Figure in bracket shows percentage to total cattle sellers 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
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However, the marginal and landless cultivators usually rear the cattle for milk as 
well as for ploughing the field and transportation. The proportion of cattle sellers is 
higher than that of average (21.23 per cent) in the markets. They are Dabhaura (42.26 per 
cent), Kaneg (38.72 per cent), Rafiabad Kalan (37.53 per cent), Parasin (31.85 per cent), 
Pipriya Harchand (31.23 per cent), and Bharatpur (25.75 per cent). 
The highest proportion of cattle sellers has been recorded in Dabhaura (42.26 per 
cent). The trade area of the market is 257 sq. km in the basin of the Ramganga river (table 
4.17). Cattle are transacted by producer sellers for agriculture, carrying carts and for 
milk, especially used for drinking and processing of various items, i.e., khoa, ghee. It is 
the main occupation in the hinterland of the market. 
5.6.2.1 Participation of Different Cattle Sellers 
Table 5.8 indicates that participation of cattle producer sellers is the highest 
(96.63 per cent) like the buffalo in the selected markets. It is followed by village traders 
with 2.79 per cent as well as by urban traders with 0.59 per cent to total cattle sellers 
dealing in cattle transaction. The lion's share of cattle producer sellers is due to the great 
participation of marginal and small farmers in transaction for milk and draught purposes, 
i.e., ploughing, sowing the field, and pulling carts. Due to religious and scared animal, 
they are prohibited for slaughter; participation of non-producer sellers is less. However, 
the highest share of village cattle sellers (12.28 per cent) in Sindhauli because village 
traders are mostly land less farmers and carry the cattle from remote villages of leaner 
tract of the Khannuat and Sukheta rivers. There are cattle used for the agriculture and 
milk. However, the mechanization of agriculture has taken place in surrounding area of 
the markets. 
5.6.3 Goat Sellers 
Goat sellers occupy third position in the selected periodic markets with mean 
16.20 per cent to total livestock sellers (table 5.6). The table illustrates that the ratio of 
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goat sellers is 24.07 in Sindhauli, 23.57 per cent in Parasin, 23.15 per cent in Bajhera, 
20.91 Rafiabad Kalan, 18.96 per cent in Powayan, 17.51 per cent in Kaneg, 17.11 per 
cent in Khutar and 16.78 per cent in Pipriya Harchand. Proportion of goat sellers is 
higher than that of average (16.20 per cent) in these above-mentioned markets. However, 
share of goat sellers appears below the average, 14.92 per cent in Rawatpur, 14.72 per 
cent in Miranpur Katra, 12.44 per cent in Nigohi, 9.07 per cent in Rajpura, 8.04 per cent 
in Dabhaura and 6.78 per cent in Bharatpur. These variations present the regional 
reflection in regard of marginal farmers and landless labourers of surroundings of the 
respective markets. High concentration of landless agricultural labourers leads to high 
share of goat traders (table 6.6). 
Table 5.9 
Participation of Different Goat Sellers in Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Periodic Markets 
Pipriya Harchand 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Rajpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Kaneg 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Total 
Producer 
Sellers 
41 
72 
90 
60 
100 
25 
35 
45 
100 
35 
50 
80 
25 
140 
898 
(93.22) 
(85.71) 
(88.24) 
(84.51) 
(85.47) 
(92.59) 
(97.22) 
(93.75) 
(85.47) 
(94.59) 
(76.15) 
(96.38) 
(100) 
(71.07) 
(86.26) 
Village 
Traders 
4 
5 
12 
6 
6 
2 
1 
3 
12 
2 
2 
3 
0 
27 
85 
(6.78) 
(5.96) 
(11.76) 
(8.45) 
(5.13) 
(7.41) 
(2.78) 
(6.25) 
(10.26) 
(5.41) 
(3.85) 
(3.62) 
0 
(13.7) 
(8.17) 
Urban 
Traders 
0 
7 
0 
5 
11 
0 
0 
0 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
30 
58 
0 
(8.33) 
0 
(7.04) 
(9.4) 
0 
0 
0 
(4.27) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(15.23) 
(5.57) 
45 
84 
102 
71 
117 
27 
36 
48 
117 
37 
52 
83 
25 
197 
1041 
All 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
•Figure in bracket shows percentage to total goat sellers 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
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The share of goat producer sellers is the highest in Sindhauli. This market is located 
in the region where the mechanization of agriculture is in practice. Besides, the landless 
farmers and casual labourers rear goats and sell them in this market. These producer 
sellers come from the vicinity of the Khaimuat and the Sukheta rivers, where they are in 
majority. However, the buyers visit from the nearly urban centre, Shahjahanpur (10 
kilometres away) (table 6.6). 
The table also shows the low proportion of goat producer sellers in Bharatpur and 
Dabhaura. It reflects the goats rearing pattern of the surrounding region of the markets. 
There are due to fear of wild animals, i.e., wolf, jackal and diseases, the goats are reared 
in less numbers. 
5.6.3.1 Participation of Different Goat Sellers 
Table 5.9 reveals the highest average participation of goat producer sellers (86.26 
per cent) in selected periodic markets. It is followed by village traders (8.17 per cent) and 
urban traders (5.57 per cent) respectively. The proportion of producer sellers is more than 
average (86 .26 per cent) is found in eight markets. They are Bharatpur (100 per cent), 
Rajpura (97.22 per cent), Rafiabad Kalan (96.38 per cent), Parasin (94.59 per cent), 
Nigohi (93.75 per cent), Pipriya Harchand (93.22 per cent), Dabhaura (92.59 per cent), 
and Powayan (88.24 per cent). It is due to that the study area is dominated by small size 
of landholders and agricultural labourers. Goats are quick cash for these workers, so they 
prefer to rear them. Bharatpur is the market in which only producer sellers (100 per cent) 
trade goats. It is due to the goats are reared for milk and economic security in the 
catchment area of the market. The highest village traders (13.7 per cent) and urban 
traders (15.23 per cent) have been recorded in Bajhera. This market is situated in the 
region of subsistence type of agriculture. Here, a great part of agricultural under 
employed workers sells goats, which are purchased from the interior rural spaces as well 
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as from tributary markets. A plenty arrival of live goats, road connectivity, and good 
hospitality for traders are the pulling factors for the highest concentration of urban traders 
(13.7 per cent), especially for mutton. 
5.7 Participation of Livestock Landholder and Landless Sellers' 
Table 5.10 highlights participation of landholder sellers (46.94 per cent) and 
landless sellers (53.06 per cent) in the selected markets. Participation of the landless 
sellers varies from 45.35 per cent in Pipriya Harchand to 56.27 per cent in Sindhauli. 
Table 5.10 
Participation of Livestock Landholder and Landless Sellers in Selected Periodic 
Markets, 2005-06 
S.No. Periodic Markets Landholder Sellers Landless Sellers All 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Pipriya Harchand 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Rajpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Kaneg 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Total 
147 
220 
255 
129 
367 
164 
198 
179 
353 
78 
150 
193 
172 
411 
3016 
(54.65) 
(44.81) 
(47.39) 
(43.73) 
(46.16) 
(48.81) 
(49.87) 
(46.38) 
(45.02) 
(49.68) 
(50.5) 
(48.61) 
(46.61) 
(44.97) 
(46.94) 
*Mgure in bracket shows percentage to total livestock sellers 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
122 
271 
283 
166 
428 
172 
199 
207 
431 
79 
147 
204 
197 
503 
3409 
(45.35) 
(55.19) 
(52.61) 
(56.27) 
(53.84) 
(51.19) 
(50.13) 
(53.62) 
(54.98) 
(50.32) 
(49.5) 
(51.39) 
(53.39) 
(55.03) 
(53.06) 
269 
491 
538 
295 
795 
336 
397 
386 
784 
157 
297 
397 
369 
914 
6425 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
Land less sellers who are rearers of the livestock but they have not land for farming and fodders. 
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It is higher than that of average (53.06 per cent) in seven markets, i.e., 56.27 per 
cent in Sindhauli, 55.19 per cent in Khutar, 55.03 per cent in Bajhera, 54.98 per cent in 
Rawatpur, 53.84 per cent in Miranpur Katra, 53.62 per cent and 53.39 per cent in 
Bharatpur. 
The landless sellers consist of agricultural labourers, leaseholders, and casual workers, 
who are usually under employed in the study area. Hence, the livestock rearing and 
trading is the lucrative business among them for their supplement income and livelihood 
in rural as well as urban masses. The participation of landless sellers is the highest in 
Sindhauli because this market is situated in area where landless agricultural workers and 
tenants are in great extent. The urban sellers purchase the raw livestock (goat, buffalo) 
from this market to supply in nearly urban areas as well as the other markets for getting 
profit. However, milkmen and butchers also trade livestock for 
5.7.1 Holding wise Participation of Livestock Sellers 
Size of holding is an economic attribute, which determine the level and 
proportion of market participants (Khan et al. 2006)^'. Table 6.11 shows the share of 
livestock sellers based on different size of land holding (below 1 hectare) marginal 
farmers, (1-2 hectares) small, (2-4 hectares) semi-medium, (above 4 hectares) medium 
and large farmers in the selected periodic markets. 
The marginal farmers are leading traders (63.63 per cent). It is followed by small 
farmers (22.65 per cent), semi-medium farmers (9.48 per cent), medium and large 
fanners (4.24 per cent). Analysis of data reveals that 86.28 per cent livestock sellers 
belong to marginal and semi-small farmers. Livestock husbandry is the chief occupation 
among the low economic strata of the society. The proportion of individual group of the 
traders also shows regional or marketwise variation. The proportion of marginal 
landholder varies from 56.39 per cem in Bharatpur to 77.51 per cent in Sindhauli, small 
'^ Khan, N. et al. (2006), op.cit. 
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farmers from 14.29 per cent in Sindhauli to 26.83 per cent in Dabhaura, semi-medium 
farmers from 3.88 per cent in Sindhauli to 12.63 per cent in Rajpura, medium and large 
farmers from 1.82 per cent in Khutar to 7.56 per cent in Bharatpur. 
Table 5.11 
Holding wise Participation of Livestock Sellers in Selected Periodic Markets, 
2005-06 
Periodic Below 1 1-2 Hectares 2-4 Hectares ^*'7*^'* All 
^'^°- Markets Hectare Hectares 
1 Pipriya j j j .75 5J) 21 (14.29) 10 (6.8) 5 (3.4) 147 (100) 
Harchand 
2 Khutar 163 (74.09) 38 (17.27) 15 (6.82) 4 (1.82) 220 (100) 
3 Powayan 168 (65.88) 57 (22.35) 20 (7.84) 10 (3.93) 255 (100) 
4 Sindhauli 100 (77.51) 19 (14.73) 5 (3.88) 5 0 129 (100) 
5 Miranpur 244 (66.48) 83 (22.61) 27 (7.36) 13 (3.54) 367 (100) 
Katra 
6 Dabhaura 95 (57.93) 44 (26.83) 15 (9.15) 10 (6.09) 164 (100) 
7 Rajpura 116 (58.59) 50 (25.25) 25 (12.63) 7 (3.53) 198 (100) 
8 Nigohi 119 (66.48) 38 (21.23) 17 (9.49) 
Khas 
9 Rawatpur 213 (60.34) 86 (24.36) 39 (11.05) 
10 Parasin 50 (64.1) 19 (24.36) 7 (8.97) 
11 Kaneg 94 (62.67) 37 (24.67) 14 (9.33) 
12 Rafiabad 116 (60.1) 48 (24.87) 21 (10.88) 
Kalan 
13 Bharatpur 97 (56.39) 41 (23.84) 21 (12.21) 
14 Bajhera 233 (56.69) 102 (24.82) 50 (12.16) 26 (6.33) 
Total 1919 (63.63) 683 (22.65) 286 (9.48) 128 (4.24) 3016 (100) 
5 
15 
2 
5 
8 
13 
26 
(2.79) 
(4.25) 
(2.56) 
(3.33) 
(4.14) 
(7.56) 
(6.33) 
179 
353 
78 
150 
193 
172 
411 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
(100) 
• Figure in bracket shows percentage to total landholder sellers. 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
Size of landholding and share of livestock sellers have inverse relationship in the 
studied markets. Higher proportion of low size of landholdings and livestock sellers is 
attributed to surplus labourers available in these economic groups owing to lack of work. 
It is due to fragmentation in the size of their fields and sharp mechanization in 
agriculture. 
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Absence of work as well as under employment is the serious dimensions and challenges 
before such fanners in rural areas. Livestock rearing as well as trading are important 
options for economic viability and sustainability of marginal and small farmers in the 
study area. Moreover, the animal trading is a convenient business for them due to easy 
social and physical adaptation. 
Contrary to this, the medium and large fanners are found to be less interested 
because their size of landholding is sufficient for their economic viability and endurance 
in the society. They are also involved in different comfortable and respectable jobs. 
Although, their participation in the livestock trading is not well appreciated, some of 
them have been involved in marketing of their animals, due to economic compulsion. 
5.8 Price Structure of Livestock 
Price of livestock of various categories is not the function of any one attribute but 
combined effect of a large number of factors, i.e., quality and size of livestock, nature of 
demand and supply pattern, seasons of agricultural operations, weather condition, 
distance of markets from the cities/towns as well as arrival of outside traders in the 
markets. The price of livestock fluctuates tremendously unlike manufactured or 
processed goods. Therefore, the average price of various livestock of same variety has 
been taken into consideration for the understanding the price structure of livestock in 
different markets of the study area. 
5.8.1 Price Structure of Buffalo 
Buffalo are important livestock brought in the markets for the transaction because 
they are used for multipurpose such as agriculture, transportation, milk, and meat. The 
price of buffalo differs according to their age, gender, as well as use in every market. 
Table 5.12 reflects the price of various groups of buffalo in the selected markets. An 
outlook of the table indicates that lactating buffalo has the highest price, i.e., Rs.9525 per 
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head. It is followed by Rs.5768 per head for dry milch buffalo, Rs.3493 per head for 
draught buffalo, Rs.2441 per head for matured meaty buffalo and Rs.632 per head for 
kids. The price range of kids, matured, lactating buffalo have been assessed between 
Rs.530 per head, Rs.2230 per head and Rs.7500 per head in Parasin and Rs.710 per head, 
Rs.2600 per head and Rs.11500 per head in Miranpur Katra. 
Table 5.12 
Price Structure of Buffalo in Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Periodic 
Markets 
Pipriya Harchand 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Rajpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Kaneg 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
Total 
•Price in rupee per head 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
Kids 
590 
640 
650 
665 
710 
540 
630 
660 
680 
530 
640 
655 
560 
700 
632 
Meat 
Matured 
2350 
2440 
2460 
2470 
2600 
2410 
2510 
2480 
2520 
2230 
2450 
2390 
2300 
2570 
2441 
Milk 
In Milk 
8600 
10700 
9000 
8850 
11500 
7600 
9100 
9500 
10500 
7500 
9700 
10200 
9800 
10800 
9525 
Dry 
5600 
6400 
6000 
5850 
6200 
4500 
5400 
6200 
6500 
4200 
5500 
6100 
5800 
6500 
5768 
Draught 
3000 
3900 
3500 
3500 
4000 
3200 
3400 
3200 
3600 
2900 
3100 
3700 
3800 
4100 
3493 
Dry milk buffalo are transacted rather low price as compared to milky one. Their 
prices vary between Rs.4200 per head in Rawatpur and Rs.6500 per head Bajhera. 
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Market wise prices are controlled by market location, demand and supply, 
accessibility and nature of market. Miranpur Katra, Bajhera and Rawatpur have been 
recorded for higher price of all varieties of buffalo. Wide market trade area, good road 
connectivity, greater demand of buffalo for meat, milk in urban masses and for 
agriculture and means of transportation in rural areas are responsible for high prices. 
5.8.2 Price Structure of Cattle 
Table 5.13 illustrates the mean price of different cattle is transacted in 
the selected markets during 2005-06. 
Table 5.13 
Price Structure of Cattle in Selected Periodic Markets, 2005-06 
S.No. Periodic 
Markets 
1 Pipriya Harchand 
2 Khutar 
3 Powayan 
4 Sindhauli 
5 Miranpur Katra 
6 Dabhaura 
7 Rajpura 
8 Nigohi Khas 
9 Rawatpur 
10 Parasin 
11 Kaneg 
12 Rafiabad Kalan 
13 Bharatpur 
14 Bajhera 
Total 
*Price in rupee per head 
Source: Field Survey, 2005-06 
Milk 
In Milk 
5500 
5800 
6000 
5000 
5200 
5600 
5400 
5800 
6200 
4800 
5200 
5600 
6000 
6400 
5607 
Dry 
3600 
3800 
3700 
3600 
4200 
4300 
4100 
3400 
3900 
3200 
4000 
4100 
4200 
4300 
3886 
Draught 
4000 
4500 
4600 
4500 
5000 
4700 
4800 
4900 
5500 
3800 
4300 
4800 
5000 
5200 
4686 
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The average price of lactating cattle is Rs.5607 per head, dry cattle Rs.3886 
rupee per head, and draught Rs.4686 per head has been assessed. Table 5.13 also 
highlights price of lactating cattle, which are comparatively higher than that of 
draught, dry, and kids. It is due to that their milk provides good economic return and 
nutrition intake. 
The price of lactating cows are more than the mean (Rs.607 per head) in those 
markets where requirement of them for milk is high, i.e., Rs.5800 per head in Khutar, 
Rs.6000 per head in Powayan, Rs.6200 per head in Rawatpur, Rs.6000 per head in 
Bharatpur and Rs.6400 per head in Bajhera. Dry long lactating period of the cows is 
responsible for their lower price. The mean price of draught cattle is Rs.4686 per 
head. It is more than mean price, Rs.5000 per head in Miranpur Katra, Rs.4700 per 
head in Dabhaura, Rs.4800 per head in Rajpura, Rs. 4900 per head in Nigohi, Rs.5500 
per head in Rawatpur, Rs.5000 per head in Bharatpur, and Rs.5200 per head in 
Bajhera. It is the regional demand of draught cattle in agriculture that makes higher 
price for them, 
5.8.3 Price Structure of Goats 
Goats are usually resource for women and the poor. The price structure 
of goats is much fluctuated by their composition of age, gender, health, and nature of 
demand and supply. Table 5.14 shows market wise price structure of goats in selected 
periodic markets. The mean price has been assessed Rs.2311 per head for meaty 
goats, Rs.2414 per head for lactating goats and Rs.l818 per head for dry goats. The 
price of lactating goats is comparatively higher than that of others. Because, lactating 
goats are the chief sources of nutrition (milk) and income for the livelihood among the 
casual, landless labourers, and the poor. The range of prices varies from market to market 
of different groups of goats (table 5.14). 
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Table 5.14 
Price Structure of Goats in Selected Periodic Marlcets, 2005-06 
S.1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
*Price in 
Source: 
Vo. Periodic Markets 
Pipriya Harchand 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Miranpur Katra 
Dabhaura 
Rajpura 
Nigohi Khas 
Rawatpur 
Parasin 
Kaneg 
Rafiabad Kalan 
Bharatpur 
Bajhera 
rupee per head 
Field Survey, 2005-06 
Meat 
2400 
2500 
2550 
2450 
2800 
2100 
2350 
2200 
2400 
1950 
2250 
2000 
1800 
2600 
In Milk 
2600 
2750 
2800 
2600 
2900 
2300 
2200 
2400 
2300 
2100 
2400 
2100 
1850 
2500 
Milk 
Dry 
2000 
1950 
2050 
2000 
2100 
1800 
1750 
1700 
1800 
1400 
1900 
1500 
1450 
2050 
5.9 Marketing Channels for Livestock 
Marketing channels are a commodity flow system in which goods move from 
the producer to the consumer through time, space and ownership. The study shows that 
the livestock follow a number of flow systems, from producers (rearers) to ultimate reach 
consumers (rearers/butchers) in the study area. These flow systems of livestock describes 
as market channels in the case of livestock, other agricultural commodities, and 
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manufactured goods. Channels may be short or long, depending upon the length of 
distribution of concerned livestock. The various kinds of livestock have their distinct 
flow channels. 
5.9.1 Marketing Channels for Buffalo 
The largest transaction of buffalo in selected markets takes in different marketing 
channels, which are given below: 
1. Producer-consumer (rearer/farmer) 
2. Producer-village trader-rearer/farmer 
3. Producer-village trader-butcher-consumer. 
4. Producer-virban trader-rearer-butcher-consumer 
5. Producer-urban trader-slaughterhouse/meat factories-consumer 
6. Producer-urban trader/village trader-slaughter stock dealer-slaughterhouse/meat 
factory-exporter-whole seller-retailer-consumer 
Marketing Channels for Buffalo 
Slaughter 
Stock dealer 
Slaughterhouse 
or 
Meat factory 
Exporter 
Wholesaler Retailer 
Producer 
Village 
Trader 
Consumer 
(Rearer) 
Consumer 
Urban 
Trader 
Consumer 
(Farmer) 
Butcher 
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5.9.2 Marketing Channels for Cattle 
Cattle are transacted only for dairy and draught purposes. Due to religious 
obligation, they are restricted for slaughter in the study area. Therefore, their 
marketing channels are comparatively smaller. 
1. Producer-rearer/farmer 
2. Producer-village trader 
3. Producer-village trader-rearer/farmer 
4. Producer-village trader-urban trader-rearer/farmer 
Marketing Channels for Cattle 
Village 
Trader 
Producer 
Consumer 
(Farmer) 
Urban 
Trader 
Consumer 
(Rearer) 
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5.9.3 Marketing Channels for Goats 
Goats are maximum, locally demanded, hence, their channels are rather shorter. 
They are following: 
1. Producer-rearer 
2. Producer-butcher-consumer 
3. Producer-village trader-urban trader 
4. Producer-village trader-butcher-consumer 
5. Producer-urban trader-rearer-butcher-consumer 
6. Producer-supplier-processor-consumer 
Marketing Channels for Goats 
' ' 
Village 
Trader 
ProQucer 
' ' 
Butcher 
(Processor) 
^ ' 
' ' 
Urban 
Trader 
' 
Consumer 
1 ' 
Consumer 
(Rearer) 
CONCLUSION 
The present study analyses the geographical condition of study area as well as 
the distribution of periodic markets and their role in the transaction of agricultural 
commodities in Shahjahanpur district. It has been found that the study region is very 
much diversified in physio-socio-cultural and economic attributes, i.e., topography, 
climate, demography, agriculture, industries and transportation. The study reveals that 
periodic markets are imevenly distributed in time and space. It is due to physio-
cultural diversity of the study area. The analysis of periodic markets highlights the 
evolution and hierarchy of the markets in the study area, depending on a cumulative 
effect of physical and cultural enviroimients. The origin and development of periodic 
markets are based on the orthodox and alternative theories of market origin. The old 
markets generally situated in the interior area of the district, originated on account of 
local needs and specific importance of particular place or settlement while the other 
periodic markets at nodal points, emerged as a result of increasing length of metalled 
roads. 
The distribution of periodic markets is not homogeneous. The Nearest 
Neighbour Analysis method has proved that the periodic markets in almost every 
block are randomly distributed on the space. The ratio of periodic markets with 
population, net sown area, inhabited villages, and served area per periodic market also 
vary in different blocks of the district. 
Similarly, periodic markets are not uniform in temporal distribution. Their 
temporally uneven distribution reflects the economic status of the area, nature and size of 
demand as well as traditional, religious and cultural aspects. 
The total number of market frequency is 301, which is spread all over the seven 
days of week. The fi-equency varies on different days in different blocks of the study area, 
where the majority of periodic markets are bi-weekly. Wednesday and Saturday are the 
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most preferred days because the duration between the two market days has sufficient 
time, and economic compulsion forces for meeting the markets on these days. However, 
in the study area the religious and cultural influenced days are Friday and Tuesday that 
have least effects on the meeting days of the periodic markets. 
The different types of periodic markets have been classified on the basis of 
location, size, transacted commodities, estimated attendance and tributary area. On 
the basis of Doi's crop combination method, nine specialized categories of periodic 
markets, i.e., (1) livestock markets (2) livestock-vegetables markets (3) livestock-food 
grains markets (4) livestock-vegetables-food grains markets (5) vegetables markets 
(6) vegetables-food grains markets (7) vegetables-food grains-grocery markets (8) 
vegetables-food grains-other miscellaneous goods markets (9) vegetables-food grains-
other miscellaneous goods-grocery markets, have been recognized. 
The hierarchy of periodic markets is rather a grading of markets unlike the 
urban centres (service centres). The urban centres have vertical integration while the 
periodic markets have horizontal integration. The periodic markets have similar 
functions but vary in size and volume. Thus, four grades of hierarchy, i.e., regional, 
sub-regional, block-level and local periodic markets have been identified, on the basis 
of Composite Functional Index (CFI). 
The behaviour of consumers and traders in periodic markets are controlled by 
various factors like topography, climate, purchasing power, demand and supply, 
centrality of markets, accessibility, culture, religion, and psychology. Moreover, 
nature of goods transacted in the periodic markets is also an important determinant of 
consimiers and traders' behaviour. 
The distance, travelled by consumers for the visiting periodic markets, varies 
for different markets in the district. Long distance journey is made for high order 
market centres with different objectives. A considerable variation in travelled distance 
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by traders is recognized. The full-time traders and producer-cum-traders travel longer 
distance in comparison to producer sellers and artisan because their trade is a fully 
fledge occupation. It is fact that, their travelling pattern and travelling distance are 
affected by economic factors. That is why full time traders travel maximum distance 
in a week to get maximum profit and visit different markets in a week, unless the 
cumulative sale exceeds their threshold level. Buying traders, in regard of low order 
goods, travel rather small distance and move to relatively lesser number of periodic 
markets for collecting commodities from the villages, urban centres, and regulated 
markets to sell in these markets. However, in case of high order goods such as 
livestock buying traders travel comparatively long distance, to collect livestock from 
villages and other periodic markets to trade them. 
The study reveals that tributary area of the periodic markets is rather circular 
form than hexagonal in the study area because the tributary area of a periodic market 
is served by another periodic market on the other day. Thus, the concept of unserved 
area or overlapping area, which emerges from the circular trade area of market 
centres, does not apply in this regard. 
The importance of periodic markets in transaction of agricultural surplus may 
be understood, keeping in the view the extent to which they are involved in direct 
marketing of different commodities. This system provides maximum profit for both 
consumers and producers, by reducing intermediaries share to consumer price at grass 
roots level. 
It has been found through the analysis of the data that a wide range of 
commodities is transacted in the periodic markets. It includes agricultural and non-
agricultural commodities such as vegetables, food grains, pulses, oilseeds, livestock, 
salt, spices, kerosene oil, soap, cosmetic, mill made cloth, readymade garments. 
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insecticides, pesticides, and fertilizers. It is quite obvious from the field survey that 
periodic markets in Shahjahanpur district are of agricultural nature. 
However, the volume of agricultural marketable surplus transacted is not much 
important in these markets. It is lesser when compared to other marketing agencies, i.e., 
regulated markets, private agencies. The field data reveals that estimated annual 
transaction of vegetables in the periodic markets is 41640 tonnes. It is followed by wheat 
9655 tonnes, paddy 6915 tonnes, pulses 1460 tonnes, oilseeds 3510 tonnes and fruits 
3370 tonnes. The transaction of food grains in these markets is lower in comparison to 
perishable commodities such as vegetables. It is due to fact that small food grain 
marketable surplus is carried by the marginal and small farmers to dispose off, when 
they are in immediate need of money. Indebtedness of these farmers generally 
compels them to sell their surplus to the traders who loaned money during pre-harvest 
period. However, the big surplus is carried by big and medium farmers to sell in 
regulated markets and other agencies. On average, the proportion of marketed surplus as 
food grains is 14.51 per cent for wheat, 10.27 per cent for paddy, and 2.01 per cent for 
pulses to the total crop transaction. 
The transaction of vegetables is on the top rank with 62.19 per cent to total crop 
transaction in the selected periodic markets. It proves that periodic markets are the main 
trading centres for vegetables. It is because of the perishable nature of the commodities 
and the backward nature of study area, in context of storing, freezing, and transportation 
facilities at grass roots level. Hence, the periodic markets are the only options for 
marginal and small holders to dispose off their vegetables at remunerative prices. That is 
why, in more than 50 per cent of the selected markets, the transaction of vegetables is 
above the average (62.57 per cent). However, lack of truck farming in rural areas, 
vegetables are supplied for periodic markets fi-om the city side. 
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Wheat is on second position in total crop transaction of selected periodic markets 
with average 14.51 per cent. During glut season, small share of wheat marketable surplus 
is transacted in periodic markets for getting immediate cash while the big surplus of same 
crop is carried to sell in regulated markets. However, the proportion of transacted wheat, 
owing to market location, physical, social, and agro-economic factors, varies from 0.47 
per cent to 27.67 per cent in the different periodic markets. 
Paddy occupies third place to total crop transaction (10.57 per cent) in the 
selected periodic markets. It is transacted higher than that of average in sub-regional, 
block level and small periodic markets. It is because, rice is the main diet of population 
and raw material for cottage industries in the study region. However, due to small net 
sown area and low production, the average share of transacted pulses is 2.01 per cent, 
which varies from 0.6 per cent to 4.95 per cent in different periodic markets. The 
transaction of oilseeds accoimts average 5.27 per cent. It is higher than average, among 
the 15 markets. It is because of that they are produced by mainly marginal and small 
farmers. These markets are easily accessible for disposing off their oilseeds. 
The sellers involved in transaction of different crops, are vegetable sellers (29.94 
per cent), followed by wheat sellers (21.72 per cent), paddy sellers (16.12 per cent), 
oilseed sellers (15.75 per cent), pulses sellers (6.32 per cent) and fiaiit sellers (9.64 per 
cent). Lucrative price and quick payment, accessibility, hospitality, satisfaction for the 
sellers, as well as availability of other commodities of general and agricultural uses, pull 
a bulk of sellers in these markets. 
Periodic markets serve at local level, where the average highest share of 
vegetable sellers is 29.94 per cent. These periodic markets are held mainly for the 
marketing of fresh vegetables. The proportion of different kinds of vegetable sellers such 
as producer sellers, village sellers and urban sellers is 26.78 per cent, 32.99 per cent, and 
40.99 per cent respectively. 
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The vegetable sellers belonging to urban area are in majority (40.99 per cent) in 
the periodic markets. It is because that mostly vegetables are cultivated in the nearest 
concentric zone of town/city; sellers carry vegetables from there as well as different parts 
of the district and adjacent regions to sell in these markets. Unemployment and 
underemployment are main push factors in the urban areas that force the urban residents 
to trade vegetables for earning the livelihood as well as supplement for their meagre 
income. 
The average share of wheat sellers is 21.72 per cent to total crop sellers in 
periodic markets. It is the second higher frequency among the crop sellers is largely. It is 
due to the presence of considerable number of producers, who fulfil their immediate need 
by selling their products. Their share is 50.43 per cent for producer sellers, 34.96 per cent 
for village sellers, and 14.61 per cent for urban sellers of the total wheat sellers exists in 
the periodic markets. The highest share of producer sellers reflects the higher 
participation of small, marginal, and landless farmers who are dominance in the study 
area. 
The paddy sellers are accounted for 16.12 per cent in the periodic markets. Due to 
uneven production and demand in their hinterland, the share of paddy sellers varies 
between 4.65 per cent and 26.19 per cent in different markets. The proportion of different 
type of paddy sellers is 55.27 per cent for producer sellers, 42.55 per cent for village 
traders, and 1.59 per cent for urban traders. 
The average participation of oilseed sellers is 15.75 per cent in the periodic 
markets. It varies from 3.59 per cent to 34.35 per cent in different periodic markets. Out 
of 34 periodic markets, 14 markets have been recorded proportionally above the average 
(15.75 per cent). Moreover, the share of fruits and pulses sellers is 9.64 per cent and 6.82 
per cent respectively. Proportion of different fruit sellers is 15.93 per cent for producer 
sellers, 46.38 per cent for village traders, and 37.69 per cent for urban traders. 
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The average participation of non-producer sellers is found 80.53 per cent in 
selected periodic markets. It is higher due to prevailing unemployment and under 
employment in the study area. They trade crops in the periodic markets for their 
livelihood or supplementary income for sustaining their lives. 
Size of holding and participation of producer sellers in the periodic markets has 
inverse relationship. Higher share of producer sellers refer to lower the size of land 
holdings. More than 95 per cent producers belong to marginal, small and semi-medium 
categories of farmers, who have holding less than 4 hectares, while only less than 5 per 
cent belong to medium and high categories, who have above the 4 hectares land holding. 
The average prices of agro-crops in periodic markets are comparatively lower 
than that of the town markets. The prices vary with location of the market, characteristics 
of the hinterland, nature of demand and supply, durability of the commodities, 
accessibility and transportation. 
Different market channels have been identified for different commodities in the 
district. The length of channels decides the complexities and price at consuming stage. 
Reduction in length of marketing channels is a strategy of effective marketing and it 
assures remunerative price for different commodities to the farmers. 
The livestock marketing is in rudimentary and unorganized form in the study area. 
The animal transaction appears to be spatio-temporal and socio-economic oriented. 
Moreover, seasonal variation and festival (such as Eid-ul-Azha) are also responsible for 
spatial as well as temporal variation in transaction of livestock in the periodic markets. 
The study reveals that total annual average number of livestock 336908 heads 
(buffalo, cattle, and goat) is transacted in the periodic markets. It has variation from 8164 
heads to 38428 heads in different markets. It is due to their location, size, nature of 
catchment area, connectivity, fair prices, protection of traders inside of markets from 
bogus intermediaries as well as outside from robbers. 
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Buffalo, scores the largest number (144820 heads) of livestock transaction is 
followed by goats (139958 heads) and cattle (52130). The large number of buffalo and 
goats is transacted livestock in these markets due to the increasing demand of meat both 
mutton and beef, within as well as outside of the study area. Therefore, the animals for 
meat have top ranking place, with 76.20 per cent of total transaction of goats and 48.46 
per cent of total buffalo. However, transaction of milch livestock takes second position in 
which the share of cattle, buffalo, and goats is 45.14 per cent, 28.04 per cent and 23.80 
per cent. The milch livestock are demanded for milk and milk products (khoa, ghee) and 
for nutritional security particularly in rural masses. Proportion of livestock transaction for 
draught purposes, occupies third place (18.59 per cent). It is due to increasing of 
mechanization in agriculture, in which the demand of draught animals has been sharply 
reduced. Cattle have been recorded comparatively higher proportion (54.86 per cent) than 
buffalo (23.5 per cent) in use wise transaction of livestock. 
The share of sellers, who deal with transaction of livestock, is 62.57 per cent for 
buffalo, 21.23 per cent for cattle, and 16.20 per cent for goats. The higher proportion of 
buffalo sellers reflects immense rearing pattern and uses of buffalo as well as cattle in the 
catchment areas of markets. Different buffalo sellers, i.e., producer sellers, village traders 
and urban traders have their share 93.31 per cent, 4.10 per cent and 1.99 per cent that 
varies market to market. Similarly, in cattle transaction, the share of producer sellers is 
96.63 per cent. However, the share of village traders and urban traders is 2.79 per cent 
and 0.59 per cent respectively. The lion's share of producer sellers is because of generally 
buffalo are reared and transacted for milk, and he buffalo for ploughing and sowing the 
field as well as pulling carts by marginal and small farmers, whose concentration is high 
in the study area. 
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Among the goat sellers the proportion of producer sellers is 86.26 per cent, which 
is followed by village traders (8.17 per cent), and urban traders (5.57 per cent). It is due 
to the dominance of small size landholders and agricultural labourers in study area. Goats 
are quick cash for these workers, so they prefer to rear and sell them. 
Landholder and landless livestock sellers have their share 46.94 per cent and 
53.06 per cent respectively. The landless traders consist of agricultural labourers, 
leaseholders, and casual workers, who are usually under employed in the study area. The 
livestock rearing and trading is the lucrative business among them to supplement their 
income and livelihood in rural as well as urban masses. 
Holding wise, the marginal farmers are leading traders (63.63 per cent) in 
periodic markets followed by small farmers (22.65 per cent), semi-medium farmers (9.48 
per cent), medium and large farmers (4.24 per cent). Higher proportion of low size of 
landholders in the livestock trading is due to the absence of alternative employment 
opportunity, under employment, fragmentation in the size of the fields, in the study area. 
The average price of various livestock is from Rs.632 per head to Rs.9525 per 
head for different type of buffalo, from Rs.3886 per head to Rs.5607 per head for 
different kinds of cattle, and from Rs. 1818 per head to Rs.2414 per head for different 
goats in the periodic markets. The price of livestock fluctuates in these markets with the 
quality and size of livestock, nature of demand and supply pattern, season of agricultural 
operations, weather conditions, and distance of markets from the cities/towns as well as 
arrival of outside traders. 
Like other commodities, the livestock follow a number of flow systems from 
producers (rearers) to ultimate consumers (rea^ers^utchers). Channels may be short or 
long, depending upon the length of distribution of concerned livestock. The various kinds 
of livestock have their distinct flow channels. 
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Moreover, it has been found that agricuhural marketing, especially in periodic 
markets, faces a number of difficulties. Organizational as well as infrastructural 
deficiencies are not uncommon. Some of the major deficiencies are lack of space for 
auction, lack of standards weight and measures, lack of grading facilities, lack of 
management, lack of communication and accessibility and lack of storage facilities. 
There is an urgent need to reduce these problems, which will help the farmers, 
thereby helping in agricultural development of the district. 
Taking into consideration the prevailing marketing system in the district, a number 
of steps should be taken for betterment of the periodic markets, in order to make effect 
marketing. They are as follows: 
1) An elected Periodic Market Committee (PMC) should be constituted for each 
periodic market to supervise the transaction taking place in the market. The 
committee should be responsible for control the price and providing facilities 
needed in the markets. A price list should be released every week for different 
commodities, in different periodic markets and also in town markets in the study 
area. 
2) The market should be held out of settlement on open space, and it should be 
cormected to main road by link road that would provide an environment in 
which transaction costs are lower for trading the commodities. It would also 
promote the future trading in periodic markets. 
3) Regulation of all periodic markets is needed, on the basis of order of 
importance. The participants, i.e., traders, arahatias, brokers, weighmen, 
middlemen and dalal should be registered. All malpractices like dharamshala, 
goshala charges, bathakai charges should be defined and should also be under 
control of PMC. 
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4) All periodic markets, especially first and second order, should be facilitated 
with creation of storage facilities and warehouses including multi-channel and 
multi-purpose cold stores in the market yards. So that, the producers can stock 
their commodities for next market day or next season, when they are more in 
demand and costly. 
5) Agricultural inputs like fertilizers, pesticides, insecticides, seeds, and implement 
should be distributed through periodic markets. This system will save the 
farmers' time from visiting other service centres. 
6) The agro-based industries should be established near the periodic market 
centres. It will increase the price of commodities, and the available raw material 
can be fully utilized. 
7) Private entrepreneurs should be allowed to establish market yards and other-
related facilities in the periodic markets, by which producer and other sellers 
will get better infrastructural facilities, to accelerate marketing of agricultural 
commodities. 
8) Horizontal and vertical coordination of periodic markets is needed. These 
markets should be linked with wholesale trade for goods. Agricultural 
marketing system plays an important role in determining the prices received by 
the farmers and those paid by the consumers. 
9) A scientific approach for the structural analysis of agricultural commodities 
should be made, that must be considered as standard approach to balance in the 
seasonal pattern prices received by farmers and prices paid by the consumers. 
10) A major section of producer sellers, village traders and urban traders (non 
producer sellers) belong to marginal, small farmers and labourers of 
unorganized sectors. So, micro credit facilities should be provided for these 
participants of the periodic markets. 
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11) Introduction of micro credit should be on the basis of philosophy for the micro 
credit, flourished by Novel Price laureate Prof Muhammad Yunus of 
Bangladesh. That may enhance the income level of the traders and sellers of 
unorganised sectors. 
12) Government and private purchase centres (formal agencies) should be set up in 
the periodic markets. Cooperative marketing system should also be started in 
these markets. 
13) Majority of the farmers in the study area operate small farm units and produce 
only small marketed surpluses that require marketing facilities at nearby places. 
Hence, periodic markets should have linkages among the each level in the 
hierarchy of market yards with telephone, fax and internet facilities, and 
allowing electronic trade. 
Moreover, the above mentioned facilities, if provided and developed at grass roots 
level, would enable to the producer, trader as well as consumers to get maximum benefit. 
An efficient periodic marketing system, well equipped with adequate modem facilities 
with good socio-economic security is urgently needed for getting the benefit of crops and 
livestock, taking place at global level after increasing influence of WTO in agricultural 
sector. 
The study will be helpfiil rather high development of agriculture and allied 
processing activities at grass roots level linking to the regional, national, and international 
markets that would increase the income of marginal, small farmers, non-producer sellers, 
to add new dimensions in development of the district as well as Indian agriculture. 
Appendix-I 
Name of Periodic Markets, Market Day and Their Location code in 
Shahjahanpur District, 2001 
Location code 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
Periodic Market 
Deokali 
Maksoodpur 
Nabhichi 
Kandharpur 
Gulria 
Manpur Pipriya 
Mohiuddinpur 
Pipriya Harchand 
Mudiya Chhawan 
Dhaka Ghanshyam 
Tindua Nagria 
Mudiya Kurimiyat 
Banda 
Dalelpur Jagdishpur 
Durjanpur kalan 
Sultanpur 
Kurriya Khurd Kalan 
Muradpur 
Dhanega 
Gora 
Hamirpur 
Jograjpxir 
Kesherpur Kalan 
Nawadia Nawazpur 
Hamai 
Shiura Khurd Kalan 
Muradpur NiviaKhera 
Naroutha Hansram 
Nawadia Horilal 
BaraUrfSalhana 
Rampur Kalan 
Khutar (U) 
Nahil 
Majhagawa 
Nawabpur Ganga 
Mahua Pathak 
Baragoan 
Pakria Hakim 
Gangsara 
Jawan 
Development 
Block 
Banda 
Banda 
Banda 
Banda 
Banda 
Banda 
Banda 
Banda 
Banda 
Banda 
Banda 
Banda 
Banda 
Banda 
Khutar 
Khutar 
Khutar 
Khutar 
Khutar 
Khutar 
Khutar 
Khutar 
Khutar 
Khutar 
khutar 
khutar 
Khutar 
Khutar 
Khutar 
Khutar 
Khutar 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Powayan 
Powayan 
Powayan 
Powayan 
Khutar 
Khutar 
Powayan 
Market Days 
Tue, Sat 
Wed, Sun 
Wed, Sun 
Wed. 
Thu, Sun 
Wed, Sun 
Tue, Sat 
Sun 
Sun 
Tue, Fri 
Tue, Sat 
Wed, Sat 
Men, Thu 
Wed, Sun 
Tue, Sun 
Wed, Sun 
Wed, Sun 
Tue, Sun 
Tue, Fri 
Tue, Fri 
Sat 
Mon 
Tue, Fri 
Tue, Fri 
Wed, Sat 
Wed, Sat 
Tue ,Fri 
Mon, Tue 
Wed, Sat 
Wed, Sun 
Mon, Fri 
Sat 
Mon 
Wed, Sat 
Mon, Thu 
Tue, Fri 
Mon ,Tue, Sat 
Tue, Fri 
Tue, Fri 
Tue, Fri 
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41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
61 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
11 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
Powayan(U) 
China Sariya 
Bhakhtyarpur Z. Bhitiya 
Blindpxor Gaddipur 
Gola Paipur 
Panwari 
Katia Buzrag 
Karanpur 
Sindhauli 
Alampur 
Koro kuian 
Anawa 
Patai 
Gandhpur 
Mudia Powar 
Mahua Durg 
Babauri 
Pilkhana 
Mahasir 
Nawada Darabast 
Khudaganj(U) 
Akbarpur 
Ukhari 
Miranpur Katra(U) 
Bairari Baisara 
Khera Rath 
Alampur 
Jaitipur 
Ali Akbarpur 
Marena 
Dabhoura 
Nagla Dehat Mali 
Ban Prasindhpur 
Garhiya Rangeen 
Simriya Raipur 
Khamariya 
Jagat 
Shankerpur Pirthai 
Banthara urf Nagla 
Bauri 
RajputpururfChiti 
Brah Mohabbatpur 
Samdhana 
Khandsor 
Khundra 
Rajpura 
Powayan 
Sindhauli 
Sindhauli 
Sindhauli 
Sindhauli 
Sindhauli 
Sindhauli 
Sindhauli 
Sindhauli 
Sindhauli 
Sindhauli 
Sindhauli 
Sindhauli 
Sindhauli 
Sindhauli 
Sindhauli 
Sindhauli 
Sindhauli 
Sindhauli 
Katra 
Katra 
Katra. 
Katra 
Katra 
Jaitipur 
Jaitipur 
Jaitipur 
Jaitipur 
Jaitipur 
Jaitipur 
Jaitipur 
Jaitipur 
Jaitipur 
Jaitipur 
Jaitipur 
Jaitipur 
Jaitipur 
Jaitipur 
Jaitipur 
Jaitipur 
Jaitipur 
Tilhar 
Tilhar 
Tilhar 
Tilhar 
Tilhar 
Wed, Sun 
Wed, Sat 
Mon, Tue 
Mon, Fri 
Wed, Sat 
Tue, Sun 
Thu, Sun 
Tue, Sat 
Thu, Sun 
Tue, Fri 
Tue 
Tue, Sat 
Fri 
Sat 
Tue, Sat 
Wed 
Thu 
Mon, Fri 
Sat 
Mon, Fri 
Wed, Sat 
Tue, Fri 
Wed, Sat 
Thu, Sun 
Wed 
Mon, Wed 
Tue, Sat 
Thu, Sun 
Mon, Fri 
Thu, Sun 
Sat 
Wed 
Wed 
Wed, Thu, Sat 
Sat 
Wed, Sat 
Mon, Fri 
Wed, Sun 
Mon, Fri 
Tue, Sat 
Wed 
Tue, Sat 
Sat 
Wed 
Mon, Thu 
Sat 
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87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
Joura Patti Bhud 
Tilhar(U) 
Jindpura 
Jaithoura 
Bhatpura 
Patrajpur 
Unkalan 
Sanda Khas 
Andkhera 
Parsuna Khalilpur 
Dadiya 
Baraincha 
Arely 
Gurgava 
Nigohi Khas 
Udara 
Barua Patti Sanayak 
Khain khera 
Barenda 
Purena 
Rawatpur 
Sarthouli 
K-urriya kalan 
Kant(U) 
Banthara 
Siinaura Ajmatpur 
Parasin 
Ghosgawn 
Chandapur Barkatpur 
Pandaincha 
Kakarghata 
Taharpur 
Khiriaheer 
Mukkaranpur 
Udyapur 
Bartara 
Stauiajampur 
Jamuhi 
Katiya Kambhu 
Jamuka 
Kaneg 
Pasgawn 
Behati 
Shera Mau South 
Atabujurg 
Gurri Zamine Etariya 
Tilhar 
Tilhar 
Nigohi 
Nigohi 
Nigohi 
Nigohi 
Nigohi 
Nigohi 
Nigohi 
Nigohi 
Nigohi 
Nigohi 
Nigohi 
Nigohi 
Nigohi 
Nigohi 
Kant 
Kant 
Kant 
Kant 
Kant 
Kant 
Kant 
Kant 
Dadraul 
Dadraul 
Dadraul 
Dadraul 
Dadraul 
Dadraul 
Dadraul 
Dadraul 
Dadraul 
Bhawalkhera 
Bhawalkhera 
Bhawalkhera 
Bhawalkhera 
Bhawalkhera 
Bhawalkhera 
Bhawalkhera 
Bhawalkhera 
Bhawalkhera 
Bhawalkhera 
Bhawalkhera 
Bhawalkhera 
Bhawalkhera 
Mon 
Wed, Sat 
Wed, Fri, Sun 
Tue 
Tue, Sun 
Mon 
Tue, Sat 
Mon, Wed, Fri 
Thu 
Tue. Sat 
Wed, Sun 
Thu, Sun 
Wed, Sat 
Tue 
Mon, Wed, Fri 
Thu 
Fri 
Wed, Sat 
Tue 
Sun 
Wed 
Fri 
Wed, Thu 
Mon, Thu 
Mon 
Wed, Sat 
Mon, Fri 
Tue, Sat 
Mon, Fri 
Sat 
Sun 
Fri 
Mon, Fri 
Mon, Fri 
Wed 
Tue, Sat 
Thu, Sun 
Mon, Fri 
Thu 
Sun, Wed 
Fri 
Sat 
Thu, Sun 
Wed 
Tue, Thu 
Thu, Sat 
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133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
Sarsawn 
Roza(U) 
Kundariya 
Parour 
Pilua 
Bara Kalan 
Bara Khurd 
Tadai 
Rafia Bad Kalan 
Rukanpur 
Bikrampur 
Etmadpur Chuck 
Kauhi 
Haidaipur 
Dahaliya 
Jarouli 
Kilapur Kalan 
Theria 
Mirzapur 
Pirthipur Dhai 
Bharatpur 
Zarianpur 
Singha Yusufpur 
Bangoan 
Nizampur Nagriya 
Fatehpur Biriya 
Barua 
Dari Gulab 
Budhawana 
Mahsoolpur urf 
Navagoan 
Pehna 
Tapar 
Khandar 
Jalalabad (U) 
Bajhera 
Chaurasia 
Kebal Rampur Chilaua 
Allahganj(U) 
Bhawaikhera 
Bhawalkhera 
Kalan 
Kalan 
Kalan 
Kalan 
Kalan 
Kalan 
Kalan 
Kalan 
Kalan 
Kalan 
Mirzapur 
Mirzapur 
Mirzapur 
Mirzapur 
Mirzapur 
Mirzapur 
Mirzapur 
Mirzapur 
Mirzapur 
Mirzapur 
Mirzapur 
Mirzapur 
Jalalabad 
Jalalabad 
Jalalabad 
Jalalabad 
Jalalabad 
Jalalabad 
Jalalabad 
Jalalabad 
Jalalabad 
Jalalabad 
Jalalabad 
Jalalabad 
Jalalabad 
Jalalabad 
Wed, Sun 
Mon, Wed, Fri 
Tue, Sat 
Mon, Sat 
Wed, Sun 
Wed, Sun 
Wed, Sun 
Wed, Sat 
Tue, Fri 
Sat 
Tue 
Wed, Sun 
Thu, Sun 
Thu 
Wed, Sat 
Wed, Sat 
Wed, Sun 
Wed, Sun 
Wed, Sat 
Mon, Fri 
Thu 
Mon, Wed, Sun 
Tue, Sat 
Wed, Sun 
Tue, Sat 
Wed, Sun 
Tue, Sat 
Tue, Fri 
Thu, Sun 
Tue, Sat 
Mon, Fri 
Wed, Sun 
Wed, Sun 
Mon, Thu 
Tue 
Tue, Sun 
Tue, Sat 
Mon, Fri 
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Appendix-n 
Statistical Procedure of Computing Classification of Periodic Markets Based on 
Transacted Commodities by Doi's Crop Combination Metiiod 
To make a comparison on different technique of combinational analysis more 
considerable, percentage of transacted commodities in selected periodic markets is used. 
If a single commodity is transacted in a market, it the ideal condition would be that 100 
per cent transaction for that commodity which is maximum percentage to the total 
transaction of the market. In the case of two transacted commodities, the ideal condition 
would be that both the commodities have 50 per cent chances occupying the total 
transacted crops. For three, four, and five transacted commodities the same procedure has 
been used. The calculation of crop combination region on the basis of Doi,s is illustrated 
below. 
In the statistical procedure the lowest calculated value is of the transacted 
commodities considered for market specialization such as in the case of Mohiuddinpur 
periodic market, the lowest value is 430.97 for three commodities therefore this market 
will be recognized for Vegetables-Food grains and grocery (VFG). 
Alphabetical symbols used here are: 
V = Vegetables, F = Food grains, G = Grocery 0 = Other miscellaneous commodities, 
1. Mohiuddinpur (VFG) 
V 41.42%, F 28.99%, G 14.79%, O 14.79%. 
Mono commodity = (100-41.42/ = 3431.61 
Two commodities = (50-41.42)^+ (50-28.99)^=73.62 + 441.42 = 515.04 
Three commodities = (33.33-41.42)V (33.33-28.99)^ + (33.33-14.79)^ 
= 65.44+18.83+346.70 = 430.97 
Four commodities = (25- 41.42)^ + (25-28.99)^ + (25-14.79)^ + (25 - 14.79)^  ' 269.28 + 
15.92+104.24 +104.24=493.68 
2. Pipriya Harchand (L) 
L 87.71%, V 4.29 %, F 3 %, G 2.5 %, O 2.5%. 
Mono commodity = (100- 87.71 )^  = 151.04 
Two commodities =(50-87.71)^+(50-4.29)^= 1422.04 + 2089.40=3511.44 
Three commodities = (33.33 -87.71)^+ (33.33 -4.29)^  + (33.33-3)^ 
= 29.57.18+843.32+919.90=4720.40 
Four commodities = (25-87.71)^+ (25-4.29)^ + (25-3)^  + (25 -2.5)^ 
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= 39.32.54+428.90+484+506.25=5351.69 
Five commodities = (20-87.71)' + (20-4.29)^ + (20-3)' + (20 -2.5)' + (20 • 
= 4584.64+246.80+289+306.25+306.25=5732.94 
3. Narautha (VF) 
V 43.01%, F30.il 
Mono commodity 
Two commodities 
Three commodities 
-2.5)' 
%. G 13.44 %, O 13.44%. 
= (100-43.01)'=3247.86 
= (50-43.01)^+ (50 - 30.11)'= 48.86+395.62= 444.48 
= (33.33 -43.01)'+(33.33 -30.11)'+ (33.33-13.44)' 
= 93.70+10.36+395.62=499.68 
Four commodities = (25-43.01)'+ (25-30.11)' + (25-13.44)' + (25 -13.44)' 
= 324.36+26.11+133.63+133.63=617.73 
4. Rampur Kalan (VFG) 
V 37.04%, F 25.93 %, Grocery 18.52%, O 18.52%. 
Mono Commodity = (100-37.04)' = 3963.96 
Two Commodities = (50-37.04)^+ (50 - 25.93)'= 167.96+579.36=747.32 
Three Commodities = (33.33-37.04)'+ (33.33 -25.93)' + (33.33-18.52)' 
= 13.76+54.76=219.33 
Four Commodities = (25-37.04)' + (25-25.93)' + (25-18.52)' + (25 -18.52)' 
= 144.96+0.86+41.99+41.99=229.8 
5.Khutar(L) 
L 69.52%, V 13.04 %, 
Mono Commodity 
Two Commodities 
Three Commodities 
Four Commodities 
Five Commodities 
F 9.13%, O 4.74%, G 3.56% 
= (100-69.52)'= 929.03 
= (50-69.02)'+ (50 - 13.04)'= 381.03+1366.04=1747.07 
= (33.33 -69.02)'+ (33.33 -13.04)' + (33.33-9.13)' 
= 1309.71+411.68+585.64=2307.03 
= (25-69.52)' + (25-13.04)' + (25-9.13)'+ (25^.74)' 
= 1982.03+143.04+251.85+410.46=2871.53 
= (20-69.52)' + (20-13.04)' + (20-9.13)' + (20 -4.74)'+ (20-3.56)' 
2452.23+48.44+118.15+232.86+270.27=3121.95 
6. Powayan (L) 
L 75.47%, O 7.50% V 6.81% G 5.45%, F 4.77%, 
Mono Commodity = (100-75.47)'= 601.72 
= (50-75.47)^+ (50 -7.50)'= 648.72+1806.25=2454.97 
= (33.33 -75.47)' + (33.33 -7.50)' + (33.33-6.81)' 
= 1775.77+667.18+741.47=3184.42 
= (25-75.47)' + (25-7.50)' + (25-6.81.)'+ (25-5.45)' 
= 2547.22+306.25+330.87+382.20=3266.54 
= (20-75.47)'+ (20-7.50)' + (20-6.81)'+ (20 -5.45)'+ (20-4.77)' = 
3076.92+156.25+173.97+211.70+231.95=3710.79 
Two Commodities 
Three Commodities 
Four Commodities 
Five Commodities 
7. Jawan (VFG) 
V 40.82%, F 28.57%, G 15.31 %, 015.31 % 
Mono Commodity = (100-40.82)' = 3502.27 
= (50-40.82)^+ (50 -28.57)'= 84.27+459.24=543.51 
= (33.33 -40.82)'+ (33.33 -28.57)'+ (33.33-15.31)' 
= 56.10+22.65+324.72=403.47 
= (25-40.82)' + (25-28.57)' + (25-15.31.)'+ (25-15.31)' 
= 250.27+12.74+93.89+93.89=450.79 
Two Commodities 
Three Commodities 
Four Commodities 
251 
Four Commodities 
Five Commodities 
8. Sindhauli (LVF) 
L 55.56%, V 17.78%, F 17.14%, G 4.76%, 0 4.76% 
Mono Commodity = (100-55.56/ = 1974.91 
Tv.fo Commodities = (50-55.56y + (50 -17.78)^= 30.91+1038.12=1069.03 
Three Commodities = (33.33 -55.56^ + (33.33-17.78)' + (33.33-17.14)' 
= 1494.17+241.80+262.11=1998.08 
= (25-55.56)' + (25-17.78)' + (25-17.14)' + (25-4.76)' 
= 933.91+52.12+61.77+409.65=1457.45 
= (20-55.56)'+ (20-17.78)' + (20-17.14)' + (20-4.76)'+ (20-4.76)' 
= 1264.51+4.92+8.17+232.25+232.25=1742.1 
9. Alampur (VFOG) 
V 37.04%, F 25.93%, 018.52%, G 18.52%, 
Mono Commodity = (100-37.04)' = 3963.96 
= (50-37.04)^+ (50 -25.93)'= 167.96+579.36=747.32 
= (33.33 -37.04)' + (33.33 -25.93)' + (33.33-18.52)' 
= 13.76+54.76+219.33=287.85 
= (25-37.04)'+ (25-25.93)' + (25-18.52)'+ (25-18.52)' 
=144.96+0.86+41.99+41.99= 229.8 
10. Nawada Darabast (VF) 
V 39.47%, F 27.63%, 019.74%, G 13.16%, 
Mono Commodity = (100-39.47)'= 3663.88 
= (50-39.47)' + (50 -27.63)'= 110.88+22.37=133.25 
= (33.33 -39.47)' + (33.33 -27.63)' + (33.33-19.74)' 
= 37.69+32.49+184.68=254.86 
= (25-39.47)'+ (25-27.63)' + (25-19.74)' + (25-13.16)' 
= 209.38+6.91+27.66+140.18=384.13 
11. Ukhari (VFO) 
V 39.11%, F 27.37%, O 19.55%, G 13.93%, 
Mono Commodity = (100-39.11)' = 3707.59 
= (50-39.11)' + (50-27.37)'= 118.59+512.11 =730.70 
Two Commodities 
Three Commodities 
Four Commodities 
Two Commodities 
Three Commodities 
Four Commodities 
Two Commodities 
Three Commodities = (33.33 -39.11)' + (33.33 -27.37)' + (33.33-19.55)' 
= 33.40+35.52+189.88=258.8 
\2 J. /•oc OT n \ 2 
Two Commodities 
Three Commodities 
Four Commodities 
Four Commodities = (25-39.11)'+ (25-27.37)' + (25-19.55)'+ (25-13.93)' 
= 199.09+5.42+29.70+122.54=356.75 
12. Khudaganj (VFO) 
V 41.88%, F 29.32%, O 17.02%, G 11.78%, 
Mono Commodity =(100-41.88)' = 3377.9 
= (50-41.88)^+ (50-29.32)'= 65.93+427.66=493.59 
= (33.33-41.88)' + (33.33 -29.32)' + (33.33-17.02)' 
= 73.10+16.08+266.01=355.19 
= (25-41.88)' + (25-29.32)' + (25-17.02)' + (25-11.78)' 
= 284.93+18.66+63.68+174.76=542.03 
13. Miranpur Katra (L) 
L 74.73%, V 9.84%, F 6.88%, O 4.92%, G 3.63%, 
Mono Commodity = (100-74.73)'= 638.57 
= (50-74.73)^+ (50-9.84)'= 611.57+1612.82=2224.39 
= (33.33-74.73)' + (33.33-9.84)' + (33.33-6.88)' 
=1713.9+551.78+699.60=2965.28 
= (25-74.73)' + (25-9.84)' + (25-6.88)' + (25-4.92)' 
= 2473.03+229.82+328.33 
= (20-74.73)'+ (20-9.84)' + (20-6.88)'+ (20 ^.92)'+ (20-3.63)' 
Two Commodities 
Three Commodities 
Four Commodities  i 
Five Commodities = i 
252 
= 2995.37+103.22+103.22+227.40+267.97=3593.96 
14. Dabhaura (L) 
L 82.89%, V 6.06%, F 4.24%, O 4.16 %, G 2.65%, 
Mono Commodity = (100-82.89/ = 292.75 
= (50-82.89r + (50-6.06^= 1081.75+1930.73=3012.47 
= (33.33-82.89)^ + (33.33-6.06)^ + (33.33-4.24)^ 
= 2456.19+743.65+846.22=4046.06 
= (25-82.89)^+ (25-6.06)^ + (25-4.24)^+ (25-4.16)^ 
= 3351.25+358.72+430.97+434.30=4775.24 
= (20-82.89)^ + (20-6.06)^  + (20-4.24)^+ (20 -^.16)^+ (20-2.65)^ 
=3955.15+194.32+248.37+250.9+301.2=4949.76 
15. Bauri (VF) 
V 43.27%, F 30.29%, O 16.83%, G 9.62%, 
Two Commodities 
Three Commodities 
Four Commodities 
Five Commodities 
Mono Commodity 
Two Commodities 
Three Commodities 
Four Commodities 
= (100-43.27)^=3218.29 
= (50-43.27)^ + (50 -30.29)^= 45.29+388.48= 433.48 
= (33.33-43.27)^ + (33.33 -30.29)^ + (33.33-16.83)^ 
= 98.80+9.24+992.25=1100.29 
= (25-43.27)^+ (25-30.29)^ + (25-16.83)^+ (25-9.62)^ 
= 33.79+27.98+66.74+236.54=665.54=665.05 
16. Brah Mohabbatpur (VFOG) 
V 34.88%, F 24.42%, O 23.26%, G 17.44%, 
Mono Commodity = (100-34.88/ = 4240.61 
Two Commodities = (50-34.88)^+ (50 -24.42)^= 228.61+654.33=882.94 
Three Commodities = (33.33-34.88)^ + (33.33-24.42)^ + (33.33-23.26)^ 
= 2.40+79.38+541.02=622.8 
Four Commodities = (25-34.88)^ + (25-24.42)^  + (25-23.26)^ + (25-17.44)^ 
= 97.61+0.33+3.02+57.15=158.11 
17. Rajpura (LV) 
L 57.42%, V 17.20%, F 12.04%, O 5.16%, G 5.16% 
Mono Commodity = (100-57.42/= 1813.05 
= (50-57.42)^+ (50-17.20)^= 55.05+1075.84 =1130.89 
= (33.33-57.42)^+ (33.33-17.20)^ + (33,33-12.04)^ 
= 580,32+260.17+453.26=1293.75 
= (25-57.42)^+ (25-17.20)^ + (25-12.04)^+ (25-8.17)^ 
= 1051.05+60.84+167.96+283.24= 1563.09 
Two Commodities 
Three Commodities 
Four Commodities 
Five Commodities = (20-57.42)' + (20-17.20)^ + (20-12.04)^ + (20-8.17)^ + (20-5.16)^  
=1400.25+7.84+63.36+139.94+220.22= 1831.61 
18. Bhatpura (VOF) 
V 32.97%, O 27.47%, F 23.08%, G 16.48%. 
Mono Commodity = (100-32.97)^ = 4493.02 
Two Commodities 
Three Commodities 
= (50-32.97)' + (50-27.47)'= 290.02+507.60=797.62 
= (33.33-32.97)^+ (33.33-27.47)' + (33.33-23.08)^ 
= 0.12+34.92+105.06=140.1 
Four Commodities = (25-32.97)' + (25-27.47)' + (25-23.08)' + (25-16.48)' 
= 63.52+5.85+3.68+72.59=145.64 
19. Nigohi Khas (LV) 
L 74.92%, V 10.37%, F 7.26%, O 4.54%, G 2.92% 
Mono Commodity = (100-74.92)^ = 6290.00 
Two Commodities = (50-74.92)' + (50-10.37)'= 621.00+1570.53=2191 53 
Three Commodities = (33.33-74.92)'+ (33.33-10.37)^ + (33.33-7.26)' 
253 
Four Commodities 
= 1729.72+527.16+679.64=2936.52 
= (25-74.92)^+ (25-10.37)^  + (25-7.26)^ + (25-4.54)^ 
= 2492.00+214.03+314.70+418.61=2936.31 
Five Commodities = (20-74.92)' + (20-10.37)' + (20-7.26)'+ (20-4.54)'+ (20-2.92)' 
= 3016.20+404.15+162.30+239.01+291.72=4113.38 
20. Barura Patti (LV) 
L 57.12%, V18.75%, F 11.61%, O 7.45%, G 5.06%. 
Mono Commodity =(100-57.12)'= 1838.69 
Two Commodities = (50-57.12)^+ (50-18.75)'= 50.69+976.56=1027.25 
Three Commodities = (33.33-57.12)' + (33.33-18.75)' + (33.33-11.61)' 
= 565.96+212.57+471.75=1250.28 
Four Commodities = (25-57.12)' + (25-18.75)' + (25-11.61)' + (25-7.45)' 
= 131.69+39.06+179.29+308.00=1558.04 
Five Commodities = (20-57.12)' + (20-18.75)' + (20-11.61)' + (20-7.45)' + 
(20-5.06)'=1377.89+1.56+70.39+157.50+223.20=1830.54 
21. Rawatpur (L) 
L 64.78%, VI3.72%, F 9.61%, O 7.32% G 4.57%. 
Mono Commodity = (100-64.78)' = 124.44 
Two Commodities = (50-64.78)^+ (50-13.72)'= 218.44+1316.23=1534.67 
Three Commodities = (33.33 -64.78)'+ (33.33 -13.72)' + (33.33-9.61)' 
= 989.10+384.55+562.63=1936.28 
Four Commodities = (25-64.78)' + (25-13.72)' + (25-9.61)' + (25-7.32)' 
= 1582.44+127.23+236.85+312.58=2259.1 
Five Commodities = (20-64.78)'+ (20-13.72)' + (20 -9.61)' + (20-7.32)' + 
(20-4.57)'=2005.24+39.43+236.85+160.78+238.08=2680.39 
22. Parasin (L) 
L 72.48%, V 12.93%, F 9.05%, O 2.77%, G 2.77%. 
Mono Commodity = (100-72.48)' = 757.35 
Two Commodities = (50-72.48)^+ (50-12.93)'= 505.35+1374.18=1879.53 
Three Commodities = (33.33-72.48)' + (33.3-12.93)' + (33.33-9.05)' 
= 1532.72+416.16+589.51=2538.39 
Four Commodities = (25-72.48)' + (25-12.93)' + (25-9.05)' + (25-2.77)' 
= 2254.35+145.68+254.4 + 494.17=4148.6 
Five Commodities = (20-72.48)' + (20-12.93)' + (20-9.05)' + (20-2.77)' + 
(20-2.77)'= 2754.15+49.98+119.90+296.87+296.87=3517.77 
23. Padaincha (VF) 
V 43.80%, F 30.66%, O 14.60% G 10.95%. 
= (100-43.80)'= 3158.44 
= (50-43.80)^+ (50-30.66)'= 38.44+374.03=412.47 
= (33.33-43.80)'+ (33.33-30.66)'+ (33.33-14.60)' 
= 109.62+7.12+350.81=467.55 
= (25-43.80)' + (25-30.66)' + (25-14.60)'+ (25-10.95)' 
= 353.44+32.03+108.16+197.40+691.03=1382.06 
24. Sebra Mau South (VF) 
V 43.33%, F 30.03%, O 12.32%, G 12.32%. 
Mono Commodity 
Two Commodities 
Three Commodities 
Four Commodities 
Mono Commodity 
Two Commodities 
Three Commodities 
Four Commodities 
= (100-44.33)' = 3099.14 
= (50-44.33)'+ (50-30.03)'= 32.14+359.86=392 
= (33.33-44.33)' +(33.33-30.03)'+ (33.33-12.32)' 
= 121+5.29 + 441.42=562.94 
= (25-44.33)' + (25-30.03)' + (25-12.32)'+ (25-12.32)' 
= 373.64+36.36+160.78+160.78=570.78 
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25. Kaneg (LVF) 
L 83.73 %, V 6.42%, F 3.21%, G 2.14%. 
= (100-83.73/= 3099.14 Mono Commodity 
Two Commodities 
Three Commodities 
Four Commodities 
= (50-83.73r + (50-6.42)^= 4510.71+359.86=4870.57 
= (33.33-83.73)^ +(33.33-6.42)^+ (33.33-3.21)^= 121 +5.29 
+ 441.42=562.94 
= (25-83.73)^ + (25-6.42)^ + (25-3.21) ^  + (25-3.21 )^  
= 373.64+36.36+160.78+160.78=570.78 
26. Roza (V) 
V 46.78%, F 32.75%, G 10.23%, O 10.23%. 
= (100-46.78^ = 264.71 
= (50-46.78)^+ (50-32.75)^= 1137.71+1099.21=2280.5 
= (33.33-46.78)^ + (33.33-32.75)^ + (33.33-10.23)^ 
= 180.90+0.33+533.61=714.84 
= (25-46.78)^ + (25-32.75)^ + (25-10.23)^+ (25-10.23)^ 
= 474.36+60.06+218.15=970.72 
27. Rafiabad Kalan (L) 
L 69.93%, V 14.37%, FIO.06%, O 4.27%, G 3.37%. 
Mono Commodity 
Two Commodities 
Three Commodities 
Four Commodities 
Mono Commodity 
Two Commodities 
Three Commodities 
Four Commodities 
Five Commodities 
(100-72.48)^ = 904.20 
= (50-72.48)^ + (50-12.93)^= 397.20+1269.49=1666.69 
= (33.33-72.48)^ + (33.33 -14.37)^ + (33.33-10.06)^ 
=1339.56+359.48+541.49=2240.53 
= (25-72.48)^ + (25-14.37)^ + (25-10.06)^+ (25-4.27)^ 
= 2018.70+112.99+429.73+223.20=2784.62 
= (20-72.48)^+ (20-14.37)^ + (20 -10.06)^ + (20-4.27)^ 
+ (20-3.37)^=2493+31.69+98.80+247.43+276.55=3147.47 
28. Paraur (VFG) 
V 38.04%, F 26.63%, G 21.74%, 013.59%. 
Mono Commodity 
Two Commodities 
Three Commodities 
Four Commodities 
= (100-38.04)^ = 3839.04 
= (50-38.04)^ + (50-26.63)^= 143.04+546.15=689.19 
= (33.33-38.04)2+ (33.33-26.63)^ + (33.33-21.74)^ 
= 22.18+44.89+134.32=201.39 
= (25-38.04)2 + (25-26.63)2 + (25-21.74)^ + (25-13.59)^ 
= 170.04+2.65+10.62+130.18=313.49 
29. Zarenpur (LF) 
L 61.84%, F18.23%, V 10.11%, O 7.16% G 3.37%. 
Mono Commodity 
Two Commodities 
Three Commodities 
= (100-61.84)'= 1456.18 
Four Commodities 
Five Commodities 
= (50-61.84)2 +(50-18.23)2= 140.18+1009.33=1149.51 
= (33.33-61.84)2+ (33.33-18.23)2 + (33.33-10.11)2 
= 812.82+228.01+539.16=1579.99 
= (25-61.84)2 +(25-18.23)2+ (25-10.11)2+(25-7.16)2 
= 1357.18+45.83+221.71+318.26=1942.98 
= (20-61.84)2+ (2018.23)2 + (20 -10.11)2 + (20-7.16)2 + (20-3.37)2 
= 1750.58+3.18+97.81+166.41+276.55=2294.48 
30. Bharatpur (L) 
L 82.39%, V 7.34%, F 5.14%, G2.57%, O 2.57%. 
Mono Commodity = (100-82.39/ =310.11 
= (50-82.39)^+ (50-7.34)2= 1049.11+1818.02=2867.33 
= (33.33-82.39)2 + (33.33-7.34)2 + (33.33-5.14)2 
= 2397.08+675.48+794.6=3866.62 
= (25-82.39)2 + (25-7.34)2 + (25-5.14)2 + (25-2.57)2 
Two Commodities 
Three Commodities 
Four Commodities = i 
255 
= 3293.6+311.87+394.41+503.10=4502.46 
Five Commodities = (20-82.39)'+ (20-7.34)^ + (20 -5.14)' + (20-2.57)'+ (20-2.57)' 
= 3880.04+160.27+220.81+303.80+17.43=4582.35 
31. Bajhera (L) 
L 73.31%, V 16.77%, F 7.54%. O 4.99%, G 2.99%, 
Mono Commodity = (100-73.31)' = 691.16 
Two Commodities = (50-73.31)^+ (50-16.77)'= 562.16+11.4.23=1666.39 
Three Commodities = (33.33-73.31)'+ (33.33-16.77)' + (33.33-7.54)' 
= 1603.54+274.23+665.12=2569.89 
Four Commodities = (25-73.31)'+ (25-16.77)' + (25-7.54) + (25-4.99)' 
= 2372.66+67.73+304.85+400.40=3145.64 
Five Commodities = (20-73.31)' + (20-16.77)' + (20-7.54)'+ (20-4.99)'+ (20-2.99)' 
= 2884.76+10.43+155.25+225.30+289.34=3565.08 
32. Budhawana (LF) 
L 57.7 %, F 57.7 %, V 13.17%, O 8.56%, G 4.61%, 
Mono Commodity = (100-57.70)' = 1789.29 
Two Commodities = (50-57.70)^+ (50-57.70)'= 59.29+1108.89=1168.18 
Three Commodities = (33.33-57.70)' + (33.33-57.70)' + (33.33-13.17)' 
= 593.89+276.55+406.42=1276.86 
Four Commodities = (25-57.70)' + (25-57.70)' + (25-13.17) + (25-8.56)' 
= 1069.29+68.89+139.9+260.49=1538.6 
Five Commodities = (20-57.70)' + (2057.70)' + (20-13.17)'+ (20-8.56)' + 
(20-4.61)'= 1421.29+10.89+46.64+130.87+236.87=1846.54 
33. Jalalabad (VFO) 
V 40.26%, F 28.18%, 019.59%, G 11.97%, 
Mono Commodity = (100-40.26)'= 3568.86 
Two Commodities = (50-40.26)^+ (50-28.18)'= 94.86+476.11 =570.97 
Three Commodities = (33.33-40.26)'+ (33.33-28.18)' + (33.33-19.59)' 
= 48.02+26.52+188.78=263.32 
Four Commodities = (25-40.26)' + (25-28.18)' + (25-19.59) + (25-11.97)' 
= 232.8+10.11+29.26+169.78=441.95 
34. Allabganj (VFO) 
V 41.42%, F 28.99%, O 18.34%, G 11.24%, 
Mono Commodity = (100-41.42)' = 3431.61 
Two Commodities = (50-41.42)' + (50-28.99)'= 73.61+441.4=515.01 
Three Commodities = (33.33-41.42)' + (33.33-28.99)' + (33.33-18.34)' 
= 65.44+18.83+224.70=308.97 
Four Commodities = (25-41.42)'+ (25-28.99)' + (25-18.34)'+ (25-11.24)' 
= 268.61+15.92+44.35+189.3=515.18 
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Appendix-IV 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT PERIODIC MARKET 
1. Name of Market Place 2. Census status-Rural/Urban 
3. Nature of Market -Weekly/ Bi-weekly/ Tri-weekly 4. Market space in sq. mt 
5. Block 6. Tahsil 
7. Distance from Block headquarters (km) Distance from Tahsil headquarters (km).... 
8. Distance from district headquarters (km) Distance from near by town (km) 
9. Mode of Transport- KR/ PR/ SH /NH / RL/J 10. Means of Transportation 
11. Market Administrative body-Nagar Parishad / Nagar Pachayat / Gram Panchayat/ 
Zila Panchayat/ Landlord/ other 
12. Facilities or Services - PCO/PO / Health / Police Station/ Agricultural/Domestic article 
13. Commodities transacted-Share of Agricultural Share of Non-agricultural 
14. Vegetables-Potato/ Tomato/ Green chilli/ Pea/ Others Fruits 
15. Food grains-Wheat/Paddy/Pulses/others Oilseeds 
16. Livestock-Cattle Buffalo Goats others 
17. Mill made cloth, Readymade, Shoes, Cosmetic, Plastic goods. Grocery, others 
18. Number of food grains shops 19. Nimiber of mill cloth shops 
20. Number of grocery shop 21. Number of other shops 
22. Total number of Traders Ratio (U/R) Mean distance of residence 
23. Total number of buyers Ratio (U/R) Mean distance of residence 
24. Total No. of participants Pedestrian Non-pedestrian 
25. Other observations 
^^^^'- Signature of Investigator 
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Appendix-V 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
TRADERS/BUYERS OF PERIODIC MARKET 
l.Name Age Sex Religion/Caste Family size 
2. Place of Resi.(U/R) Block/Town District Distance(km) 
3. Main Purpose of visiting the Market: Selling/ purchasing/ both selling, buying/ other 
4. Status:Producer seller/ Rearer/Retailer/Whole seller/Labourer/ Middleman/Consumer /other 
5. If Farmer, size of holding: Below 1 hectare, 1-2 hectares, 2-4 hectares, Above 4 hectares. 
5. Trader/Consumer Behaviour with different commodities transacted in the market 
Commodities 
Vegetables 
Wheat 
Paddy 
Pulses 
Oilseeds 
Fruits 
Buffalo 
Cattle 
Goats 
Others 
Price Distance (km) Place Status of Place Person/agency 
6. If Traders, whether commodity transaction is full time occupation or n part time occupation 
7. If part time occupation, what is main occupation 
8. Monthly income from main occupation (Rs.) involving year 
9. Monthly income from the commodity transaction involving year 
10. Investment in rupee for commodity transaction Source of investment 
11. Means of transportation: on foot/cycle/ rickshaw^ullock cart/tanga/truck^us/train/others 
12. Problems: Platfarm/storage/shadow/ auction/market charges/weight measuring/ 
administrative /security/drinking water/ health/transaportation/communication/others 
13. Causes for preference to periodic markets: 
14. Other remarks, if any. 
Dated: Signature of Investigator 
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GLOSSARY 
Aata 
Aata Chakki 
Arahatiya 
Bankati 
Bathaki 
Bhabar 
Bangar 
Bidi 
Bori 
Chaat 
Cheetal 
Daal 
Dalai 
Dara system 
Dhaba 
Dhak 
Dhan Kutti 
Dharamshala 
Domat 
Goshala 
Gram Panchayat 
Jungle 
Wheat flour 
Small processing unit for wheat flour 
Commission agent 
Cleared forest land in Jalalabad tahsil 
Market charge 
Tract of land near the foot-hill of the Himalayas 
Old alluvium 
A thin tube of leaf of tree filled with tobacco, for smoking 
A kind of bag for keeping goods 
Fried edible brackish material 
A species of deer 
Pulses 
Brokerage 
Heap of grains are sold at flat rate in the system 
* 
Small Restaurant 
A kind of tree 
Small processing unit for rice 
Inn 
Loamy soil 
A place for keeping livestock, especially for cow 
Administrative unit of local body in rural areas 
Patches of sparse forest 
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Kankar 
Khadar 
Khadari Zameen 
Khar 
Nodules of Impure calcium carbonate 
New alluvium 
New alluvial soil deposited by river every year 
Livestock' diet 
Kirana 
Koron 
Loo 
Mandi samiti 
Matiyar 
Munj 
Namkeen 
Oonchi Zameen 
Pan 
Panai, Sarpet, Santha 
Roti 
Rozi 
Tahabazari 
Tamarisk 
Tarai 
Thaila 
Usar 
Wala 
Zila Panchayat 
Grocery 
Sal tree 
Hot westerly local wind in May 
Regulated market 
Clayey loam 
A kind of tall grass 
Edible brackish material 
Banger land 
Betel leaf 
Kinds of tall grass 
Income for livelihood 
Employment 
Market charge 
A kind of tall grass 
A kind of wetland 
A kind of small bag for keeping 
Saline and alkali soils 
Owner 
District Board 
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